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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the December 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes! As the holiday season is once again upon us, I 
hope all of you have had a safe and productive year. Yes, this has been a year of extreme challenges for us 
all in the high tech industry, but next year is sure to get better. Signs of growth are already occuring, and 
we’re seeing promise of the adoption of many of our new technology and business solutions that should 
help to get all businesses back on track and growing once again.

This month we have quite a mix of articles for you. We start off with an article from our very own Kevin 
Burnett—one many have been waiting for: “What’s New in Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0.” Next 
Tay Kratzer provides information on GroupWise with “Implementing a High Availability Web Access 
Solution with GroupWise 6.” Rounding out the AppNote articles is “Enhancing TCP Performance 
Through the Large Window and SACK Options” from Anumita Biswas. 

In Developer Notes this month we have Gary Daigle’s third-party contribution, “Convergence of 
Technology: Integrating CollabraSpace Collaboration Server with Novell exteNd.” Rob Lyon continues 
his series on MySQL on NetWare with “Installing and Configuring NetWare AMP (NetWare 6, Apache, 
MySQL, and PHP/Perl).” Jeff Hanson checks in with the next installment of his series, “How to Build 
J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies, Part 7.”

We also have the sections with many exciting things there. As you’ll notice over the coming months, there 
will be more changes in the AppNotes, and they’ll be changes for the better. You’ll also see changes on our 
Web site that will also be for the better. As always, I look forward to your feedback and suggestions. We 
consider each one carefully. I also like to hear from you on the topics you would like to see covered.

I wanted to note that quite often we gather information for some of our sections from the various Novell 
forums, and thus we do not credit the specific people that are involved on these message strings. This is not 
to slight anyone in any way, but rather to share information that we deem others could use without 
requiring everyone to search through the forums. So if anyone is upset about us doing this, I apologize.

Also, I remind you that BrainShare in 2003 is going to be the week of April 13-18 in Salt Lake City.  The 
BrainShare site is active now, so you should be able to register and find out what is happening. Please 
check it regularly to find the latest information. Take a look at the ad in the back of this issue and visit the 
BrainShare site at http://www.novell.com/brainshare/. 

The AppNotes staff wishes each of you a safe and happy holiday season! 

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

December 2002

http://www.novell.com/brainshare
Administrator
http://www.novell.com/brainshare/.
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A P P N O T E S  ( S p o t l i g h t  o n  N o v e l l  i F o l d e r  2 . 0 )

4 What’s New in Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0
Kevin Burnett
Introduces the new features available in Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0, a new release of the 
popular file storage and synchronization solution available from Novell.

26 Implementing a High Availability Web Access Solution with GroupWise 6
Tay Kratzer
Describes a high availability Web Access solution that allows GroupWise 6 users to access their e-mail 
and other collaboration tools via the Web.

45 Enhancing TCP Performance Through the Large Window and SACK Options
Anumita Biswas
Describes two TCP extensions (Large Window and Selective Acknowledgement) designed to enhance 
the performance of TCP over networks with high bandwidth and long delay.

D E V E L O P E R  N O T E S

58 Convergence of Technology: Integrating CollabraSpace Collaboration Server 
with Novell exteNd
John Madden, Gary Daigle
Explains how to integrate CollabraSpace’s CollabraSuite software components into Novell’s portal 
framework using the Novell exteNd Web application development products.

71 Installing and Configuring NetWare AMP (NetWare 6, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl)
Rob Lyon
Second in a series of AppNotes on MySQL on NetWare, covers the set of products known as NetWare 
AMP: NetWare 6, Apache Web server, MySQL database engine, and PHP/Perl scripting languages.

82 How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 7
J. Jeffrey Hanson
Seventh in a series that outlines a platform and methodology for developing applications on NetWare 
with the Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) using a service-oriented architecture.

Contents December 2002
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Feature Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

What’s New in Novell iFolder 
Professional Edition 2.0

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell, Inc.
kburnett@novell.com

This AppNote introduces the new features available in Novell iFolder 
Professional Edition 2.0, a new release of the popular file storage and 
synchronization solution available from Novell. It also provides “quick start” 
information on installing the iFolder server and client software, and gives a brief 
description of how to use iFolder 2.0.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Overview of Novell iFolder
• New Features in iFolder Professional Edition 2.0
• Pre-Installation Considerations
• Installing the iFolder 2.0 Server Software
• Installing the iFolder 2.0 Client
• Using iFolder 2.0
• Conclusion

Topics iFolder, Net services, NetWare features

Products Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0

Audience network administrators, installers, designers

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with NetWare

Operating System NetWare 5.1 and 6.x, Windows 2000/NT 4, Linux, Solaris

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Novell iFolder is a simple, secure storage solution that can increase user 
productivity by enabling you to access, organize, and manage your personal files 
from anywhere, at any time. Once you have installed iFolder, you simply save 
your files locally, as you have always done, and iFolder automatically updates the 
files on a network server and delivers them to the other computers you use. For 
example, you can save a file at the office and iFolder automatically transfers the 
file to your home computer through an Internet connection. With iFolder you no 
longer need to e-mail files to yourself or save them on removable disks; your files 
are kept up-to-date on all the machines that you use.

To maintain data integrity and ensure you have the latest version of your files, 
iFolder seamlessly synchronizes the contents of all of your iFolders, no matter 
which of your computers you may currently be using. This is possible because 
your computers communicate regularly with the server, ensuring that the most 
current information is distributed to all of your computers that use iFolder. If you 
make a change to any of your personal files, iFolder locates the changes you made 
and communicates only the changed data to the server and your other computers..

Novell iFolder is currently available in two versions: 

• iFolder Standard Edition 1.01 (included with NetWare 6)
• iFolder Professional Edition 2.0 (the latest version, available separately) 

This AppNote discusses the features available in iFolder Professional Edition 2.0; 
a subset of these features is available in iFolder Standard Edition 1.01. The 
AppNote begins with a brief overview of how the iFolder system works and how 
it can benefit network administrators and users. It then describes the new iFolder 
features and gives a “quick start” guide to installing the iFolder server and client 
software.

Overview of Novell iFolder

Novell iFolder works by using a Web browser to access an iFolder server. From 
that server, users can download the iFolder client software to their workstations. 
After completion of the iFolder client software installation, they have a personal 
iFolder on their computer's hard drive. Any files they place in this folder will 
automatically be synchronized to a corresponding folder on the iFolder server. 

This personal iFolder looks like any other folder on your computer's hard drive. 
You can access it just as you would any other folder: by saving files to it, 
dragging-and-dropping files into it, or copying files to it.

The iFolder client software monitors your personal iFolder and notifies the 
iFolder server if you make changes to the contents of your personal iFolder. In 
addition, the iFolder server notifies the client software when its copy of your 
personal iFolder changes. By loading the iFolder client on multiple computers, 
you can use Novell iFolder to publish your data across as many computers 
s you want.
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Both the iFolder server and iFolder client work together to keep your files 
synchronized. Effectively, the iFolder server provides a reliable backup for the 
files in your iFolder client directory. Once the files are updated to the iFolder 
server, they become available to be included in your organization's regular 
network backup operations.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical iFolder system that allows users to access their files 
from different Windows workstations and various locations.

Figure 1: Novell iFolder allows users to access their files from their office or home 
computer, from a laptop, or through a Web browser.

Benefits of Novell iFolder
As a network user, iFolder provides you with many significant benefits. First and 
foremost, it greatly simplifies access to your files by allowing the data to follow 
you wherever you go. Novell iFolder stores and synchronizes your work in such a 
way that your files are always available, no matter what computer you are using or 
what location you log in from. With iFolder, you are only as far away from 
information you need as the nearest Internet-connected device.

Another big benefit is that your iFolder files are transparently synchronized across 
all of the computers you use—including workstations, desktops, laptops, and your 
company’s iFolder server—so you always have the most current version of your 
files. You no longer have to keep track of different versions of the same file on 
different computers and try to remember which is the most recent version. And 
iFolder is smart enough to send only the changed portions of your files over the 
wire, thus making more efficient use of network bandwidth. 

Office
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John Home

Kathy Home

Sam Home
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LDAP Directory

Browser                                        - x

Your iFolder files
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iFolder provides enhanced security options for users. By encrypting your personal 
files as they are delivered to the network and while they reside on the server, 
Novell iFolder protects sensitive files from unauthorized access. This eliminates 
the need to deploy a virtual private network (VPN) in order for remote users to 
access their information. .

iFolder also provides reliable protection against data loss due to system failure or 
disaster. For example, if the computer you have been using at home crashes 
beyond repair, your files are still accessible via iFolder. They remain safe and 
secure on the other computers you use and on the company's network—all of 
which are accessible through a standard Web browser.

Novell iFolder has the capability to deal with document “collisions” via a built-in 
Conflict Bin. For example, suppose you work on a document while you are 
disconnected from the network but don't synchronize it to the iFolder server 
because you don't have access to a network connection at the time. Later, you 
connect to the network from a different computer, work on the same document, 
and that document version is automatically updated to the iFolder server. When 
you return to the original client computer and connect to the network, it will try to 
send its own updated version of the document to the iFolder server, but it won’t be 
able to because that document version will have an earlier time stamp. Instead, 
iFolder sends the document to the Conflict Bin where you can retrieve it and 
restore it at any time.

With its convenient storage capabilities and tight security features, iFolder 
provides an easy way to make sure your work is always synchronized, backed up, 
and accessible. What’s more, iFolder liberates you from being tied to any specific 
piece of hardware. If you’re constantly on the go, you no longer need to copy data 
from one machine to another when you travel. With iFolder, your electronic bags 
are always packed.

There are many more benefits that iFolder has to offer, but we don’t have room to 
describe them all here. If you’re interested in finding out more about what iFolder 
can do for you and your users, an iFolder 2.0 White Paper is available at  
http://www.novell.com/info/collateral/docs/4621279.01/4621279.html.

Components of the Novell iFolder System
The four main components of the Novell iFolder system are described in more 
detail below. 
• The Novell iFolder server runs as an extremely lightweight Apache Web 

server module on NetWare, Linux, and Solaris servers, and as an ISAPI filter 
on Internet Information Server (IIS) Web servers for Windows 2000 and NT 
platforms. The iFolder server provides LDAP authentication, Web page 
delivery, and secure HTTP communication over port 80. A single iFolder 
server can service approximately 10,000 users and can have any standard type 
of disk storage attached to it for storing users’ synchronized data in an 
encrypted format.

http://www.novell.com/info/collateral/docs/4621279.01/4621279.html
Administrator
http://www.novell.com/info/collateral/docs/4621279.01/4621279.html.
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• The Novell iFolder client facilitates the storage of user data in a local iFolder 
directory and watches for any changes to user files. It runs as a filter driver 
and plugs right into the file system to be able to watch for modifications being 
made to files in the iFolder directory. (On Windows 9x computers, the iFolder 
client runs as a .VXD file.)

• Novell eDirectory ships with iFolder Professional Edition 2.0 and is used to 
store information about the iFolder system, user authentication, and access 
control. System and server information is stored in a Global Setting LDAP 
Directory, which contains information for the iFolder service objects, server 
objects, and LDAP server objects. User authentication and access control 
information is stored in a User LDAP Directory.

• A Web Browser interface can be used to access the contents of an iFolder 
from a computing device that does not have the Novell iFolder client 
installed. These devices include PDAs, Web kiosks, and clients in terminal 
server farms. Through the Web browser interface, users can log in to an 
iFolder server by supplying their username, password, and encryption pass 
phrase. They can then perform file operations such as downloads, uploads, 
deletions, renames, and new folder creation. If users need to make changes to 
files, they must download them, make the changes locally, and then upload 
the changed file back to the iFolder server.

Figure 2 is a technical architecture diagram of the Novell iFolder 2.0 system.

Figure 2: Technical architecture of Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0.

iFolder client

iFolder Servers

Global Settings
LDAP Directory

User
LDAP Directory

Used for user authentication
and adds the following
attributes to the user object:
iFolder Server Name
iFolder Server Quota

Used to store IFolder system
configuration and has the
following objects:
iFolder Service
iFolder Server
LDAP Server

Clients are automatically assigned to one
of the IFolder servers and will point directly
to that server.

If an iFolder client attaches to the wrong
server, the server will simply redirect the
iFolder client to the correct server.
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New Features in iFolder Professional Edition 2.0

To better handle large-scale deployments of iFolder, Novell has modified and 
enhanced the underlying architecture of iFolder to support the following new 
features:

• Scalability to support millions of users by having multiple iFolder servers act 
as a single system

• Works with Storage Area Network (SAN) and clustering solutions
• Cross-platform capability—iFolder server runs on additional network 

operating systems besides NetWare
• Increased LDAP integration
• Ability to choose the location of the iFolder directory on local hard drives
• Ability for the administrator to recover a user’s pass phrase
• Improved iFolder system management and monitoring
• Reporting features for management and billing
• Thin-client support for Citrix, Terminal Server, and Novell OnDemand 

Services 
• Pocket PC and Palm PDA access to files via a Web browser

Scalability
After the release of iFolder 1.x, the product development team had one major goal 
in mind for the next version: to enable iFolder 2.0 to scale from small businesses 
with tens or hundreds of users to large corporate networks with thousands of users 
to huge ISPs with millions of users. With iFolder 2.0, you can have a single-server 
system for smaller companies, or a multiple-server system for large corporate 
networks. You can also span multiple directory trees seamlessly. This not only 
provides load balancing for synchronization traffic, but also enables you to deploy 
iFolder servers closer to their users to minimize the flow of synchronization traffic 
across expensive or slow WAN links.

To make things easier on users, iFolder 2.0 enables all users to log in to a single 
iFolder server (the default server), regardless of the number of iFolder servers in 
your iFolder system. Administration is greatly simplified as well, as the new 
iFolder architecture enables you to manage multiple iFolder servers as a single 
iFolder system.

Novell estimates that you can include at least 100 servers in a Novell iFolder 2.0 
system. If each of these 100 servers supports 10,000 users, the system would 
support 1,000,000 users. Granted, the majority of corporate customers will not 
need this type of support, but it does offer serious potential for large multinational 
corporations and especially ISPs.

Increasing the capacity of your iFolder 2.0 system is an easy process. You simply 
access the Web-based iFolder Management Console, select Global Settings from 
the main Web page, select iFolder Servers from the Global Settings menu, and 
click the Add button. (For more detailed instructions, refer to the iFolder online 
documentation at http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/ifolder20.)

http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/ifolder20
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SANs and Clustering
Novell iFolder 2.0 can be configured to use a Storage Area Network (SAN). The 
advantage of using a SAN is that it separates the physical data storage device from 
the servers that access that storage. Depending on the amount of usable storage 
space available in a particular SAN, an iFolder server can typically support more 
and larger personal iFolders by using a SAN than it can using the server’s 
internal storage.

If you choose to configure an iFolder server to use a SAN, you can easily increase 
the amount of storage available to that server by increasing the size of the iFolder 
volume on the SAN. As an example, Novell has an internal iFolder server 
connected to a SAN for employee use. Origianlly the system was configured with 
a 175 GB volume for iFolder use. As more and more employees started using the 
system, Novell realized the iFolder volume on the SAN needed to be enlarged. It 
was first increased to 250 GB and then recently to 325 GB. Using the SAN made 
it extremely easy to increase the available iFolder volume space.

Of course, if an iFolder server fails, users will lose access to any personal iFolder 
contents that are stored on that server. To provide the ultimate in reliability and 
availability, Novell recommends that iFolder be deployed in a clustered 
environment with SAN storage. This will provide the necessary redundancy to 
maintain the iFolder service in case of server failure.

Cross-Platform Capability
To better support companies with varying Web infrastructures and server 
platforms, Novell designed iFolder 2.0 to run on multiple operating systems. 
Currently, the iFolder 2.0 server software runs on the following operating system 
platforms:

• NetWare 6.x with Apache 1.3.20+
• NetWare 5.1 with Support Pack 3 and above and Apache 1.3.20 +
• Windows 2000 SP2 with IIS v4 or greater
• Windows NT 4 SP6a and IIS v4 or greater
• Linux (Red Hat 7.1 and 7.2) with Apache 2 +
• Solaris 8.0 with Apache 2 +

The iFolder Client software runs on the following client operating system 
platforms:

• Windows XP
• Windows 2000/NT 4
• Windows ME/98/95
• Macintosh (coming soon)
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LDAP Integration
To connect individual servers into a single iFolder system, iFolder 2.0 uses one or 
more LDAP-based directories. iFolder 2.0 currently supports eDirectory 8.6 and 
above, and Novell plans to support other leading LDAP v3-compliant directories 
in the future. iFolder 2.0 uses a Global Settings LDAP Directory to store global 
iFolder server configuration settings. For example, the Global Settings LDAP 
directory stores the identity of the default iFolder server.

iFolder 2.0 uses LDAP directories to authenticate users and to store information 
that associates individual users with the iFolder servers where the users’ personal 
iFolders are  stored. In the cases where a user’s personal iFolder does not reside 
on the default iFolder server, this server uses the information stored in the User 
LDAP Directories to redirect the user’s requests to the iFolder server where that 
user’s personal iFolder resides. This is a big improvement over previous versions 
of iFolder (1.0 and 1.01) in which users had to log in to the individual iFolder 
server where their personal iFolders exist. It also reduces a lot of extra work for 
system administrator, since each iFolder server must be managed separately.

Flexible Placement of Local iFolder Directories
Novell iFolder 2.0 allows users to place their personal iFolder anywhere they 
want to on their local hard drive. Previous versions of iFolder did not allow this 
convenience. The iFolder 2.0 client installation program prompts users to specify 
where they want to store the local copy of their personal iFolder. You can select 
the default, which is: C:\My Documents\iFolder\<username>\Home, or browse to 
select another location.

However, system administrators have the option to change the default directory 
path that iFolder creates on users’ workstations. Of they can set a policy that 
prevents users from changing the location for their personal iFolders (some 
organizations have this policy). The default setting is to allow users the freedom 
to place their iFolders wherever they would like. If you want to enforce a specific 
location for iFolder directories, you can do so via the iFolder Management 
Console. The option is found by selecting Global Settings, Global Policies, 
displaying client policies, and specifying a Novell iFolder location in the iFolder 
Location field. Be sure to click the checkbox to enforce this policy.

Ability to Recover User Pass Phrases
Like its predecessor, iFolder 2.0 includes the option to enable encryption using 
128-bit Blowfish encryption keys. The users’ data is encrypted on the iFolder 
server by default. When you enable the Encryption option, users can encrypt their 
data as it crosses the Internet. If users choose to encrypt data, the iFolder 2.0 client 
prompts them to provide a pass phrase which is used to generate the 128-bit 
encryption key. After choosing a pass phrase, they are asked if they want the pass 
phrase remembered. If so, the pass phrase is stored in encrypted format on the 
workstation’s hard drive. After that, each time the user authenticates to iFolder, 
the pass phrase is passed to the iFolder client automatically without the user 
having to type it in.
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A new and significant plus in iFolder 2.0 is the ability to recover pass phrases. By 
enabling and enforcing the Recover Pass Phrase option, you can ensure that the 
administrator has access to the data stored in users’ personal iFolders in case a 
user forgets his or her pass phrase or leaves the company without disclosing it. If 
you choose not to enable this option and a user forgets the pass phrase, there is a 
very good chance that none of that user’s iFolder data will be usable.

Management and Monitoring
The Web-based Management Console for iFolder 2.0 has been updated with 
several new features to help you better manage large-scale deployments of 
iFolder. For example, through the Global Settings interface you can easily add, 
modify, or delete iFolder server and LDAP directories in multiple-server systems. 
Through the User Management interface, you can enable, disable, and manage 
users’ iFolder accounts. You can also set how much space is allotted to each 
iFolder client, and how much time must elapse before an inactive session times 
out.

The iFolder 2.0 Management Console runs on Internet Explorer v5 and above, and 
NetScape v4.7 and above. You access the iFolder Management Console by 
pointing your Web browser to the following URL:

https://<ifolder_server_IP _address>/iFolderServer/Admin

Real-Time Reporting
Also included in the iFolder Management Console are new reporting features that 
give system administrators the ability to track various usage statistics. These 
advanced reporting tools are accessed from the Management Console by clicking 
on the report icon (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Novell iFolder reporting options.

As you can see, there are four reporting options to choose from:

• General Information
• iFolder Servers
• LDAP Directories
• User Accounts
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General information includes total number of users, total disk quota, and total disk 
space used. You can also view iFolder server statistics such as server uptime, host 
OS, iFolder version, total user accounts, and so on (see Figure 4). LDAP statistics 
include IP or DNS name, status, number of LDAP users, and number of iFolder 
users. The User Accounts option will show you individual users’ session start and 
stop times, latest synchronizations, amount of data uploaded and downloaded, 
and so on.

Figure 4: The iFolder Management Console displays helpful usage information.

In addition to displaying these statistics on your computer screen, you can export 
the statistics as comma-delimited files for import into a spreadsheet or database. 
This could be useful for trending purposes and possibly for billing purposes as 
well, for scenarios such as academic computer labs or ISPs that want to charge 
users for the disk space used.

Thin Client Compatibility
If your company relies on a thin-client environment, deploying iFolder can 
present some challenges. Typically, iFolder will normally create personal iFolders 
on the hard drives of users’ local computers. As a result, these personal iFolders 
will consume valuable space on thin-client servers. To make matters worse, 
thin-client configurations can introduce synchronization delays between personal 
iFolders on thin-client servers and personal iFolders on Novell iFolder servers. 
This delay is caused because all user data must be synchronized to the local drives 
of the thin-client servers.
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Novell NetDrive, which is included with iFolder 2.0, allows you to access 
NetWare 6 servers using standard Internet protocols such as FTP. It also supports 
Novell’s Internet Folder Protocol (IFP), the filing protocol that iFolder uses. 
Basically, NetDrive allows you to map a drive directly to your iFolder on the 
iFolder server. This improves synchronization speed and eliminates the need to 
have a copy of your files on your local hard drive.

NetDrive supports the following thin-client environments:

• Terminal Services Client
• Citrix MetaFrame
• Novell OnDemand Services

Setting up iFolder 2.0 for thin-client users is an easy proposition. You first install 
NetDrive on your hin-client servers. The servers will then display a Novell 
NetDrive icon on the users’ virtual desktops. Click on the icon to map a drive 
from the thin-client server to the iFolder server. This is a slick solution because it 
allows multiple thin-client networks to access the same, or multiple, iFolder 2.0 
servers.

Pocket PC or PDA Access via the Web
One unique feature of iFolder is the ability to access your data from any 
Internet-connected device, even if the device is not running the iFolder 2.0 
software! You can do this from any device that has a Web Browser and Internet 
connection, such as a Pocket PC computer, PDA or Palm OS-based handheld, 
or Web kiosk.

Pre-Installation Considerations

Before you install your iFolder system, there are a few design considerations you 
need to make. First off, iFolder Professional Edition 2.0 requires the following for 
the iFolder Server hardware platform:

• 256 MB of RAM minimum (the more the better!)

• 10 MB of space on the SYS volume (when running on a NetWare server)

• Adequate space for iFolder data: 1 MB to 4 TB per user (when using NetWare 
as the server, data will need to be on a volume other than SYS)

A Storage Area Network is optional but recommended for deployments in which 
disk space usage is likely to grow rapidly. A clustering solution is another option 
you might consider to protect against server failure.

As explained earlier, iFolder also requires a directory service to function properly. 
The following table lists the directory-related items and other design issues you 
need to be consider in planning your iFolder 2.0 deployment.
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As an example of a successful iFolder system design, here is a description of the 
production iFolder system that Novell’s IS&T team has implemented to handle all 
Novell employees worldwide.

• Five iFolder servers (Compaq and Solaris 1U machines, each with 1 GB of 
RAM and a Compaq StorageWorks SAN)

• Three servers in Provo (NetWare 6, Windows 2000, and Solaris)
• One server in Asia/Pacific region (NetWare 6)
• One server in Europe/Middle East/Africa region (NetWare 6)

• Novell eDirectory 8.6.2 (global settings and users in the same tree)

• LDAP authentication to at least three servers via Port 636

• Firewall options: one Net model, access from everywhere, Firewall and L4 
Switch using a source NAT

More iFolder servers will be added when the need arises.

Design Issue Choices

Tree selection - iFolder in its own tree (standalone) 
- iFolder in an existing tree

LDAP Directory selection (supports 
up to eight LDAP directories)

- iFolder and LDAP on the same server 
- iFolder and LDAP on separate servers

LDAP Port selection - Port 389 for clear text 
- Port 636 for LDAP SSL

Context searching - List contexts to be used 
- List contexts that will use subcontainer search

iFolder Servers - Number of iFolder servers needed 
- User allocation/distribution among the
iFolder servers

Firewall issues:

iFolder server placement - Inside firewall (no access from the outside) 
- Outside firewall (everybody can access) 
- Both (referred to as the “one Net” model)

iFolder ports required - HTTP = port 80 
- HTTPS = port 443 
- LDAP = port 389 or 636

Access methods - Firewall pinholes 
- Level 4 (L4) switch
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Installing the iFolder 2.0 Server Software

As explained earlier, the iFolder server does the following tasks:

• Provides the infrastructure for iFolder clients to synchronize files
• Stores encrypted files
• Uses LDAP for user authentication
• Has a server management utility that allows you to monitor the server from a 

Web browser

After you install the iFolder server software , you can access the Server 
Management Console and the default iFolder Web site. From the Server 
Management Console, you can perform administrative tasks for all your iFolder 
user accounts. The iFolder Web site is the place from which users can download 
the iFolder client software. It is also where they can access the Java applet to view 
their iFolder files from a Web browser. You can customize the iFolder Web site to 
fit your company’s “look and feel” and business needs.

For this discussion, we’ll divide the iFolder server installation into four stages:

• Stage 1: Install the first iFolder server and make the Global Settings LDAP 
Directory settings.

• Stage 2: Configure global settings, default policies, LDAP authentication 
sources, and iFolder servers.

• Stage 3: Provision iFolder users (enable them to use the system).

• Stage 4: Install additional iFolder servers as needed.

Server Installation Stage 1
Install the first iFolder server software on a physical server by running the setup 
program and following the onscreen prompts. You will first see the welcome 
screen shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Initial screen for iFolder 2.0 server software installation.
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Next, make the Global Settings LDAP Directory settings, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Global Settings LDAP screen.

Choose the LDAP port you want to use (389 for clear text or 636 for SSL). You'll 
need to enter the path for the Root Certificate (ROOTCERT.DER file) in order for 
SSL encryption to work properly. Finally, select the context for the Admin user. 
You can have other users besides the actual Admin be iFolder administrators. 
Click Next to continue.

The eDirectory schema is automatically extended to support iFolder during the 
installation of the first iFolder server.

Server Installation Stage 2
Once you have installed iFolder on the first server, access the iFolder 
administration browser page by pointing a client Web browser to 
“https://servername/iFolderServer/Admin”.

To go the Global Settings page, click the icon with the checklist on it. It is the 
second icon from the left in the row of icons at the top of the screen. You will see 
the screen shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: iFolder Management Console screen.

Setting Global Policies.  Select the link to the Global Policies page. Select the 
server that you want to serve as the default server from the available list. Click the 
Display button for the Client Policies and select from the following available 
options:

• Encryption: On, Enforced, or Hidden

• Save Password: On, Enforced, or Hidden

• Save Pass Phrase: On, Enforced, or Hidden

• Automatic Sync: On, Enforced, or Hidden

• Sync Sec To Server Delay: Value, Enforced or Hidden

• Sync Sec From Server Interval: Value, Enforced or Hidden

• Conflict Bin Space (MB): Amount, Enforced or Hidden

• iFolder Location: Path, Enforced or Hidden

After making changes, be sure to click the Update button to save the changes.
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Setting Server Policies.  Click the Display button for the Server Policies and 
select from the following available options:

• Initial Client Quota (MB)
• Session Timeout (minutes)
• Debug Output (on/off)

After making changes, be sure to click the Update button to save the changes.

Selecting the iFolder Administrators.  In the Global Settings box, click the link 
to Admin Names and select the users you want to be iFolder administrators.

Adding and Configuring LDAP Directories.  In the Global Settings box, click the 
link to LDAP Directories. You will see the screen shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The Add LDAP Directory screen.

Fill in the following information:

• LDAP Direcrtory Name
• Host DNS or IP
• Port (389 or 636)
• Contexts
• Subcontainer Search Contexts
• Root Certificate

Click the Add button to save your choices.

Making Settings for iFolder Servers.  In the Global Settings box, click the link to 
iFolder Servers. Fill in the following information for your iFolder server:

• Server Name
• Host DNS or IP
• Port (typically 80)
• Secure Port (typically 443 for SSL)

Click the Add button to save your choices.
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Server Installation Stage 3
To provision iFolder users (enable them to use the system), click the icon with the 
user on it to take you to the User Management page. This page allows you to set 
up the way you search for users. There are links for basic Search and Advanced 
Search parameters that you can use. Figure 9 shows the Advanced Search 
parameters screen.

Figure 9: User Management screen.

In addition, you can enable or disable iFolder users on this page.

Server Installation Stage 4
You can now proceed to install other iFolder servers as needed. The process is 
similar to that described above for the first iFolder server. However, you may 
need to adjust the global settings and user provisions to meet the needs of your 
particular iFolder implementation.

Installing the iFolder 2.0 Client

Installing and configuring the iFolder 2.0 Client is easy. You can download and 
install the client from an iFolder server by following these steps:

1. From a Web browser, bring up the iFolder default home page. (You selected 
the URL when you installed the iFolder server; in Novell’s case, it is 
http://ifolder.novell.com/).

2. Select the link to download the iFolder Client. The file is roughly 2 MB in 
size, so download time should be quick, even on a 56 Kbps modem line.

3. Execute the iFolderClient20.exe file that you just downloaded to start the 
Setup Wizard.

http://ifolder.novell.com
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4. The first screen asks you to choose the language that you want to install the 
client in. Make your selection and click the Next button.

5. The software license agreement appears in a Web browser screen. After you 
have read the agreement, close the browser. Select “Yes” to accept the 
license terms.

6. The next screen allows you to select the location where Setup will install the 
iFolder client software (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Novell iFolder Setup “Choose Destination Location” screen.

Either leave the path as is to use the default location or browse to another 
location. Click Next to continue.

7. Once the iFolder client has been successfully installed, you will see the 
screen shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Novell iFolder Setup Wizard complete screen.
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Leave the checkbox checked if you want to view the Readme.txt file for any 
last minute issues. Click the Finish button. At the next screen, click Finish to 
restart your computer and finalize the installation.

8. After the workstation restarts, you will see the welcome screen shown in 
Figure 12.

Figure 12: Novell iFolder Setup Complete screen.

Read the usage information and click Continue.

Using iFolder 2.0

To use iFolder, you first need to log in by right-clicking on the iFolder icon in the 
Windows System Tray. You will see the Novell iFolder Login screen shown in 
Figure 13.

Figure 13: Novell iFolder Login screen.
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Enter your network User ID and password. If you have more than one iFolder 
server, you can select one. If you need to set proxy information, click the Set 
Proxy button. Check the box if you want an iFolder shortcut to be created on your 
desktop. Then click the Login button.

The first time you log in to iFolder, you will see the screen shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Novell iFolder New Internet Folder Setup screen.

Click the first box if you want to automatically log in to iFolder whenever you 
start your computer. Leave the “Encrypt files” box checked if you want your 
iFolder files to be encrypted when they are sent to the iFolder server. Click OK to 
continue.

If you chose to encrypt your files, the next screen asks you to enter a pass phrase 
(see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Novell iFolder Get Pass Phrase screen.
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Enter a pass phrase and then retype it in the “Confirm pass phrase” entry box. In 
the “Hint” box, type a hint that will remind you what the pass phrase is in case you 
forget it. Click the checkbox to save the pass phrase on the computer you are 
currently using. Click OK to continue.

A shortcut to your iFolder directory is placed on the desktop by default. You can 
use this shortcut to go to your iFolder directory. When you open your iFolder, you 
see what looks like a standard Windows directory, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: The iFolder directory looks like a standard Windows directory.

Move the files you want to work on into this iFolder directory. These files will 
then be updated to the iFolder server.

By right-clicking on the iFolder icon in the System Tray, you can access other 
features of the iFolder client. For example, you can see general account 
information such as your User ID, local folder location, the name of the iFolder 
server, server disk space usage, and client information. You can also view an 
activity log and configure synchronization preferences. There are also menu 
options such as Logout, Sync Now, View Conflict Bin, iFolder Website, and 
others.

To change the location of your local iFolder directory (if allowed by your system 
administrator), right-click on the iFolder icon in the System Tray, select Account 
Information, and then select “Set iFolder Location” from the File menu. You will 
be prompted to log out of iFolder. Once you do so, the screen shown in Figure 17 
appears.
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Figure 17: Changing the iFolder directory location.

If you want to have your files synchronized on other computers that you use, 
install the iFolder client on the other machines where you want your files updated. 
And remember, you can use a Web browser to access your files when you are on a 
computer or device that doesn’t have the iFolder client installed on it.

Conclusion

Novell iFolder is the new Net services software solution that allows your files to 
automatically follow you everywhere you go, across multiple systems and the 
Internet. Files saved in an iFolder are always available, on your hard drives or 
through a browser, since changes are automatically and intelligently updated 
across all your computers through any simple Internet connection. iFolder 
provides worry-free security, ensuring that all your files are always safe, secure, 
and up to date. Now your files can be as mobile as you are—at work, at home, or 
on the go.

For more information about Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0, including 
pricing and availability, visit http://www.novell.com/products/ifolder.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.

http://www.novell.com/products/ifolder
Administrator
http://www.novell.com/products/ifolder.
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Introduction

Accessing the many features of Novell GroupWise via the Web is becoming more 
and more important in many organizations. By using GroupWise WebAccess, 
many GroupWise sites are driving down their support costs for remote users, and 
using WebAccess in portals. With the fuller feature set of the GroupWise 6.x 
WebAccess clients, some customers—particularly the newest GroupWise 
customers—have opted to only use the GroupWise WebAccess client.

This new trend is not without some potential pitfalls though. By funneling users 
through a WebAccess solution, the WebAccess software becomes a single point 
of failure. Many seasoned GroupWise administrators have struggled to keep their 
WebAccess solution stable, largely due to abends on the WebAccess Agent, or 
over-utilization of the WebAccess Agents.

This AppNote is based upon my own experiences in working with customers to 
resolve these pitfalls. With the advent of the GroupWise 6 WebAccess software, 
Novell has made significant enhancements that, when used with good design, will 
eliminate the WebAccess pitfalls of the past. I recommend that you read this 
document in its entirety. It covers many helpful points about architecture, which 
you'll need to fully understand in order to adapt the solutions discussed in this 
document to your own GroupWise system.

WebAccess Problems at ACME

As the framework for this AppNote, I will use a fictitious company called ACME. 
GroupWise WebAccess is gaining popularity at ACME, particularly with the new 
features available in GroupWise 6 WebAccess. But unfortunately WebAccess has 
not been stable, and users complain that its performance has been sluggish at 
times. A couple of times a week, the GroupWise administrator gets calls that users 
can't view attachments. After further investigation, the administrator discovers the 
problem: the GroupWise WebAccess Agent (GWINTER.NLM) had abended 
while viewing an attachment, and now the WebAccess viewing engine is no 
longer working.

Until now, the only solution has been to bring down the server running the 
GroupWise WebAccess Agent. But bringing down the server after abends, or 
even for regular maintenance, is difficult because the WebAccess Agent is 
servicing users across several GroupWise post offices. Communicating downtime 
for WebAccess to users is virtually impossible, particularly when the WebAccess 
Agent server needs to be taken down and rebooted promptly to allow users to 
view attachments again.

Here are the features ACME wants in their WebAccess solution:

• System available 99.99% of the time

• Faster response to end-users

• Allow for bringing down the server running the WebAccess Agent, and yet 
still maintain the 99.99% up-time
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• Allow users to be able to view attachments even when the GroupWise 
WebAccess Agent abends, without the need to bring down the WebAccess 
Agent and thus bump all users out of WebAccess

Overview of the Solution

Here’s a quick synopsis of the solution implemented at ACME to create a 
GroupWise 6 WebAccess high availability system: 

• Multiple WebAccess Agents were configured.

• The GroupWise WebAccess Application was configured to use multiple 
WebAccess Agents located in close proximity to GroupWise post offices.

• The WebAccess Application is designed to failover to another WebAccess 
Agent seamlessly, if one becomes unavailable.

• All WebAccess Agents are loaded into a protected memory space that restarts 
after an Abend.

The best part about these solutions is that they don’t necessarily require more 
hardware beyond what you have already allocated to support GroupWise 
WebAccess. 

In order to get to the high availability result at ACME, two solutions were 
employed. They are explained under the sections titled “Configuring Regional 
and Failover WebAccess Agents” and “Loading the GroupWise WebAccess 
Agent into Protected Memory” below. As I explain each of these, I will describe 
the architecture behind each of the solutions so that you can understand what’s 
going on. This understanding will help you to adapt this high availability 
GroupWise 6 WebAccess solution to your own GroupWise system.

Configuring Regional and Failover WebAccess Agents

Before you can understand the notion of multiple GroupWise WebAccess Agents, 
you must understand a little about the system architecture. GroupWise 
WebAccess has two executables, referred to as the GroupWise WebAccess 
Application and the GroupWise WebAccess Agent.

Here are some pertinent aspects of the WebAccess Application:

• Runs on the Web server as a servlet

• Configured through ConsoleOne

• Generally very stable

• Can run on a variety of Web servers

Here are some pertinent aspects of the WebAccess Agent:

• Runs on either a NetWare server or a Windows server

• Configured through ConsoleOne
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• Is a GroupWise client, without an interface

The WebAccess Agent is the workhorse of the two executables. Of all the 
GroupWise Agents (including the Post Office Agent, Message Transfer Agent, 
and GroupWise Internet Agent), it is the most likely to cause an Abend in a 
NetWare server.

Understanding a User’s WebAccess Session
Here’s what happens when a user runs his/her browser and gets a session with 
GroupWise WebAccess.

1. At a Web page, the user logs into WebAccess via a page provided by the 
WebAccess Application.

2. The WebAccess Application passes the password and some security 
credentials back to the WebAccess Agent. 

3. The WebAccess Agent passes the user’s password back to the user’s 
GroupWise Post Office Agent (POA). 

4. The WebAccess Agent actually appears to the GroupWise POA as though 
it’s a GroupWise Client. The WebAccess Agent effectively maintains a 
client connection with the GroupWise POA, retrieving data, manipulating it, 
and streamlining it for the WebAccess Application.

5. The WebAccess Application plugs the data it gets from the WebAccess 
Agent into templates on the Web server, and feeds it to the user’s Web 
browser.

Concepts for Configuring Multiple WebAccess Agents
You can install more than one GroupWise WebAccess Agent in your system. A 
WebAccess Agent needs to be configured under a GroupWise domain, and must 
have access to the WPDOMAIN.DB file of that domain. It is recommended that a 
WebAccess Agent executable (either GWINTER.NLM or GWINTER.EXE) be 
running on the same server that houses the WPDOMAIN.DB file. Many 
customers create a special-purpose GroupWise secondary domain just for 
containing the GroupWise WebAccess Agent--this is a good practice.

The GroupWise WebAccess Agent (GWINTER) requires a chatty conversation 
with the GroupWise POA, which is indicative of a standard GroupWise 
Client/Server connection. The WebAccess Agent then sends small amounts of 
data back to the WebAccess Application. Because the conversation between the 
WebAccess Agent and the POA takes a lot of communication, it is best to have 
the WebAccess Agent in close network proximity to the POA that is servicing the 
Client/Server connection. In fact, end-user performance is increased by up to 50% 
when GWINTER is on the same network switch as the POA servicing the 
Client/Server connection to GWINTER.
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Bearing in mind what you know now about placement of WebAccess Agents, 
imagine that ACME has three major facilities: one in New York, one in Missouri, 
and one in California. Each of these facilities might have a few post offices. Using 
the best design, you would place a WebAccess Agent in New York, Missouri, and 
in California.

With GroupWise 6, there is a way to indicate that “the Default WebAccess Agent 
for this GroupWise post office or domain is  . . .” and you can select a WebAccess 
Agent that you know has a good network link speed to the POA servicing that 
particular post office. The WebAccess Application uses the Default WebAccess 
Gateway setting to determine which WebAccess Agent it should use to create its 
session for the user. If all is configured correctly, it will use the WebAccess Agent 
that has the best link speed to the POA.

In the next section you will learn that, by having multiple WebAccess Agents, 
your WebAccess Application will look for the best WebAccess Agent to 
communicate with. If the “best” WebAccess Agent is down, there’s no problem. 
The Application just reads its Provider List and finds the next available 
WebAccess Agent. Furthermore, if one WebAccess Agent goes down while users 
are using it, the Application fails-over the users’ sessions to the next WebAccess 
Agent in the provider list. This transition is seamless to the users. 

Configuring the WebAccess Application
The GroupWise WebAccess Application is configured through ConsoleOne, via 
an object called the “GroupWiseProvider”. This object is new to GroupWise 6 
and is stored in eDirectory/NDS, not in the GroupWise WPDOMAIN.DB file. 
Configuration changes made to the GroupWiseProvider object are held in 
eDirectory and also in two *.CFG files. The WebAccess Application reads these 
*.CFG files in order to know how to function. The *.CFG files are located on the 
server running your Web server software, in the Novell\WebAccess directory. 
They are as follows:

• WEBACC.CFG - An ASCII text file that’s pretty easy to read and understand. 

• COMMGR.CFG - A binary file which holds an encryption key and 
information about the first WebAccess Agent that the WebAccess 
Application should attempt to contact. Besides being found in the 
Novell\WebAccess directory on the Web server, a copy is also found in 
<domain>\WPGATE\<WebAccess Gateway Directory>. When ConsoleOne 
modifies the COMMGR.CFG file on the Web server, it also makes a copy of 
it in the WebAccess Gateway Directory.

The GroupWise 6 WebAccess Application can be configured with a list of one or 
more WebAccess Agents by editing the GroupWiseProvider object and linking 
the WebAccess Application to any of the WebAccess Agents that are currently 
configured in the system.

ACME’s System Configuration
Now that you’ve gotten a whole lot of theory, let’s look at ACME’s GroupWise 
system configuration both before and after implementing the high availability 
solution.
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Before the Solution.  Here’s a simple breakdown of the ACME system before the 
GroupWise 6 WebAccess high availability solution. 

Link speeds between regions are slow, while link speeds within a region are fast. 
So link speeds from New York to California are slow, but link speeds from Los 
Altos, California to Palo Alto, California are fast.

The following table shows other configuration details.

Figure 1 shows the ACME system in its original state.

Figure 1: ACME GroupWise system view before the WebAccess high availability solution.

Here are the drawbacks to this configuration:

• If GWINTER.NLM Abends or if the server needs to rebooted or serviced, all 
users lose their WebAccess session.

• Users in New York have acceptable performance, while users in Missouri and 
California have much poorer performance because there are only slow 
network links from New York to Missouri or California. 

• Many times users contact the administrator to tell him that they cannot view 
attachments.

Primary Domain ACME_PRIMARY

Secondary Domain with 10 Post Offices in 3 major 
regions and WebAccess Agent "HQ_WEB_AGENT" 
running as an NLM (GWINTER.NLM) on the same 
server as the domain. The regions are New York, 
Missouri, and California. This domain is located in 
New York.

ACME_HQ

Secondary Domain with GWIA ACME_GWIA

WebAccess Application on a Web server in the DMZ 
(you don’t see this server in the GroupWise View 
because Web servers aren’t in a GroupWise View)

WEBMAIL.ACME.COM
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After the Solution.  Here’s a quick look at the ACME system after the 
GroupWise 6 WebAccess high availability project.

The following table shows the configuration details.

Figure 2 shows the ACME system in its reconfigured state.

Figure 2: ACME GroupWise system view after the WebAccess high availability solution.

Primary Domain ACME_PRIMARY

Secondary Domain with 10 Post Offices in three 
major regions and WebAccess Agent 
“HQ_WEB_AGENT” running as an NLM 
(GWINTER.NLM) on the same server as the domain. 
The regions are New York, Missouri, and California. 
This domain is located in New York.

ACME_HQ

Secondary Domain with GWIA ACME_GWIA

WebAccess Application on a Web server in the DMZ WEBMAIL.ACME.COM

Secondary Domain with a WebAccess Agent 
(GWINTER.NLM) running on the same server as 
one of the Post Offices in New York

ACME_NY_WEBDOM

Secondary Domain with a WebAccess Agent 
(GWINTER.NLM) running on the same server as 
one of the Post Offices in Missouri

ACME_MO_WEBDOM

Secondary Domain with a WebAccess Agent 
(GWINTER.NLM) running on the same server as 
one of the Post Offices in California

ACME_CA_WEBDOM
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Here are the advantages gained from implementing the high availability solution:

• GroupWise WebAccess is virtually never down, and bringing down a server 
that is running a WebAccess Agent is no longer a concern. If a WebAccess 
Agent goes down, the Application automatically switches the users over to 
one of the four WebAccess Agents available to it. Users don’t even need to 
re-login.

• WebAccess for users in Missouri and California is just as fast as it is for New 
York users.

• Users no longer complain that they cannot view attachments.

GroupWise 6 WebAccess High Availability Configuration Steps
The first three steps are not explained in any detail, because they have to do with 
creating domains and installing GroupWise WebAccess. There are wizards for all 
three of these steps and adequate documentation is provided in the Novell’s 
GroupWise 6 Administrator’s Guide.

1. Install the GroupWise 6 WebAccess Application on the Web server. When 
you run the install for GroupWise 6 WebAccess, you have the option to 
install just the WebAccess Application. That is what you need to do in this 
first step. It doesn’t matter what platform you choose; however, 
configuration is a little easier on a NetWare server. (This AppNote was 
written with the WebAccess Application installed on a NetWare 6 server 
running the Apache Web Server.)

2. Install new special-purpose GroupWise secondary domains that will house 
the three new WebAccess Agents. These domains will be called ACME_ 
NY_WEBDOM, ACME_MO_WEBDOM, and ACME_CA_WEBDOM. 
Make sure these domains are functioning, with MTAs loaded to service the 
domain.

3. Install a GroupWise WebAccess Agent associated with each of the new 
special purpose domains. When you run the install for GroupWise 6 
WebAccess you have the option to just install the WebAccess Agent, that is 
what you need to do in this step, and ACME will run through this install three 
different times. 

Now that the special purpose domains and the additional WebAccess Agents 
have been installed, the WebAccess Application needs to be configured to 
work with the WebAccess Agents.

4. Locate the GroupWiseProvider object, as shown in Figure 3. You will not be 
able to find the GroupWiseProvider object in the GroupWise View. These 
objects are only available to you in the eDirectory/NDS browser view in 
ConsoleOne.

Figure 3: GroupWiseProvider object.
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Note: The GroupWise 6 Support Pack 2 snap-ins to ConsoleOne had a defect which will 
not allow you to edit the GroupWiseProvider object. Until GroupWise 6 Support 
Pack 3, you will need to use the Field Test File for GroupWise 6 Support Pack 3 
ConsoleOne snap-ins. This code is located at the following location:

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2963587.htm

5. Select to view the GroupWiseProvider object’s properties. When the 
properties window comes up, there is generally one WebAccess Agent listed 
(see Figure 4). In the case of ACME, the only listed WebAccess Agent is 
called HQ_WEB_AGENT.

Figure 4: Properties page of the GroupWiseProvider object.

The WebAccess Agent listed first does the following:

• Answers the “Get Best Agent” call that the WebAccess Application 
submits when a user first logs in. This call is used to help the WebAccess 
Application determine if a Default WebAccess Agent has been defined 
for the post office of the user that is logging in. 

• Handles sessions created when a user proxies to another mailbox.
• Becomes the first WebAccess Agent for the WebAccess Application to 

failover to if it cannot contact, or has lost contact with, a WebAccess 
Agent designated as the Default WebAccess Agent for a post office. 

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2963587.htm
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6. Click the Add button to add the other three WebAccess Agents to the 
provider list. In the browse dialog that comes up, you will need to browse 
your tree to find the GroupWise domains that contain the WebAccess Agents 
created earlier. Select the WebAccess Agents one by one. After adding all 
the WebAccess Agents, click the Apply button to apply the changes to the 
WEBACC.CFG file. 

After adding the three agents to the GroupWiseProvider’s list of agents, the 
GroupWiseProvider’s property page is populated with all four WebAccess 
Agents as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: GroupWise Provider list with all WebAccess Agents listed.

At this point the WebAccess Application is configured so it knows about the 
agents available to it.

Configuring the Encryption Key.  There is another detail involving the 
WebAccess Application to WebAccess Agent communication. It’s the 
“encryption key”. You must make sure that the WebAccess Application and all 
the WebAccess Agents in your GroupWise system are using the same encryption 
key. The WebAccess Application defaults to using the same encryption key used 
by the first WebAccess Agent listed in the GroupWiseProvider object’s list of 
WebAccess Agents. So the goal is this: you need to copy the encryption key from 
the first WebAccess Agent in the provider list to each of the other WebAccess 
Agents in the provider list. This is a simple copy and paste project.
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1. On the GroupWiseProvider object’s Properties page, highlight the first 
WebAccess Agent in the provider list. In the case of ACME, this is 
“HQ_WEB_AGENT.ACME_ HQ.NY.AMERICAS”. Click the Edit button. 
The encryption key will be displayed on the next page, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The encryption key of the Default WebAccess Agent.

2. Copy the string of characters in the Encryption Key field to the Windows 
clipboard (block the characters and press <Ctrl>-<C> to copy). Click the 
Cancel button to dismiss this window.

3. Edit each of the WebAccess Agents by removing the string of characters in 
the Encryption Key field, and pasting in the Encryption Key that you copied 
to your Windows clipboard earlier. (Use the <Ctrl>-<V> keystroke to paste 
from the Windows clipboard.)

4. Since you have reconfigured the WebAccess Agents to use a new Encryption 
Key, you must stop and restart your WebAccess Agents.

Now your WebAccess Application is completely configured to enable it to use all 
the GroupWise WebAccess Agents in the provider list. However, there are still 
some things that need to be done in ConsoleOne to configure the WebAccess 
Agents.
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Designating the Default WebAccess Agent.  Now at each post office, the Default 
WebAccess Agent needs to be designated.  Each post office will need to be 
individually edited in order to designate the Default WebAccess Agent. If you 
know that you want all the post offices on a particular domain to use the same 
WebAccess Agent, you could just designate the Default WebAccess Agent at the 
domain level, without having to designate it individually at the post offices. At 
ACME, this will not work because different post offices in the same domain will 
use different Default WebAccess Agents.

1. Highlight each post office, and edit the properties of the post office.

2. Go to the “Default WebAccess” property page. Click the override checkbox, 
and then browse to and select the appropriate WebAccess Agent to service 
that post office.

Figure 7 shows that the Los Altos, California post office in the ACME 
system is using the CA_WEB_AGENT WebAccess Agent as its Default 
WebAccess Agent. 

Figure 7: Defining the Default WebAccess Agent for the Los Altos post office.

At this point in the project, ACME has accomplished the following:

• Creation of regionalized WebAccess Agents for better performance

• A failover solution such that, if a WebAccess Agent is not available, the 
WebAccess Application will failover to another Agent. 

The following potential pitfalls still exist at this point:

• If GWINTER.NLM Abends on an attachment, WebAccess remains running, 
but users cannot view attachments.

• If GWINTER.NLM Abends for any other reason, the Abend affects the rest of 
the server. The server will need to be taken down at some time.
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Loading the GroupWise WebAccess Agent into Protected Memory

Now ACME is going to configure the GroupWise WebAccess Agent to run in 
protected memory. This will eliminate the two remaining pitfalls mentioned in the 
prior paragraph. First, though, let’s review some architecture and theory.

Architecture and Theory
Beginning with NetWare 5, NetWare has had a handy feature called protected 
memory. By loading an NLM into protected memory, if the module abends it only 
abends in that protected memory space, having no affect on the rest of the server's 
processes. Loading NLMs into protected memory is a popular practice in 
environments in which customers are using Novell’s Clustering Services, but it 
has broader application than just with clustering.

The benefits my customers have enjoyed by using protected memory in 
conjunction with the WebAccess Agent are the following:

• Protected memory causes the WebAccess Agent to automatically unload and 
reload on an abend.

• When the WebAccess Agent unloads and reloads on an abend, it does so very 
quickly (the longest it’s been unavailable is 10 seconds).

• When the WebAccess Agent abends, it does not cause the rest of the server to 
be unstable, giving my customers confidence in putting the WebAccess Agent 
on servers that also house GroupWise post offices.

My customers and I have configured WebAccess Agents in protected memory on 
dozens of servers without any problems, although we do find that it takes some 
fine tuning on some servers. I would not recommend using this solution on any 
server running less than NetWare 5.1 SP2 or NetWare 6 SP1. I have not tested 
protected memory on NetWare 5.0; I just hear it got a lot better in NetWare 5.1.

Some customers have complained that if a NetWare server has several abends, it 
will stop initiating the protected memory space and abend one more time. None of 
my customers have experienced this problem, so I have not personally seen the 
problem. 

As of this writing, Novell’s OS engineering group is aware of this problem and 
has created a patch to resolve the problem. The name of the patch is “NetWare 5.1 
and 6.0 Memory Protection Update”. Currently the patch can be found on 
Novell’s support Web site at the following location:

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2964068.htm

Configuration Steps
Follow these steps to configure each server running a GroupWise WebAccess 
Agent. The WebAccess Agents are the executables that are problematic, not the 
WebAccess Application. This AppNote focuses only on running the WebAccess 
Agent in protected memory.

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2964068.htm
Administrator
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2964068.htm
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This solution is a simple one. It consists of changes to the NetWare server’s 
STARTUP.NCF and AUTOEXEC.NCF files, and the creation of three new files: 

• GWINTER.CFG, which is the configuration file for GWINTER.NLM

• STARTGWA.NCF, which is used to load GWINTER.NLM (the executable 
for the WebAccess Agent)

• STOPGWA.NCF, which is used to unload GWINTER.NLM if you ever need 
to do so

Change to STARTUP.NCF.  Add the following command in the server’s 
STARTUP.NCF file:

SET MEMORY PROTECTION NO RESTART INTERVAL = 0

Note: You do not have to reboot the server to have this setting take effect. This is a 
setting that goes immediately into effect if you enter the above command at the 
system console prompt.

Creating the GWINTER.CFG File.  Make a text file called GWINTER.CFG and 
place it in the SYS:SYSTEM directory. This file should contain the following 
options:

/ph=<path to the domain>\wpgate\<webaccess directory> 
/user=<anything> (it doesn’t matter if this is a valid user or not)
/password=<anything> (it doesn’t matter if this is a valid password or not)
/LOGDISKON

For example, your GWINTER.CFG file might look like this:

/ph=FS1\VOL1:WEBDOM\WPGATE\WEBACC6

/user=MICKEY

/password=MINNIE

/LOGDISKON

You can add other switches in this file as needed. To discover the other switches 
available to GWINTER, load GWINTER.NLM with the “/?” switch.

Creating the STARTGWA.NCF File.  Create an NCF file called START- 
GWA.NCF and save it in the SYS:SYSTEM directory. It should contain two lines 
exactly as shown below (in other words, this is not a typo—do not use an equals 
sign in the “Protection restart . . .” command):

LOAD ADDRESS SPACE =GW1 GWINTER  @GWINTER.CFG

PROTECTION RESTART GW1

Creating the STOPGWA.NCF File.  Create an NCF file called STOPGWA.NCF 
and save it in the SYS:SYSTEM directory. It should contain the following lines:

UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE =GW1 GWINTER

UNLOAD KILL ADDRESS SPACE=GW1
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Changes to the AUTOEXEC.NCF File.  In the file server’s AUTOEXEC.NCF file, 
remove any prior references to the GroupWise WebAccess Agent and reference 
the STARTGWA.NCF file. Load the GroupWise WebAccess Agent first, then the 
GroupWise MTA (or vice versa—I have seen it work either way).

One tip I can pass along from experience is that you need to delay the loading of 
the STARTGWA.NCF file from the loading of the GroupWise MTA by about 20 
seconds. To do this, you can use the “?CLS” command twice, since this command 
by default makes the server pause 10 seconds and then clears the screen. 

Note: You can load the STARGWA.NCF and the GRPWISE.NCF batch commands manually 
one right after the other after the server is booted, without having to space them 
out. It is only when the commands are both loaded in the AUTOEXEC.NCF file 
that you need to space them out by 20 seconds.

I have found that if the STARTGWA.NCF and the loading of the GroupWise 
MTA are not spaced out from each other by about 20 seconds when loaded during 
a server’s boot-up, GWINTER.NLM will not automatically reload if it abends. 
You can test to see if this potential problem exists during the testing phase 
described next. 

Testing Phase. Perform the following steps to test for potential problems with 
GWINTER.NLM not reloading automatically after an abend.

1. Reboot the server to make sure that when the WebAccess Agent is loaded in 
protected memory from an *.NCF referenced in the AUTOEXEC.NCF, and 
the MTA is loaded from an *.NCF also referenced from the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file, that the WebAccess Agent will actually restart when 
it abends. After rebooting the server, proceed to Step 2. 

2. To test the WebAccess GWINTER abending, try to identify a bad document 
that is likely to abend WebAccess. Generally, you can file bad documents in 
the WPGATE\WEBACC directory. These files have a *.CMC extension, but 
they are in their native file format. Attach one of these files to an e-mail 
message, and then try to view it in GroupWise WebAccess. Confirm that 
GWINTER unloads and reloads as expected. 

3. If GWINTER does not reload into protected memory, try this. Remove 
references in the AUTOEXEC.NCF to the STARTGWA.NCF and the 
GRPWISE.NCF (or whatever command you use to load the MTA), and then 
reboot the server. Run the STARTGWA.NCF and the GRPWISE.NCF file, 
and see if GWINTER will reload automatically on an abend. If this does 
work (and it didn't work when loading the *.NCF files from the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF), then you must space out the loading of the 
STARTGWA.NCF batch file and the GRPWISE.NCF batch file by 20 
seconds.
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Important Tips
• Do not attempt load the GroupWise MTA into the same protected memory 

space as the GroupWise WebAccess Agent. Just load it normally, and not in a 
protected memory space. Or you can try loading the MTA into a different 
memory space if you have a need to do so. 

• The WebAccess agent should be configured to speak to all post offices via 
Client/Server connections to the POA, even if the post office is on the same 
server as the WebAccess Agent. 

• Be sure to remove any other references to loading the GroupWise WebAccess 
Agent from the AUTOEXEC.NCF file. 

• If you need to bring down GWINTER, do not use the <F7> function key. Use 
the STOPGWA.NCF batch command file to unload GWINTER from 
protected memory.

What Happens When the Agent Loads in Protected Memory
Let me help you envision what happens when you have the WebAccess Agent 
loaded in protected memory. I will explain it from the viewpoint of what happens 
in the ACME system.

1. A user, Jeff Griffin, on the Los Altos post office logs into GroupWise 
WebAccess. The default WebAccess Agent defined at the post office level is 
used, and so the WebAccess Agent named “CA_WEB_AGENT” is being 
used for Jeff’s session. 

2. Jeff attempts to view an MS-Word document that abends the WebAccess 
Agent “CA_WEB_AGENT”. 

3. The NetWare operating system unloads the GWINTER.NLM from the 
protected memory space GW1, and then re-loads it in a matter of 5 seconds.

4. Jeff is not knocked out of GroupWise WebAccess. He just gets a blank page 
in his browser where it was trying to view the document that abended the 
server. 

Now suppose one more thing. Let’s imagine during that 5-second downtime, 
someone else on a California post office in the ACME system is trying to interact 
with WebAccess. When the WebAccess Application cannot contact the 
WebAccess Agent within ½ second, it just fails over to the top WebAccess Agent 
on the provider list, seamlessly logging the user into that Agent and allowing it to 
complete the action the user took in his/her WebAccess session. The user is now 
using the HQ_WEB_AGENT for the balance of their session. After the 5 seconds 
have gone by and the CA_WEB_AGENT is reloaded, all other users just maintain 
their session with the CA_WEB_AGENT as long as they did not try to open 
something or take an action that required the WebAccess Agent during that 
5-second period.
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Fine Tuning Details

This section describes some of the fine tuning parameters on both your 
WebAccess Agent and your WebAccess Application that you will want to 
consider. You will also want to make sure that you have fine tuned your Web 
server; however, instructions for doing so are beyond the scope of this document.

Fine Tuning the WebAccess Application

1. Edit the GroupWiseWebAccess object, shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: GroupWiseWebAccess object.

2. Go to the Applications > Templates Property Page. Enable Template 
Caching and change the size to 4096 KB.

Fine Tuning the WebAccess Agent
Follow these steps to edit the properties of each WebAccess Agent you have:

1. On the WebAccess Settings property page, change the maximum threads to a 
number that you feel is adequate. For most of my customers, I change this 
value to 50 threads. 

2. Go to the Post Office Links Settings property page and make sure the links to 
your post offices are correct. Also make sure they are only using Client/ 
Server connections to the POA. 

3. Go to the GroupWise Log Settings property page and set the logging to 
Verbose. 

Miscellaneous Tips

Here are some miscellaneous tips and things to be aware of when implementing a 
high availability GroupWise WebAccess solution. Most of these are based on 
questions from customers.

Maximum Number of WebAccess Agents
Many customers have asked me how many WebAccess Agents they can create in 
their GroupWise system. I don’t know for sure, but one of my customer’s systems 
has 30 WebAccess Agents. 

Compatibility with GroupWise 5.5 EP WebAccess
The solution outlined in this AppNote is specifically for use with GroupWise 6 
WebAccess, as the WebAccess Application is required in order for it to work. 
However, I have successfully used it in conjunction with the 5.5 EP WebAccess 
Agent. Here are some important guidelines for making this work:
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• Do not allow the GroupWise 5.5 EP WebAccess Agent to be the first in your 
provider list. This will break the proxying capabilities available to GroupWise 
6 users.

• Configure the WebAccess Agents using all the same techniques explained in 
this document: change the encryption key, load it into protected memory in 
the same manner, and so on. 

The July 2002 issue of Novell Connection magazine talks further about mixing 
GroupWise 5.5 EP WebAccess with GroupWise 6 WebAccess. You can access 
this content on the Web at http://www.ncmag.com.

WebAccess Agents: Provider List vs. Default Agent
All WebAccess Agents must be listed in the Provider list of the GroupWise- 
Provider object. When you create a new WebAccess Agent, put it in the provider 
list. Don’t just designate it as a Default WebAccess Agent.

Changing the Default WebAccess Agent
If you change the Default WebAccess Agent for a particular domain or post 
office, you do not need to bring down either the WebAccess Application or the 
WebAccess Agent.

Adding a WebAccess Agent to the Provider List
When you add a WebAccess Agent to the provider list, you do not need to bring 
down the WebAccess Application (unload and reload the web server). The 
WebAccess Application will reread the WEBACC.CFG file dynamically.

WebAccess Agent on the Windows Platform
In this AppNote we didn’t talk about using a GroupWise WebAccess Agent on the 
Windows platform. You can use a Windows-based GroupWise WebAccess Agent 
in the mix among the WebAccess Agents on the NetWare platform. The only 
disadvantage the WebAccess Agent has when running on the Windows platform 
is that the protected memory schemes explained in this AppNote are not available 
to you. That said, my experience with the WebAccess Agent on the Windows 
platform is that it is very stable. 

WebAccess Application on a Windows-Based Web Server
Configuring the WebAccess Application on a Windows-based Web server may 
require you to run ConsoleOne from that Windows server. The reason for this is 
that there are configuration files that must go on the hard drive of the Windows 
server. 

Multi-Processor Performance
In my testing I have found that SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessing) does enhance 
the performance of the GroupWise WebAccess Agent, even on the NetWare 5.1 
platform. 

http://www.ncmag.com
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Conclusion

This AppNote has outlined the implementation of a high availability GroupWise 6 
WebAccess solution. It has provided architectural concepts and configuration 
details that you can adapt for your own GroupWise WebAccess system.

For additional information, refer to the author’s Novell’s GroupWise 6 
Administrator’s Guide and other GroupWise 6 guides available at 
http://www.caledonia.net. 

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
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All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
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This AppNote describes two TCP extensions designed to enhance the 
performance of TCP over high bandwidth and long delay networks: Large 
Window and Selective Acknowledgement (SACK). It describes the nature of 
these networks and explains why the original TCP design could not scale to these 
types of networks. It then looks at two TCP extensions that enhance TCP 
performance over these types of networks. It discusses how applications can be 
enhanced using these TCP features, and covers the solutions that have been 
provided with NetWare 6 to enable TCP to scale reliably in these networks.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Extending TCP for High Performance
• How Applications Can Benefit from These TCP Options
• Support for These TCP Options on NetWare
• Conclusion

Topics Large Window, Selective Acknowledgement (SACK), 
TCP/IP, network protocols, performance tuning and 
optimization

Products NetWare 6 TCP/IP stack

Audience network administrators, integrators, developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with TCP/IP

Operating System NetWare 6.x

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the reliable, connection-oriented, 
transport layer service used by numerous applications today. The services it 
provides range from reliable file transfer to Web-based transaction services to 
remote backup, and so on.  Fundamental to TCP is its ability to provide sequenced 
and ordered delivery of data in the face of varying path characteristics such as 
transmission rates, delays and data loss.

The design of TCP was flexible enough to cater to varying transmission rates in 
the range of 300 bps to 800 Mbps. However, with the arrival of high bandwidth 
technologies such as fiber optic networks, TCP was pushed to its design limits and 
needed to be enhanced to optimally utilize the bandwidth available on these 
networks. This enhancement came in the form of a standard set of TCP 
extensions, provided by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

At the outset, you need to understand the nature of these high bandwidth/long 
delay networks. A “network” here refers to a collection of connected networks, 
such as the Internet, through which a TCP connection traces a path. It is the path’s 
characteristics as a whole that define the throughput of the TCP connection, rather 
than the characteristics of each of the networks lying in the path. When the path 
has high bandwidth and long delay, then effectively the maximum number of 
bytes that can be sent on this TCP connection at any time is given by the product 
of the bandwidth and delay. The path is also known as a pipe, and sending 
(bandwidth * delay) amount of data bytes at any given point of time is referred to 
as “filling the pipe.” Networks with very high (bandwidth * delay) products are 
also known as LFN networks (long fat networks, pronounced something like 
“elephant”).

The original design of TCP allows a maximum of only 64 KB of data to be sent at 
any point in time for a given connection. This amount is not sufficient to fill large 
pipes of size greater than 64 KB. In order to work around this problem and 
provide greater performance, TCP was extended to support transfer of data sizes 
greater than 64 KB. This extension is called the Large Window (LW) option, or 
“window scale” option.

Another issue with the original design of TCP was that the occurrence of multiple 
(two or more) segment loss caused entire pipes of data to be drained and 
retransmissions to be resumed at a far lower rate than before loss detection. This 
grossly underutilized the fat pipes and degraded performance. To work around 
this problem, TCP was extended to support Selective Acknowledgements 
(SACK) of transmitted data.

In the TCP protocol, along with the basic control information that is sent in a TCP 
header of a TCP segment, optional information can be sent as add-ons to the basic 
header. These add-ons are termed as TCP “options.” LW and SACK are provided 
as TCP options.
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Extending TCP for High Performance

As discussed above, TCP options are provided as add-ons to the basic TCP 
header. This section briefly describes both the TCP header as well as the format 
for TCP options in general. For details, refer to RFC 793, available online at 
http://www.ietf.org/rfc.html. 

The following table represents the TCP Header Schematic (each row represents 
32 bits).

The TCP Option format is as follows:

These options are negotiated during the initial three-way handshake when the 
SYN , SYN-ACK, and ACK segments are exchanged. If any one of the end points 
establishing the connection does not support the TCP option, this option is 
disabled for that particular connection by the supporting end point.

The Window Scale Option
This section presents a broad overview of how the Large Window option works.

A TCP receiver maintains a variable called receive window (rcv_wnd) which 
indicates how much data the receiver can buffer in one go. A TCP sender will 
adjust its send window (snd_wnd)—the amount of data it can send—according to 
the TCP receive window and other congestion-related variables. Since the TCP 
header allocates only 16 bits for the window segment variable (seg_wnd), it is 
possible for the receiver to advertise only a maximum of 216 bits or 64 KB as its 
receive window. 

By using the window scale option, a TCP receiver can advertise a window of up to 
1 GB in size. This has been achieved by upgrading the actual window size to 32 
bits and by maintaining a scale factor that is a power of 2, which is used to scale 
up or scale down the 16 bit window received or sent in a TCP segment (seg_wnd).

Thus, if the scale factor is 1 and a TCP receiver wishes to advertise a window size 
of 100,000, it advertises a pkt_wnd of 100000 /( 21 ). The result is 50,000, which 
fits into the 16-bit window field in the TCP header. When a TCP sender reads the 
rcv_wnd variable from the received segment, it will compute the real receive 
window value of 100,000 by computing 50000 * ( 21 ).

Source Port Destination Port

Sequence Number

Acknowledgement Number

Data Offset Reserved Flags Window

Checksum Urgent Pointer

TCP Options . . . Padding

Data . . .

Type (1 byte) Length (1 byte) Value (Length - 2 bytes)

http://www.ietf.org/rfc.html
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There are a couple of points to note here:

• The scale factor is static and cannot change over the period of the TCP 
connection.

• Even though a 32-bit space is now allowed for the actual window size, the 
maximum data size is not 4 GB (232 ), but rather 1 GB (230 ). This is done so 
that a TCP receiver can uniquely identify an incoming data segment as a new 
segment. There is no possibility of old and new segments with the same 
sequence number arriving out of turn and confusing the receiver, as sequence 
numbers themselves are in the 32-bit space.

• In the event of even larger pipes coming into existence in the future, the 
window size cannot be increased any more than 1 GB as long as sequence 
numbers are 32 bits in length. Thus, using the window scale technique TCP 
can indeed scale up to 1 GB, but in the event of fatter pipes once again there 
will be a possibility of pipe under-utilization. Such fat pipes would surely 
require a drastic overhaul of TCP.

Finally, let’s look at how the scale factor is transmitted for the TCP connection. 
The window scale option conforms to the type, length, and value fields as 
discussed earlier. The values for the Large Window option are given in the 
following table:

These three bytes are transmitted as a TCP option during the initial three-way 
handshake done to establish the connection. Thus, both the ends of the TCP 
connection inform the other what would be the receive window scale factor for the 
period of the TCP connection. The TCP traces shown in Figures 1 and 2 show a 
scale factor of 0 being negotiated in the three-way handshake.

Type = 3 Length = 3 Value = Scale Factor
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Figure 1: Window scale negotiation in the TCP SYN.

Figure 2: Window scale negotiation in the TCP SYN-ACK.

Thus, this option may be sent in the initial SYN segment. But for backward 
compatibility reasons, it may be sent in a SYN-ACK segment, but only if a 
window scale option was received in the initial SYN segment.
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If one side of a TCP connection is doing the passive open and does not support the 
LW option, it will ignore the received TCP option and obviously not send a LW 
option. Hence, the sender of the first SYN segment should disable use of the LW 
option for its own receive window.

An LW option found in a non-SYN segment should be ignored. Also, the window 
field in the SYN segments should not be scaled.

The Selective Acknowledgement Option
TCP implements reliability by sending an acknowledgment for data segments 
received. This is a cumulative acknowledgement scheme where only in-sequence 
data segments are acknowledged. In case of loss, subsequent segments received 
successfully after the segment loss are not acknowledged in this scheme. Hence, 
the sender has no way of knowing which segments were successfully received 
after a loss. Therefore, the sender is forced to retransmit all segments after the 
segment loss is detected by a retransmission timeout. 

This leads to retransmission of segments which were actually successfully 
received by the receiver, which is a waste of network bandwidth. Also, the 
retransmission timeout causes the congestion window to fall drastically and future 
transmissions are made at a slower rate than before. 

Figure 3 describes a TCP trace where in-order bytes up to the sequence number of 
2028597920 are received correctly, at which point there is a segment loss. 
Unaware of the loss, the sender continues to send data up to 2028605220, at which 
point it retransmits the lost segment and the entire pipe of data up to 2028605220 
again. This results in retransmission of five packets which were actually 
successfully received.

Figure 3: Typical retransmission and draining of pipe.
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By using the Selective Acknowledgement scheme, a receiver can selectively 
acknowledge segments that were received after the loss. The sender then needs 
only to retransmit the lost segments. These lost segments or packets are also 
referred to as “holes” in the data stream.

SACK uses two TCP options. The first is an enabling option, “SACK-permitted”, 
which may be sent in a SYN segment to indicate that the SACK option can be 
used once the connection is established. The other is the SACK option itself, 
which may be sent over an established connection only when SACK is permitted 
by both ends of the connection during connection establishment.

The SACK option is to be included in a segment sent from a TCP node that is 
receiving data to the TCP node that is sending that data.

The 2-byte SACK permitted option has the following format:

Figures 4 and 5 show the SACK-permitted option being negotiated during the 
initial three-way handshake.

Figure 4: SACK-permitted option in the TCP SYN.

Type = 4 Length = 2
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Figure 5: SACK-permitted option in the TCP SYN-ACK.

The SACK option has the following format:

To explain a little about the SACK option: each block in the option conveys 
information about each set of contiguous data bytes received and queued. The first 
block conveys information about the first block of non-contiguous data received 
after the first data loss occurred. Two consecutive blocks indicate a “hole” or data 
loss between them.

The left edge of a block is the 32-bit sequence number of the first data byte of this 
block. The right edge of the block is the 32-bit sequence number of the data byte 
immediately following the last data byte in this block.

A SACK option with n blocks would require 2 + 8n bytes. Since TCP options can 
be up to 40 bytes in length, a maximum of four SACK blocks can be sent in one 
TCP segment. If the timestamp option is present, only three SACK blocks can be 
fit into one TCP segment.

Pad Byte or 
other option byte

Pad Byte or 
other option byte

Type = 5 Length

Left edge of first block

Right edge of first block

. . .

Left edge of nth block

Right edge of nth block
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The table below illustrates an example scenario where data segments of size 100 
bytes each are being sent. A lost segment is indicated in the ACK column. The 
subsequent SACK blocks are described in the corresponding “First Block” and 
“Second Block” columns.

The next few figures show the actual SACK option format, in the cases of single 
and multiple segment losses.

Figure 6 denotes an ACK segment that indicates a loss of bytes between sequence 
numbers 438514567 and 438517487.

Figure 6: SACK option with one block.

Figure 7 denotes two holes and hence two SACK blocks. The most recent SACK 
block appears before the older SACK block.

Triggering Data
Segment Acknowledgement Segment

- - ACK First Block Second Block

Left Edge Right Edge Left Edge Right Edge

100 200 - - - - - - - -

200 Lost - - - - - - - -

300 200 300 400 - - - -

400 200 300 500 - - - -

500 Lost - - - - - - - -

600 200 300 500 600 700
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Figure 7: SACK option with two blocks (continued in Figure 8).

Figure 8 shows the right edge of the most recent SACK block in Figure 7 
increasing as more non-contiguous data is received by the receiver and is 
acknowledged.

Figure 8: SACK option with two blocks (continued from Figure 7).
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Figures 9 and 10 show three and four SACK blocks occurring in the TCP ACK 
segments respectively.

Figure 9: SACK option with three blocks.

Figure 10: SACK option with four blocks.
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How Applications Can Benefit from These TCP Options

In the TCP LW option, the window scale factor is calculated based on the receive 
window set by the application. If the receive window is less than 64 KB the scale 
factor will be 0. Even though an LW option would have been negotiated for a 
connection of this application, no improvement in performance can be 
experienced.

Hence, applications would need to select a receive buffer size larger than 64 KB 
to avail themselves of the TCP LW option feature. On the other hand, increasing 
the buffer size to a value greater than the (bandwidth * delay) product would lead 
to congestion and cause performance degradation. Therefore, when using the LW 
option, the (bandwidth * delay) product of the target network has to be kept in 
consideration. If this value is not known, a less aggressive window size (or receive 
buffer size) is preferred over a highly aggressive window size.

The SACK option requires additional TCP processing for the receiver and moreso 
for the data sender. Hence, in case of lower (bandwidth * delay) networks, 
significant performance improvement cannot be expected even in case of data 
loss. In case of fatter pipes, SACK shows a significant improvement in 
performance in the event of data loss only when compared to non-SACK TCP.

Not all applications can benefit from both these TCP options. Obviously, there is 
no performance benefit in merely increasing the window size when there is not 
enough data to fill that window. Thus, request-response types of applications such 
as remote Telnet will not experience any benefit. However, bulk data transfer 
applications such as FTP (file transfer protocol), remote backup, video 
broadcasting, proxy servers, and Web servers will see a considerable 
improvement in performance from both LW and SACK.

Support for These TCP Options on NetWare

These two TCP options are supported in NetWare 6 and in all future versions of 
NetWare. They can be set using the SET command on NetWare. The SET 
parameters are:

Set TCP Large Window Option = ON | OFF

Set TCP Sack Option = ON | OFF

Both parameters are ON by default.

Note: Keeping these options ON does not cause performance degradation in 
NetWare-based LAN environments. Significant performance benefit is 
expected on high bandwidth WAN type of environments with bulk data 
transfer applications.
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NetWare application developers can easily take advantage of these options. 
SACK is automatically triggered by TCP and requires no change from the 
application end. To make use of the Large Window option, application developers 
can specify a receive buffer size greater than 64 KB. However, the guidelines 
given in the previous section must be considered when designing the upper limit 
on the maximum receive buffer size.

Conclusion

NetWare 6 and future versions provide support for two performance extensions to 
the TCP protocol and conforms to the standards specified by the IETF. These 
options, Large Window and Selective Acknowledgement, provide benefit in LFN 
networks. The applications most benefited by these options are TCP bulk data 
transfer applications.
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This AppNote explains how to integrate CollabraSpace’s CollabraSuite software 
components into Novell’s portal framework using the Novell exteNd Web 
application development products.
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Introduction

Portal products continue to be at the center of technology convergence. Integrated 
application frameworks assembled portal components and Web services that offer 
off-the-shelf integration are now a standard feature in the portal product mix.  
Recognizing that seamless integration of collaborative functionality is crucial to 
today’s information management systems prompted CollabraSpace to assemble a 
suite of graphical real-time collaboration components that allows its users to build 
customized collaborative environments made up of the following components:

• Campuses, which are the virtual grounds that buildings are housed on

• Buildings, which are virtual structures that house operations and reside within 
the campus

• Floors, which are the divisions of buildings, much like a physical structure

• Rooms, which support individual or specific activities and can be configured 
as offices, conference rooms, and so on

CollabraSpace’s CollabraSuite software is developed completely in Java utilizing 
the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) application model, making it deployable to 
multiple J2EE servers, existing applications, or system frameworks such as 
portals or other suite products as a complementary technology It adds a layer of 
collaboration services that deliver target functionality like: content management, 
knowledge exchange, information organization and retrieval, and expertise 
location and management. This core functionality offers client interaction 
presented through the use of applets within dynamically-generated Web pages or 
from within standalone applications. Coupled with an environment that supports 
information persistence, rigid security, scalability, and platform independence, 
CollabraSuite makes it possible for an organization to choose those tools that best 
match its needs to meet today’s real-time business requirements. 

This AppNote presents an overview with illustrations of how to integrate and 
deploy CollabraSuite software components into Novell’s portal framework using 
the Novell exteNd Web application development products.

Server Files
There are five files associated with CollabraSpace’s Collaboration Server:

• cservice.ear contains all of the code necessary to run the CollabraSpace 
Collaboration Server from  within the Novell eXtend application server.

• suiteletfactory.ear contains the HTTP based API for building a Web 
application (or portlet) using CollabraSpace components.

• appServerDeploy.properties contains the various configuration items the 
Collaboration Server needs to function properly.

• ss_cservice_ear.xml is the SilverStream-specific deployment descriptor for 
the cservice.ear file.

• ss_suitelet_ear.xml is the SilverStream-specific deployment descriptor for the 
suiteletfactory.ear file.
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Configuration Files

In order for the Collaboration Server to work, several configuration modifications 
to the appServerDeploy.properties file are required. These changes are needed so 
that the server can interact with the network configuration at any given site.  Also 
inside the file are several other configuration items that will most likely need to be 
changed. 

The following table describes each item that might need to be altered.

Property Description Required

AppServer.campus.name The name of the Collaboration Campus - a business or 
organization name, for example. A server will have one 
campus but potentially many buildings (departments or 
regional branches, for example).

yes

AppServer.campus.description A description for the Campus yes

AppServer.campus.dir The directory where the Campus data is stored yes

AppServer.building.name The name of the Collaboration Building yes

AppServer.building.description A description for the Building yes

AppServer.building.dir The directory where the Building data is stored. In the 
metaphorical sense, this is a department, division, or 
regional area of an organization.

yes

AppServer.licenseKey The license key provided by CollabraSpace yes

AppServer.useSSL Turns on secure communication between the clients and 
the server

yes

AppServer.adminAccount The account used to administer the Campus and Building yes

AppServer.adminPassword The password for the account used to administer the 
Campus and Building

yes

AppServer.clientRegistryHost Specifies the CampusDirectory host for client applets to 
connect. If not set, it will default to AppServer.local-
Host. This is only necessary when the server is on a NAT 
network and the clients are not on the same network. In 
this case, set the property to the external IP address.

no

AppServer.clientRegistryPort Specifies the CampusDirectory port for client applets to 
connect. If not set, it will default to AppServer.localPort. 
This is only necessary when there is a firewall performing 
port forwarding. In this case, set the property to the 
external port.

no

AppServer.localHost Specifies the host the server will listen on for incoming 
client connections. If not set, it will default to all net-
work interfaces on the machine. This is only necessary 
for machines that have multiple network interfaces.

no

AppServer.localPort Specifies the port the server will listen on for incoming 
client connections. If not set, it will use port 2000.

no

AppServer.useHttpsFor
Sensitive

Enables the use of HTTPS for any sensitive Web trans- 
actions such as account creation and login. This requires 
the Web container to be configured for HTTPS.

yes

AppServer.httpsPort The HTTPS port used by the Web container yes

AppServer.httpPort The HTTP port used by the Web container yes
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Deploying the EAR Files

Both the suiteletfactory.ear and the cservice.ear files must be deployed within the 
eXtend application server. Perform the following steps on both enterprise archive 
files to complete the deployment process.

1. Create a temporary directory.

2. Move the enterprise archive file (for example, Suiteletfactory.ear) to this 
temporary directory.

3. Extract the Web archive file (.war file) from the enterprise archive file by 
using the jar command (for example, “jar xf cservice.ear cservice.war”).

4. Extract the web.xml deployment descriptor from within the Web archive file 
by using the jar command (for example, “jar xf cservice.war 
WEB-INF/web.xml”).

5. Properly configure the servlet by editing the web.xml file to adjust the 
deployProperties parameter to include the correct path to the 
appServerDeploy.properties file (for example, set the value of the init-param 
named deployProperties to “file:///c:/appServerDeploy.properties”).

6. Update the Web archive file with the modified web.xml file Type (“jar uf 
cservice.war WEB-INF/web.xml”). This will put the web.xml file back into 
the WAR file in the correct location inside the EAR.

7. Update the enterpise archive file with the newly-updated Web archive file 
(for example, “jar uf cservice.ear cservice.war”). 

Perform the same set of steps for the suiteletfactory.ear file (substituting 
“suiteletfactory” wherever “cservice” is used in the above steps).

After finishing the changes to the web.xml files, the two EAR files are ready to be 
deployed. The cservice.ear file should be deployed first, followed by the 
suiteletfactory.ear file.

Starting the Collaboration Server

The Collaboration Server and SuiteletFactory should be started automatically 
when the EAR files are deployed into the application server.

To manually check that the Collaboration Server was properly deployed, direct 
your Web browser to: 

http://<servername>/<databasename>/cservice/intro.jsp

To manually check successful deployment of the SuiteletFactory, direct your Web 
browser to:

http://<servername>/<databasename>/CollabraSuite/intro.jsp

file:///c:/appServerDeploy.properties%E2%80%9D%00%00
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Developing a Portal Component

CollabraSpace components, referred to as suitelets, can be deployed using a 
flexible HTTP-style interface. An HTTP request is made to the “suitelet factory” 
and the suitelet factory then returns the HTML needed to generate the requested 
suitelet. 

The steps below walk you through a typical scenario of creating a portal 
component that contains a CollabraSpace suitelet. The example illustrates how to 
add the CollabraSuite Dashboard component into a portal component.

This example assumes that a Director EAR has already been created and that the 
portal component will be added to the resource set called “ResourceSet” (the 
default resource set).

1. Create a class that implements com.sssw.portal.api.EbiPortalComponent. 
This is the portal component class. An example is given below.

package com.collabraspace.webapps.ssportlet;

// potential useful imports
import com.sssw.portal.api.*;
import com.sssw.fw.api.*;
import com.sssw.fw.exception.*;
import java.util.Properties;

/**
DashboardPortlet

*/
public class DashboardPortlet implements 
com.sssw.portal.api.EbiPortalComponent, CollabraSpaceConstants
{

// code deleted for example
}

2. In the getComponentData method, create the needed HTTP request for the 
Collaboration component (and any other HTML needed for the portal 
component). Here is an example.

package com.collabraspace.webapps.ssportlet;

// potential useful imports
import com.sssw.portal.api.*;
import com.sssw.fw.api.*;
import com.sssw.fw.exception.*;
import java.util.Properties;

/**
DashboardPortlet

*/
public class DashboardPortlet implements 
com.sssw.portal.api.EbiPortalComponent, CollabraSpaceConstants
{

// anInstance of a log for error/trace reporting
private com.sssw.fw.api.EbiLog log;
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private static final int APPLET_HEIGHT = 105;
private static final int APPLET_WIDTH = 500;
private static final String SUITELET_SPEC =

"suitelet=com.collabraspace.comps.dash.DashboardSuitelet," +
"gridx=0,gridy=0;" +

"suitelet=com.collabraspace.comps.location.RoomLocation
Suitelet," + "gridx=0,gridy=1,weightx=1,fill=HORIZONTAL,
titleborder=Location;" +

"suitelet=com.collabraspace.comps.alert.AlertSuitelet," +
"gridx=0,gridy=2,fill=HORIZONTAL;";

/**
* Initializes an Component object
*
* @param   context a wrapper around the request and response
* @param   params  an map that contains parameters.
*/
public void initialize( com.sssw.portal.api.EbiPortalContext
context, java.util.Map params ) throws com.sssw.fw.exception.
EboUnrecoverableSystemException {

// obtain the log from the factory, it is maintained as a
singleton.
log = com.sssw.fw.log.EboLogFactory.getLog( "COMPONENT" );
// only log items if the log level indicates we should
if ( log.isTrace() ) {

log.trace("DashboardPortlet in initialize method" );
}

}

/**
* Gets the component data (in HTML or XML format) at run-time.
*
* @param   context a wrapper around the request and response
* @param   params  an map that contains parameters.
*/
public void getComponentData( com.sssw.portal.api.
EbiPortalContext context, java.util.Map params ) throws
com.sssw.fw.exception.EboUnrecoverableSystemException {
// only log items if the log level indicates we should
if ( log.isTrace() ) {

log.trace( "DashboardPortlet in getComponentData method" );
}

String suiteletString =
CollabraSpaceHelper.getSuitelet(
context, SUITELET_SPEC, APPLET_WIDTH, APPLET_HEIGHT);

Properties defaultValues =
context.getComponentInfo().getComponentDefaultValues();

String htmlString =
generateHtml(

defaultValues.getProperty(COLLABORATION_URL_PARAM),
/*
defaultValues.getProperty(CLASSIFICATION_IMG_PARAM),
defaultValues.getProperty(CLASSIFICATION_ALT_PARAM),
*/
suiteletString);

context.setContentType(EbiComponentConstants.MIME_TYPE_HTML);
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context.setComponentContent(htmlString);
CollabraSpaceHelper.adjustResponse(context) ;

if ( log.isTrace() ) {
log.trace( "DashboardPortlet returned component content => "
+ context.getComponentContent() );

}
}

private String generateHtml(
String collaborationUrl,

/*
String classificationImgUrl,
String classificationAltText,
*/ String suiteletString)

{
StringBuffer html = new StringBuffer();
html.append("<table cellpadding=5>\n") ;
html.append(" <tr><td align='center'>\n");
html.append("      <table bgcolor='white' border=0

cellspacing=0\n") ;
html.append("             cellpadding=0 >\n") ;
html.append("    <tr><td  colspan=2 align=' center' >\n" );
html.append(          suiteletString).append("\n");
html.append("    </td></tr>\n") ;
html.append("    </table>\n") ;
html.append(" </td></tr>\n") ;
html.append("</table>\n") ;
return html.toString() ;

}

/**
* Process request.
*
* @param   context a wrapper around the request and response
* @param   params  an map that contains parameters.
*/
public void processRequest(com.sssw.portal.api.
EbiPortalContext context, java.util.Map params ) throws
com.sssw.fw.exception.EboUnrecoverableSystemException {

// only log items if the log level indicates we should
if ( log.isTrace() ) {

log.trace( "DashboardPortlet in processRequest method" );
}
//process incoming items on the request object
//String parm = context.getRequest().getParameter

("parm-name");|
}

}

For an example of building the HTTP request for a suitelet, review the 
CollabraSpaceHelper.getSuitelet method. The suitelet factory must be 
deployed prior to using this portal component; otherwise, the request to the 
suitelet factory will fail and the portal component will not function properly.

The URL to access the suitelet factory is dependent on how it was deployed, 
but should look something like this:
http://<servername>/<databasename>/suiteletfactory
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3. Create the XML portal component descriptor for the new portal component. 
An example is given below.

<portal-component> 
<class-name>com.collabraspace.webapps.ssportlet.Dashboard
Portlet</class-name> 

<display-name>CollabraSpace Dashboard</display-name> 
<description>CollabraSpace Dashboard Portlet</description> 
<lifetime>true</lifetime> 
<enable-title-bar>true</enable-title-bar> 
<personalizable>false</personalizable> 
<personalize-uri/> 
<component-styles/> 
<categories/> 
<default-style/> 
<defaults> 

<default>
<name>collaborationServerUrl</name>
<!--<value>http://www.collabraspace.com/crm/</value>-->
<value>http://localhost:80/suitelet/suiteletfactory/</value>

</default>
<default>

<name>collaborationGroup</name>
<value>All DemoCampus Users</value>

</default>
<default>

<name>buildingName</name>
<value>Maryland</value>

</default>
<default>

<name>floorName</name>
<value>Public</value>

</default>
<default>

<name>roomName</name>
<value>Conference Room</value>

</default>
</defaults>

</portal-component>

4. Create any needed utility classes. Below are examples of two utility classes:

• UrlHelper.java
• UrlConnectInfo.java

UrlHelper.java

package com.collabraspace.webapps.ssportlet;

import java.util.Map;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.net.URL;
import java.util.Set;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.io.Reader;
import java.io.InputStreamReader;
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.StringWriter;

http://www.collabraspace.com/crm/</value>--
http://localhost:80/suitelet/suiteletfactory/</value
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import java.io.PrintWriter;
import java.net.URLConnection;

public class UrlHelper
{

public static UrlConnectInfo getUrl(String urlString,
Map requestHeader)

{
StringBuffer content = new StringBuffer();
UrlConnectInfo connectInfo = new UrlConnectInfo();
Map headerResponses = new HashMap() ;
try {

URL url = new URL(urlString);

// Initialize the connection (doesn't actually make the
request)

URLConnection connection = url.openConnection();
Set names = requestHeader.keySet();
for (Iterator iter = names.iterator(); iter.hasNext();) {

String key =  (String)iter.next();
if  (key.toLowerCase().startsWith("accept")

|| key.toLowerCase().startsWith("user-agent"))  {
String value =  (String)requestHeader.get(key) ;
connection.setRequestProperty(key, value) ;

}
}

// Make the request
connection.connect() ;

// Retrieve the content
Reader raw = new InputStreamReader(connection.getInputStream());
BufferedReader buffer = new BufferedReader( raw );
String line;
while((line = buffer.readLine())   != null) {

content.append( line + "\n" );
}
buffer.close() ;

/*
// Retrieve the response headers
String headerKey;
for  (

int i=0;
null != (headerKey = connection.getHeaderFieldKey(i));
i++)

{
headerResponses.put(

headerKey, connection.getHeaderField(headerKey)) ;
}
*/

} catch(Exception e) {
StringWriter sw = new StringWriter();
PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(sw);
e.printStackTrace(pw) ;
pw.close() ;
content.append( "ERROR:" + sw.getBuffer()  + "\n" );

}
connectInfo.setContent(content.toString()) ;
connectInfo.setResponseHeader(headerResponses) ;
return connectInfo;

}
}
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UrlConnectInfo.java

package com.collabraspace.webapps.ssportlet;

import java.util.Map;

/**
* A data object which packages information resulting from some

http request
*/
public class UrlConnectInfo
{

private String content;
private Map responseHeader;

/** Getter for property content.
* ©return Value of property content.
*/
public String getContent() {

return content;
}

/** Setter for property content.
* @param content New value of property content.
*/
public void setContent(String content) {

this.content = content;
}

/** Getter for property responseHeader.
* ©return Value of property responseHeader.
*/
public Map getResponseHeader() {

return responseHeader;
}

/** Setter for property responseHeader.
* ©param responseHeader New value of property responseHeader.
*/
public void setResponseHeader(Map responseHeader) {

this.responseHeader = responseHeader;
}

}
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5. Using eXtend Workbench, open up the portal project that CollabraSpace 
components will be integrated into and place all of the code for the portal 
component into the resource set (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Placing the portal code into the resource set.
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6. Again, using eXtend Workbench, place the portal component descriptor in 
the resource set (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Placing the portal component descriptor in the resource set.

At this point, the Director EAR should be rebuilt and deployed. The new portal 
component should be available for placement on a user’s page.

Figure 3 shows the CollabraSuite Dashboard as an example of what a new 
component would look like in a finished portal.
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Figure 3: The CollabraSuite Dashboard in a finished portal.

Conclusion

This AppNote provided an overview on how to integrate CollabraSpace’s 
CollabraSuite software components into Novell’s portal framework using exteNd 
Web application development products. Leveraging the J2EE application model 
offers off-the-shelf integration as a standard portal product offering.

Additional Resources
For more information about the CollabraSpace software offerings, refer to these 
resources:

• The CollabraSpace Web site at http://www.collabraspace.com.

• A list of the CollabraSuite collaboration components can be found at
http://www.collabraspace.com/docs/novell/director/3.0/cs_helper.html.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.

http://www.collabraspace.com
http://www.collabraspace.com/docs/novell/director/3.0/cs_helper.html
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Installing and Configuring 
NetWare AMP (NetWare 6, 
Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl)

Rob Lyon
Senior Engineer
Novell, Inc.
rlyon@novell.com

When it comes to developing Web sites, MySQL is often used alongside other 
popular Web technologies such as Apache, PHP, and Perl. Combined with 
Novell's NetWare 6, this set of products—known as “NetWare AMP” (Apache, 
MySQL, PHP/Perl)—creates a powerful development environment on a NetWare 
server. This AppNote, the second in a series of articles exploring MySQL on 
NetWare, is a deployment guide for NetWare AMP on NetWare 6. 

Contents:

• Introduction

• Configuring Apache

• Installing PHP

• Installing Perl

• Installing MySQL

• A Sample Application

• Conclusion

Topics installation, configuration, NetWare AMP, NetWare 6

Products NetWare AMP (Apache, MySQL, PHP/Perl)

Audience developers

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with NetWare AMP

Operating System n/a

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Apache is the most popular Web server on the Internet, and has been since 1996. 
It is a powerful, flexible, HTTP/1.1-compliant Web server that runs on NetWare 
5.x and above, Windows NT/9x, and most versions of UNIX. It is highly 
configurable and extensible with third-party modules.

MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that touts itself as 
being “the world’s most popular open source database.” It is designed for speed, 
power and precision in mission-critical applications and under heavy load use. 
MySQL has recently been ported to the NetWare 6 operating system.

PHP (a recursive acronym for “PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor”) is a popular 
general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for Web development. 
It is similar to ASP because it allows embedding scripts into HTML and is also 
similar to Perl because it is open source. PHP comes with a wide range of 
extensions for XML, LDAP, and various databases and is typically used in 
combination with the Apache Web server.

Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language) is a language optimized for 
scanning and extracting information from arbitrary text. It is especially useful for 
parsing files, generating reports and dynamic Web pages, and automating server 
tasks. Perl for NetWare provides system administration and CGI scripting, which 
allows your Web server to interact with users and increases the sophistication and 
functionality of your Web pages.

Note: The versions used in writing this AppNote are NetWare 6 SP2, Apache 1.3, MySQL 
4.0.3, PHP 4.0.8, and Perl 5.8.

This AppNote is a deployment guide for installing and configuring NetWare AMP 
on a NetWare 6 server. It is the second in a series of MySQL articles that began 
with “An Introduction to MySQL for NetWare” in the October 2002 issue of 
Novell AppNotes (available online at http://developer.novell.com/research/
appnotes/2002/october/05/a021005.htm). 

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/october/05/a021005.htm
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Prerequisites

• The server must be running NetWare 6 with Support Pack 2 or greater. You 
can download SP2 at http://support.novell.com/servlet/tidfinder/2963227.

• Ports 80 and 443 of your default IP address must be available on your server. 
If you installed products such as iFolder or iPrint, or if you have made custom 
changes, these ports may not be available.  

To verify that these ports are available, browse to your server’s IP address 
on port 80 (http) and 443 (https). For example, if your server’s IP address is 
123.45.67.89, you would set your browser to ‘http://123.45.67.89/’ and 
‘https://123.45.67.89:80/’. You should see the NetWare 6 welcome page 
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: NetWare 6 welcome page.

http://support.novell.com/servlet/tidfinder/2963227
http://123.45.67.89/%E2%80%99
https://123.45.67.89:80/%E2%80%99%00
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Configuring Apache

By default, NetWare 6 is installed with an instance of Apache running in kernel 
space and listening on ports 80, 443, and 2200. To create another instance of 
Apache running in protected space and listening on ports 80 and 443, complete 
the following steps:

1. Verify that only one instance of Apache is currently running by entering the 
following command at the NetWare server console:

M APACHE

2. Create an NCF file to start Apache by creating a file named 
APACHESTART.NCF in the SYS:/APACHE directory with the following 
content:

LOAD ADDRESS SPACE = APACHE APACHE.NLM

3. Create an NCF file to stop Apache by creating a file named 
APACHESTOP.NCF in the SYS:/APACHE directory with the following 
content:

UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE = APACHE APACHE.NLM

Note: As of the writing of this AppNote, the following additional lines positioned after 
the above line are required in APACHESTOP.NCF to ensure proper cleanup. 

M APACHE
UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE = APACHE

This issue should be cleared up with a future build of PHP for NetWare.

4. Enter the NVXADMDN command at the NetWare console to stop the 
Apache instance running in kernel space.

5. Comment out the following lines in the 
SYS:/APACHE/CONF/ADMINSERV.CONF file by adding a "#" symbol to 
beginning of each line:

# Start Apache Services Port Configuration
Port 80
Listen 123.45.67.89:80
<IfModule mod_tls.c>

SecureListen 123.45.67.89:443 "SSL CertificateDNS"
</IfModule>
# End Apache Services Port Configuration

6. Enter the NVXADMUP command at the NetWare console to restart the 
Apache instance in kernel space.

7. Uncomment the following line in the SYS:/APACHE/CONF/HTTPD.CONF 
file by removing the “#” symbol:

# LoadModule tls_module modules/mod_tls.nlm
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8. At the end of your server’s SYS:/SYSTEM/AUTOEXEC.NCF file, insert a 
new line to call the Apache startup NCF file you created:

APACHESTART

9. You can test your new configuration by typing APACHESTART at the 
NetWare console and browsing to your server’s IP address from a browser 
(for example, “http://123.45.67.89/”). You should see the default Apache 
page shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Apache default page.

You can now enter APACHESTART and APACHESTOP at the NetWare console 
to start and stop your new instance of Apache. The previous instance of Apache 
running in kernel space is still listening on port 2200. Your new instance is 
listening on ports 80 and 443.

http://123.45.67.89/%E2%80%9D%00%00
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Installing PHP

To install PHP on to your NetWare 6 server, complete the following steps:

1. Enter APACHESTOP at the NetWare console to verify that your instance of 
Apache is not running.

2. From a client workstation, download and install the PHP software from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/php.htm to your NetWare 6 server.

3. Execute the following commands at the NetWare console and add them to 
your SYS:/SYSTEM/AUTOEXEC.NCF file before the APACHESTART 
line:

SEARCH ADD SYS:/PHP
SEARCH ADD SYS:/PHP/EXT

4. Insert the following lines at the end of the 
SYS:/APACHE/CONF/HTTPD.CONF file:

include sys:/apache/conf/mod_php.conf
alias /php/ “sys:/php/webdemo/”

5. Add “index.php” to the right of “index.html” in the list of directory indexes 
in the SYS:/APACHE/CONF/HTTPD.CONF file:

<IfModule mod_dir.c>
DirectoryIndex index.html index.php

</IfModule>

6. Enter APACHESTART at the NetWare console to start your instance of 
Apache.

7. You can test your PHP installation by browsing to the URL 
“http://123.45.67.89/php/phpinfo.php”, replacing the IP address with that of 
your server. You should see the PHP Info screen shownin Figure 3. 

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/php.htm
http://123.45.67.89/php/phpinfo.php%E2%80%9D%00
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Figure 3: PHP Info screen.

You now have PHP running as an Apache module in your instance of Apache. 
The PHP module will respond to files with the .PHP extension.

Installing Perl

To install Perl on to your NetWare 6 server, complete the following steps:

1. Enter APACHESTOP at the NetWare console to verify that your instance of 
Apache is not running.

2. From a client workstation, download and install the Perl software from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/perl5.htm to your NetWare 6 server.

3. Insert the following lines at the end of the 
SYS:/APACHE/CONF/HTTPD.CONF file:

LoadModule lcgi_module modules/mod_lcgi.nlm
<IfModule mod_lcgi.c>

AddHandler lcgi-script .nlm .pl .nsn .bas
LCGIModuleMap sys:\perl\lcgi\cgi2perl.nlm .pl /perl
AddEnvVar PERL_ROOT sys:\perl\webdemo
ScriptAlias /perl sys:/perl/webdemo

</IfModule>

4. Add “index.pl” to the right of “index.html” in the list of directory indexes in 
the SYS:/APACHE/CONF/HTTPD.CONF file:

<IfModule mod_dir.c>
DirectoryIndex index.html index.php index.pl

</IfModule>

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/perl5.htm
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5. Enter APACHESTART at the NetWare console to start your instance of 
Apache.

6. You can test your Perl installation by browsing to the URL 
“http://123.45.67.89/perl/samples/env.pl”, replacing the IP address with that 
of your server. You should see the Perl “Environment Variables” screen 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Perl Environment Variables screen.

http://123.45.67.89/perl/samples/env.pl%E2%80%9D%00
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Installing MySQL

To install MySQL on your NetWare 6 server, complete the following steps:

1. Download the MySQL software zip file from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm#le167.

Note: If the above URL is not available, download the zip file from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm - Leading Edge 167.

2. Extract the zip file to the root of the server’s SYS volume. 

3. Execute the following command at the NetWare console and add it to your 
SYS:/SYSTEM/AUTOEXEC.NCF file:

SEARCH ADD SYS:/MYSQL/BIN

4. Enter the “mysql_install_db” command at the NetWare console to create the 
initial database for MySQL.

Note: You may be asked to "press any key" after the process has finished.

5. Insert the following new line at the end of your 
SYS:/SYSTEM/AUTOEXEC.NCF file;

mysqld_safe

6. Enter the “mysqld_safe” command at the NetWare console to start the 
MySQL database server. You should see a MySQL console screen similar to 
the one shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: MySQL console screen.

MySQL is up and running on your server. You now have a complete NetWare 
AMP environment running on your server.

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm#le167
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
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A Sample Application

The “phpMyAdmin” PHP application manages a MySQL database server, which 
makes it a perfect sample to run on your new NetWare AMP environment.

1. Download the “phpMyAdmin-x.x.x-php.zip” file from 
http://www.phpmyadmin.net.

2. Extract the contents of the zip file to the SYS:/APACHE/HTDOCS directory 
of your server.

3. Rename the directory 'YS:/APACHE/HTDOCS/phpMyAdmin-x.x.x to 
"SYS:/APACHE/HTDOCS/phpMyAdmin".

4. Browse to the URL “http://123.45.67.89/phpMyAdmin/index.php”, replacing 
the IP address with that of your server. You should see the welcome screen 
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: phpMyAdmin welcome screen.

Congratulations! You now have a NetWare AMP application running on your 
NetWare 6 server! Note that you didn’t have to modify the phpMyAdmin 
application to have it run on NetWare.

http://www.phpmyadmin.net
Administrator
http://www.phpmyadmin.net.
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Conclusion

By following the steps in this AppNote, you have configured your NetWare 6 
server to host the NetWare AMP environment. NetWare AMP is a new and 
powerful environment for developers on NetWare.

For Additional Information
For additional information about the technologies included in the NetWare AMP 
environment, refer to the following resources:

• http://www.novell.com/

• http://developer.novell.com/

• http://www.apache.org/

• http://www.mysql.com/

• http://www.php.net/

• http://www.cpan.org/

• http://www.phpmyadmin.net

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.

http://www.novell.com/
http://developer.novell.com/
http://www.apache.org/
http://www.mysql.com/
http://www.php.net/
http://www.cpan.org/
http://www.phpmyadmin.net
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NOVELL APPNOTES

How to Build J2EE Applications 
Using Novell Technologies: Part 7

J. Jeffrey Hanson
Chief Architect
Zareus Inc.
jeff@jeffhanson.com

This is the seventh in a series that outlines a platform and methodology for Java 2 
Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) application development on NetWare using a 
service-oriented architecture.In this AppNote, we learn about how our DAO 
framework can also be used to simplify and unify access to Web service provider 
sources.

Contents:

• Introduction

• An Introduction to Web Services

• Overview of SOAP

• The AXIS of Power for Web Services

• AXIS on NetWare

• The Data Access Object Pattern Revisited

• Conclusion

Topics Java application development, J2EE, Java Management 
Extensions (JMX)

Products Java 2 Enterprise Edition

Audience developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with Java programming

Operating System n/a

Tools none

Sample Code yes
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Introduction

This is the seventh in a series of AppNotes outlining a platform and methodology 
for Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) application development on 
NetWare using a service-oriented architecture.

In the previous AppNote we looked at how our platform interfaces with the data 
tier and how we can build our data-access components to be flexible and robust.

In this AppNote, we will discuss how our DAO framework can also be used to 
simplify and unify access to Web service provider sources.

An Introduction to Web Services

The term Web services is used to describe concepts and technologies that integrate 
business processes and services over the Web using standard network protocols. 
Web services, as a technology, is a mechanism for delivering cross-platform, 
cross-language services, and business content to any Web-enabled client or 
device.

Web services are URL-addressable software components that are connected by a 
common protocol, and which allow applications and services to access them over 
the Internet. Web services are based on XML envelopes containing either 
documents or procedures and data structures. The Web services model allows 
applications to interacted with one another in a very loosely coupled manner over 
a networked environment.

The operations surrounding Web services usually fall within three major 
categories: publish, find, and bind. Publishing involves exposing the service in a 
manner that makes it easy to find and use by a service consumer. This typically 
involves staging the service in a public registry. When a service is listed in a 
registry, it can then be found or discovered, bound using SOAP and then invoked 
by a service consumer. The following figure illustrates the relationships between 
the parties involved in the lifecycle of a typical Web service:
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Figure 1: Parties involved in the lifecycle of a typical Web service.

The current manner most used to describe Web services is the Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL). Web services are typically published in a registry 
using technologies such as Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 
(UDDI), and invoked over HTTP using the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP).

Overview of SOAP

SOAP is an XML-based communication protocol and data-encoding format 
which is currently considered to be the primary message-payload medium for 
Web services interplay. SOAP was originated by Microsoft, DevelopMentor and 
other major software vendors and, now, under the direction of the W3C XML 
Protocol working group is fast becoming the most widely used mechanism for 
Web services communication.

The XML structure of a SOAP message consists of an envelope containing an 
optional header, a mandatory body and zero or more additional, optional entries. 
The following is a sample SOAP envelope:

<soap-env:Envelope xmlns:soap-env="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soap-env:Header/>
<soap-env:Body>

<pim:agenda xmlns:pim="http://www.jeffhanson.com/services/pim">
<pim:event>

<pim:meeting>11/12/2002</pim:meeting>
<pim:purpose>Marketing Review</pim:purpose>

Service Provider

Service ConsumerService Registry

Bind

Publish

Find

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://www.jeffhanson.com/services/pim
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</pim:event>
</pim:agenda>

</soap-env:Body>
</soap-env:Envelope>

The following is the same sample SOAP envelope with the addition of one 
security element in the header:

<soap-env:Envelope xmlns:soap-env="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soap-env:Header>

<wsse:Security> 
<wsse:BinarySecurityToken 

ValueType="wsse:X509v3"
EncodingType="wsse:Base64Binary"  
Id="X509Token">
MIIEZzTHEv7gAwWEBAgISumtJZc0rqrKh5iFUN89Yim

</wsse:BinarySecurityToken>
</wsse:Security>

</soap-env:Header>
<soap-env:Body>

<pim:agenda xmlns:pim="http://www.jeffhanson.com/services/pim">
<pim:event>

<pim:meeting>11/12/2002</pim:meeting>
<pim:purpose>Marketing Review</pim:purpose>

</pim:event>
</pim:agenda>

</soap-env:Body>
</soap-env:Envelope>

The AXIS of Power for Web Services

The Apache Extensible Interaction System (AXIS) from Apache is an 
SOAP-based Web services producer/consumer framework. AXIS, a derivative of 
the Apache SOAP project, provides Java APIs and components for constructing 
SOAP consumers, producers, and gateways. AXIS includes:

• A SOAP engine 

• Support for automatic deployment of Java classes as SOAP services

• Support for all basic XML data types, and a type-mapping system for defining 
new data type handlers known as serializers and deserializers 

• Automatic serialization and deserialization of Java Beans 

• Provider support for RPC and message-based SOAP services 

• Automatic WSDL generation from deployed services 

• A WSDL2Java utility for generating Java stubs and skeletons from WSDL 
documents 

• A Java2WSDL tool for generating WSDL files from Java classes

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://www.jeffhanson.com/services/pim
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• Support for SOAP-with-Attachments

• An EJB provider for exposing EJBs as Web services 

• Servlet-based producer support 

• JMS-based producer support 

• A stand-alone server

• An embedded server

• A utility for monitoring IP packet flow

AXIS on NetWare

Within our platform, we will be using AXIS as our SOAP engine.

1. Our first step will be to download the latest release of AXIS as a zip file from 
http://xml.apache.org/axis.

2. Once the archived release is downloaded, extract the contents by executing 
the following command at the system console:

unzip ArchivedReleaseName.zip

3. After the archive has been unzipped, you will find a folder named 
xml-axis-10 at the root of the volume on which the command was executed.

Browsing around inside of the xml-axis-10 folder you will notice folders 
named docs, lib, samples, webapps, etc. AXIS is implemented in the Jar file 
axis.jar; which is located in the lib directory. The AXIS implementation and 
auxiliary files come prepackaged as a Web application located in the file, 
axis.war. The prepackaged configuration is setup to execute as a SOAP 
server.

4. At this point, you need to create a subdirectory named axis in the 
/VOL/tomcat/33/webapps directory. Into this directory copy the contents of 
the webapps/axis directory from the unzipped AXIS distribution.

5. Now, reinitialize your Web application environment by typing “java -exit” at 
the server console, then type “unload apache” at the console, then type 
“my_tomcat33.ncf” at the server console and finally type “startapache.ncf” at 
the server console.

Validating the Installation

After installing the Web application and dependencies, we need to make sure that 
the server is running the axis Web application. To do this follow the steps below:

http://xml.apache.org/axis
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1. Navigate to the start page of the axis Web application by entering 
http://nwServerHostName/axis in a browser window, substituting your host 
name for nwServerHostName. As a response, you should see an 
Apache-AXIS start page.

2. Click the Validate link. This will load a test JSP page that attempts to verify 
that needed and optional libraries are present.

3. Now we will test a service invocation by submitting an XML request to the 
endpoint. An endpoint in Web services terminology refers to the final 
destination of a service invocation, usually a site on a networked host. We 
are going to invoke the getVersion method from the Version endpoint of our 
AXIS installation, as follows:

http://nwServerHostName:8080/axis/services/Version?method=getVersion

This should return a response that looks something like the following SOAP 
envelope:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<soapenv:Envelope 

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soapenv:Body>

<getVersionResponse 
soapenv:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<getVersionReturn 

xsi:type="xsd:string">
Apache Axis version: 1.0 Built on Nov 12, 2002 (08:20:33 PST)

</getVersionReturn> 
</getVersionResponse>
</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Automatic Web Service Deployment

AXIS provides the ability to automatically deploy Java classes as Web services. 
This is enabled by simply renaming a .java file with a .jws extension and dropping 
it into a Web application directory. When a request is made to a method in the .jws 
file, it is automatically compiled by AXIS and executed.

We will now test a JWS service, by invoking a method on a pre-built sample, 
EchoHeaders. To do this, enter the following into a browser:

http://nwServerHostName/axis/EchoHeaders.jws?method=list

This should return a response that resembles the following:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<soapenv:Envelope 

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soapenv:Body>

<listResponse 
soapenv:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<listReturn xsi:type="soapenc:Array" 

soapenc:arrayType="xsd:string[6]" 
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<item>accept-language:en-us</item> 
<item>accept-encoding:gzip, deflate</item> 
<item>user-agent:Mozilla/4.0</item> 
<item>host:nwServerHostName</item> 
<item>connection:Keep-Alive</item> 

</listReturn>
</listResponse>

</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>

Manual Web Service Deployment

AXIS allows existing Java components to be manually deployed when renaming 
the extension is not convenient. This is accomplished by placing the classes that 
contain the components you wish to deploy into the classes directory subordinate 
to the WEB-INF directory within your Web application. If the classes exist in a 
.jar file, place them into the lib directory subordinate to the WEB-INF directory.

Once the classes or .jar files are placed in the appropriate directories, we must 
reinitialize the servlet environment by typing “java -exit” at the server console, 
then type “unload apache” at the console, then type “my_tomcat33.ncf” at the 
server console and finally type “startapache.ncf” at the server console.

To configure AXIS with information about our Java components, we create a 
deployment configuration file, known as a Web Service Deployment Descriptor 
(WSDD). The WSDD file is an XML file that describes the service name, the 
service methods and other information. The following is a sample WSDD file:

<deployment xmlns="http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/"
xmlns:java="http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/providers/java">
<service name="MyService" provider="java:RPC">

<parameter name="className" value="com.jeffhanson.samples.MyService"/>
<parameter name="allowedMethods" value="*"/>

</service>
</deployment>

Once a WSDD file is created, our environment needs to be setup in order to 
deploy the WSDD file to the AXIS server, so, we add axis.jar, 
commons-discovery.jar, commons-logging.jar, jaxrpc.jar, saaj.jar, log4j-1.2.4.jar, 
and a JAXP-compliant parser such as xerces.jar 
(http://xml.apache.org/xerces2-j/index.html) to our classpath.

http://xml.apache.org/xerces2-j/index.html
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At this point, we can traverse to the folder containing the deployment descriptor 
for our service and run AdminClient by typing a command at the server console 
following this pattern:

java org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient 
-lhttp://nwServerHostName/axis/servicePath/serviceName deployFile.wsdd 

The Data Access Object Pattern Revisited

Web services connect two or more entities together to exchange data. Looking at a 
Web service in this way points out a lot of similarity with a typical data resource 
such as a database, directory service or file system. Thus, we will access construct 
our platform to access Web services in much the same way we do for a database 
or other data resource. 

To reiterate, the Data Access Object (DAO) pattern exposes Web services to the 
following advantages: 

• Separates a Web service interface from its specific implementation.

• Adapts a specific Web service’s access API to a generic interface.

• Allows a Web service implementation to adjust independently from the code 
that uses the DAO.

• Offers access to a particular Web service without coupling the service’s API 
to the business logic.

• Permits application developers or deployment engineers the choice of a Web 
service access mechanism with no changes to the program code.

This approach allows a developer access to a Web service only in terms of its 
DAO interface. Based on configuration data, an application uses a factory object 
to select the DAO implementation at runtime.

A DAO interface has at least one concrete class that implements the interface for a 
specific type Web service. To add a new type of Web service, an application 
developer simply follows the steps listed below:

• Create a class that implements the DAO interface for the new Web service.

• Specify the implementing class’s name in a meta-data configuration source.

• Facilitate a re-initialization by the client service, which causes the creation of 
an instance of the new DAO class by the factory, which the application will 
now use.

Figure 2 shows the implementation of the DAO design pattern for a DAO that 
accesses data for a Stock Web service. Notice how the factory is used to select the 
DAO implementation.
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Figure 2: Implementation of the DAO design pattern.

The Stock DAO Interface

public interface StockDAO
{

public float getQuote(String symbol) 
throws StockDAOException;

public void buy(String symbol, int numShares, float targetPrice)
throws StockDAOException;

public void sell(String symbol, int numShares, float targetPrice)
throws StockDAOException;

}

The Stock DAO Implementation

public class AXISStockDAO implements StockDAO
{

public AXISStockDAO()
{
}

public float getQuote(String symbol) 
throws StockDAOException

{
}

public void buy(String symbol, int numShares, float targetPrice) 
throws StockDAOException

{
}

public void sell(String symbol, int numShares, float targetPrice) 

StockDAO

Factory

AXIS

StockDAO

<<interface>>

StockDAO

Client

Service
Web Service

Endpoint

accesses

accesses

uses

selects/creates

implements
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throws StockDAOException
{
}

}

The Stock DAO Factory

public class StockDAOFactory
{

/**
* This method instantiates a particular DAO based on the
* information obtained from a configuration file
*/

public static StockDAO getDAO()
throws StockDAOException

{
StockDAO stockDao = null;
try {

InitialContext ctx = new InitialContext();
String className =

(String)ctx.lookup(ConfigFile.STOCK_DAO_CLASS);
stockDao =

(StockDAO)Class.forName(className).newInstance();
} catch (NamingException e) {

throw new StockDAOException(StockDAOFactory.getDAO: "
+ ne.getMessage());

} catch (Exception e) {
throw new StockDAOException("StockDAOFactory.getDAO: "

+ se.getMessage());
}

return stockDao;
}

}

Concrete DAO Factory Implementation for AXIS

public class AXISDAOFactory extends DAOFactory
{

public StockDAO getStockDAO()
{

return new AXISStockDAO();
}

}

A DAO Client

// create the DAO Factory
AXISDAOFactory axisFactory =   

(AXISDAOFactory)DAOFactory.getDAOFactory(DAOFactory.DAO_AXIS_STOCK);

// Create the DAO
StockDAO stockDAO = axisFactory.getStockDAO();

// get a quote using the DAO
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float quote = stockDAO.getQuote(symbol);

// sell a number of shares using the DAO
stockDAO.sell(symbol, 40, 8.85);

// buy a number of shares using the DAO
stockDAO.buy(symbol, 40, 5.53);

Conclusion

This AppNote introduced Web services and the Simple Object Access Protocol. 
We also discussed how a DAO framework can be used to simplify and unify 
access to Web service provider sources.

The next AppNote in this series, we will further explore AXIS and Web services 
and look at how we can integrate AXIS to become a SOAP gateway and an 
integral component of our platform.

For Additional Information

For more information about the technologies discussed in this AppNote, refer to 
the following resources:

• For more information about SOAP, visit http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/

• For more information about the DAO pattern, visit 
http://java.sun.com/blueprints/patterns/DAO.html

• For more information about the AXIS framework, visit 
http://xml.apache.org/axis/

• For Novell-specific Java programming information, see 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk

• For information about Zareus and its products for building enterprise 
applications for the J2EE, Web services, and xInternet environments, visit 
http://www.zareus.com

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.

http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/
http://java.sun.com/blueprints/patterns/DAO.html
http://xml.apache.org/axis/
http://developer.novell.com/ndk
http://www.zareus.com
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Administering Rights in 
ConsoleOne: Part 2

Jeff Fischer
Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
jfischer@novell.com

In last month’s article, we discussed file system rights, 
as well as how to explicitly grant a trustee assignment 
to the file system and an eDirectory object. In this 
month’s article, we will discuss eDirectory rights, 
other methods to receive rights, and how to block 
rights to the file system and eDirectory objects. 

eDirectory Rights
eDirectory rights have the same purpose as file system 
rights. Many similarities exist and a few differences 
also. Just as file system rights control access to objects 
in the file system such as folders and files, eDirectory 
rights control access to objects within the eDirectory 
tree such as users, containers, groups, application 
objects, and printers.

As network administrator, you use eDirectory rights to 
grant or deny access to network resources including 
printers, servers, applications, container objects and 
others. A solid understanding of rights is fundamental 
to properly controlling access to the network and 
avoiding network security problems. It is necessary for 
each network user to have sufficient rights to perform 

their job, but they should not have additional rights to 
network resources that they do not need to access. If 
users have more rights than necessary, it could pose a 
security risk by a user intentionally or unintentionally 
accessing or changing network resources. 

eDirectory Types of Rights
Each eDirectory object has properties that define the 
object. The object properties define what the network 
administrator can do with the objects. For example, a 
user object has properties such as his first name, last 
name, postal address, description, and email address.

Because eDirectory makes this distinction between 
objects and object properties, we must also distinguish 
between the two types of eDirectory rights, which are, 
object rights and object property rights. 

Property rights, sometimes called attribute rights, give 
a trustee access to the properties of an object. This 
allows the network administrators great flexibility and 
security as rights to object’s properties are assigned. 
Using property rights, the network administrator can 
configure role-based administration, which we’ll 
discuss in next month’s article. 

It also allows the administrator to configure tighter 
security by only allowing trustees of objects to view, or 
modify certain properties if desired. When you assign 
property rights, you can select to assign the rights to all 
of the object’s properties or specify selected properties 
and only select the properties you need the trustee to 
access. When you specify All Properties, you are 
granting the selected rights to every property for that 
object. In next month’s article, I’ll discuss this in more 
detail. 

The following table outlines the eDirectory Property 
rights that are available to assign to trustees. 

Right Description

Supervisor Grants all rights to the object’s properties

Compare Enables the comparison of any value to a value of the property. A true or 
false response is returned when the property is compared. The property 
cannot be viewed, only compared and the response generated. If the read 
property right is granted, compare is automatically granted.

Read Enables the display of the property value. The compare right is automatically 
granted.

Write Enables the object trustee to modify, add, change, and delete a property 
value. Granting this right automatically includes the Add/Remove Self right.

Add/Remove Self Enables an object trustee to add or remove itself as a value of the object 
property. If the write right is granted, the Add/Remove Self right is 
automatically granted.

eDirectory rights have the
same purpose as file sys-
tem rights.
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Object properties, sometimes called entry rights, 
control access to eDirectory objects. Trustees with 
object properties can perform operations on the object 
such as deleting an object, creating new objects, or 
renaming and object.

When you assign an eDirectory object as a trustee of 
another eDirectory object, you’ll see a dialog box 
prompting you to enter in the property rights and the 
object rights for the trustee you assign. You can assign 
object rights, property rights which apply to all proper-
ties, or you can assign selected properties and the 
rights to those properties. 

Assigning Property Rights to eDirectory 
Objects
To assign property rights to eDirectory objects, 
perform the following steps:

1. Right click on a container object and select 
Trustees of this Object.

2. Click the Add Trustees button.

3. Select a user to assign as a trustee of the object.

4. Highlight Entry Rights and select the rights you 
want to assign to the trustee.

You can also highlight All Attribute rights and assign 
the rights that will pertain to all of the properties of the 
object. I’ll talk more about administration roles in next 
month’s article about practical applications of eDirec-
tory and file system rights.

You can assign selected properties by clicking the Add 
Property button and adding a property to the trustee list 
and the rights you want to assign, as shown in Figure 1. 
(Again, I’ll talk more about specific instances next 
month when we discuss role-based administration.)

Inheritance
eDirectory is hierarchical, which means that objects 
can contain other objects. You can think of eDirectory 
as an up-side down tree. This design allows for rights 
inheritance.

Rights granted at a container level in the tree are inher-
ited by all objects contained within that object. This 
provides a powerful mechanism for controlling rights 
within the tree and also allows for a simpler adminis-
tration of rights. For example, as a network adminis-
trator, you can grant rights to an Organizational Unit 
and all objects within that OU will inherit the rights 
you grant to the OU.

Figure 1: The assigned rights for a trustee.

Inheritance Rights Filter
eDirectory also gives the ability to block inherited 
rights through an Inherited Rights Filter. An Inherited 
Rights Filter or IRF will stop any inherited rights from 
flowing below the location of the IRF. An IRF can 
block Property rights and Object rights. 

For example, let’s say that I have an Organizational 
Unit called Managers under the EDU Organizational 
Unit. However, I do not want the Managers OU to 
receive the rights that have been assigned to the EDU 
Organizational Unit. I can place an IRF at the 
Managers OU level and block those rights from being 
inherited to the Managers OU. 

Inheritable Enables an object trustee of a container to inherit the assigned property 
rights to objects within the container. Without this right, the remaining 
property rights assigned to the trustee apply only to the container object’s 
properties and not to the properties of the objects in the container. This 
right is granted by default when the All Properties option is selected, and 
removed by default with the Selected Properties option is selected. This 
right is only available on container objects. 

Right Description

Rights granted at a con-
tainer level in the tree are
inherited by all objects
contained within that
object. 
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Setting Up an IRF in ConsoleOne
Here’s how to place an IRF using Conso-
leOne:

1. Assign a user as a trustee of a 
container with the Browse, Create, 
Read and Delete rights as discussed 
in last month’s article.

2. Right click on a container below the 
trustee assignment and select 
Trustees of this Object.

3. Click the drop down arrow on the 
NDS rights tab and select Inherited 
Rights Filters.

4. Click the Add Filter button.

5. Highlight Entry rights.

6. Un-check the boxes for the Create 
and Delete rights. 

This action will block the Create and Delete rights so 
that the user will not have these rights to the container.

Security Equivalence
Security Equivalence grants an object in the tree the 
ability to be security equal to another object. You 
would grant security equivalence when you want to 
make one user object security equivalent to another 
user object. This gives the equivalent user the same 
rights assignment as the other user without having to 
explicitly grant the trustee assignment. 

Here’s how to grant security equivalence in Console- 
One. 

1. Right click a user object and select Properties.

2. Click the drop down arrow on the 
Memberships tab and select Security 
Equal To (see Figure 2).

3. Click the Add button.

4. Select a user that already possesses 
privileges that the user will be made 
equal to.

5. Click OK.

Effective Rights
eDirectory and file system objects can 
obtain security privileges from a variety of 
sources. For example, a user can obtain 
object rights from an explicit trustee 

assignment, inheritance rights from a trustee assign-
ment given higher in the tree, rights from security 
equivalence, or a user may have rights blocked by an 
IRF. 

Effective rights refers to the sum of all of the rights as 
they are added together from these different methods 
and subtracting any rights that are blocked by an IRF. 
This gives a user the effective rights that apply to an 
eDirectory or file system object. Here’s how to check 
the effective rights for a user in ConsoleOne:

1. Right-click on a container object and select 
Properties.

2. Click the drop down arrow of the NDS Rights tab 
and select Effective Rights (see Figure 3).

eDirectory and file system
objects can obtain secu-
rity privileges from a vari-
ety of sources.

Figure 2: Granting security equivalence rights through ConsoleOne.

Figure 3: Looking at the user object’s effective rights.
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3. In the For Trustee box, browse to and select the 
trustee whose effective rights you want to see. For 
example, select a user object that has rights to the 
container. The user object’s effective rights will 
be the total of all rights it receives from 
inheritance, security equivalence, and trustee 
assignments, minus any IRFs.

4. Highlight Attribute or Entry rights.

5. Click OK.

Conclusion
In this month’s article, we have discussed important 
file system and eDirectory security concepts and how 
to perform them using ConsoleOne. Next month, we’ll 
discuss practical applications of these security 
concepts and look at role based file system and 
eDirectory administration. 

Note: Last month’s file system rights table was incom-
plete: Erase, Modify, File Scan, and Access Control 
were missing. For the updated table see 
http://developer.novell.com/research/sections/
netmanage/netnovice/2002/november/n021101.htm.

Benchmarks: Why Do We 
Need Them?

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

Recently I was reading an article in a current industry 
rag which detailed the performance of a certain 
product. Included were all kinds of charts, numbers, 
and tables. 

The way the article was written reminded me of a 
boxing match, where two fighters enter the ring, but 
only one can be victorious. In like manner, the article 
had two or more products entering the ring, and after 
an exhaustive “fight,” a winner presented. So, why do 
we need benchmarks? Is it because the faster or better 
performance a software product has is better? Or is it 
for another reason?

I remember in the late 80s and early 90s, the big thing 
to be proud of here at Novell was the speed and perfor-
mance of our network operating system, NetWare. 
NetWare could run circles around the nearest compet-
itor. NetWare was fast at file access and printing, and 
almost perfect at fault tolerance. Because of this and a 
lot more, NetWare was the network operating system 
of choice.

Today’s Benchmarks
We’ve now entered the 21st century; where are we 
now? Does speed still make the best network operating 
system? No, not necessarily, as Novell has found out. 
Today, things like being able to host a Web site, 
Internet connectivity, and an application server are big. 
Speedy file and print just don’t matter as much 
anymore. So one could postulate that benchmarks do 
not serve the same purpose today as they did a decade 
ago—or do they?

Most everybody that reads this column realizes that 
eDirectory is by leaps and bounds the best directory 
currently available. But what makes eDirectory so 
good? Is reading marketing collateral good enough? Is 
word of mouth good enough? Is listening to a sales-
person adequate? 

Most everybody that reads
this column realizes that
eDirectory is by leaps and
bounds the best directory
currently available. 

http://developer.novell.com/research/sections/netmanage/netnovice/2002/november/n021101.htm
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I would like to suggest that this is not enough. I would 
like to suggest that benchmarks are more important 
than ever in this day and age in determining which 
directory is best, fastest, and most extensible—all big 
buzzwords in describing directories today. Let me use 
the scientific method to prove my postulate.

Novell knows directories. Starting in 1993, Novell has 
been engineering better and better versions of eDirec-
tory. Our experience with directories and, more impor-
tantly, listening to the feedback from our customers, 
has allowed us to adapt our directory products over 
time to address real-world challenges. Over the years, 
our customers have demanded, and we have delivered. 
OK, so I am giving serious marketing pitch here, but 
let me continue.

Novell recently did a comparison between eDirectory 
and Microsoft Active Directory for Windows 2000. 
Now, we wanted to be fair about the comparison, so we 
asked Key Labs, an independent testing facility, to 
carry out the testing. Areas of comparison included 
platform support, real-world performance, and 
connections.

The First Test: Platform Support and 
Compatibility
To be fair, we wanted to test Active Directory on the 
important platforms running the Internet. Active Direc-
tory, however, is an application that only runs on the 
Windows 2000 operating system to help manage 
Windows 2000 environments.

On the other side of the ring, eDirectory is a service 
that becomes a fundamental building block along-side 
the operating system. eDirectory provides directory 
services for your network regardless of what network 
you have. The following table illustrates this point.

Really, if a product doesn’t support your platform, 
nothing else matters.

The Second Test: Performance
You know, benchmarking is a time-honored tradition 
in the software industry, but most of the time it is hard 
to tell what all the numbers mean. A lot of the time 
benchmark results can’t be achieved in real-world 
scenarios, either because the operations are ones that 
are not often performed, or because the hardware used 
is rarely found at the typical company. Come to think 
of it, when was the last time your production network 
was conveniently encased in the glass-house “reality” 
of a lab?

So the real question is, how can we benchmark 
real-world scenarios? Real-world scenarios give at 
least a sense of relative performance. KeyLabs recently 
ran a comparative test between eDirectory and Active 
Directory to simultaneously measure a series of 
different types of common LDAP searches. 

eDirectory was consistently two to three times faster 
than Active Directory in returning search results (see 
Figure 1). To rub salt in the already-ripe wound, when 
a test for a common LDAP “contains” search (which is 
a search where “No” may be specified to find 
“Novell”), eDirectory was 1250 times faster than 
Active Directory.

Figure 1: Real-world results for a mixed search.

Further, with even a modest number of “contains” 
searches (100 clients performing 100 searches each), 
Active Directory was unable to return a single result in 
a 60-second test. eDirectory, on the other hand, 
performed 250 searches per second without any fail-
ures (see Figure 2). In my opinion, a directory that 
can’t deliver services under these types of real-world 
scenarios is of extremely limited use.

Platform eDirectory Active 
Directory

Solaris Yes No

Linux Yes No

NetWare Yes No

Windows NT Yes No

Windows 2000 Yes Yes

Compaq Tru64 Yes No
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You know, benchmarking
is a time-honored tradi-
tion in the software indus-
try, but most of the time it
is hard to tell what all the
numbers mean. 
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Figure 2: “Contains” search results.

The Third Test: Reliable Service 
Another real-world issue in assessing directory perfor-
mance is reliable service. A directory might return 
impressive numbers if only a small number of users are 
trying to access its services at a given moment. 
However, on the Internet, it is vital for companies to 
ensure that they have the infrastructure in place to 
handle the many customers, partners, and suppliers 
who may be connected to their network at any time.

Again, KeyLabs’ testing of this scenario showed clear 
superior performance by eDirectory (see Figure 3). 
While Novell eDirectory serviced 100% of all simulta-
neous connections, Active Directory failed to return 
any results one out of every eight times. 

Figure 3: Reliability of service.

Tests designed to simulate real -world directory usage 
must be based on numerous, concurrent users, as well 
as complex and basic types of Internet searches. And 

since consistent availability of a web site is the most 
critical aspect of customer service, they must also track 
failures and successes of search completion.

Benchmark Summary
Using the tests for Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol (LDAP) performance, eDirectory has clearly 
been proven the best choice for delivering reliable 
Internet directory services for the most demanding 
Internet and e-commerce applications. These most 
recent test results indicate that Novell is the only direc-
tory provider focused on delivering to its customers 
real-world test results for making critical business 
decisions. And it works across UNIX, Windows, and 
NetWare operating systems platforms.

To do its job in the real world, a directory has to 
deliver secure services to large numbers of people. 
(We’ll look into the security aspect of eDirectory in a 
future column.)

Conclusion
What are we to sum up from our little experiment with 
Novell’s eDirectory and Microsoft’s Active Directory? 
Do benchmarks play an important role in selling a 
directory? Do benchmarks play an important role in 
publicizing a directory? And lastly, why is eDirectory 
so popular?

Unfortunately, I was unable to successfully write a 
column about benchmarking without tooting Novell’s 
horn about eDirectory. But, really, benchmarking does 
continue to play an important part in the ever-changing 
world of software. Marketing, Sales, and even Engi-
neering groups need something tangible to show future 
owners that their product is the best—above and 
beyond the competition. Benchmarks do just that: they 
give you the facts you need to really push your 
product. That is, unless you end up on the short side of 
the stick. In that case, it just makes you want to make a 
better product.

Since I can’t keep my mouth shut about eDirectory, to 
answer my own question about why eDirectory is so 
popular, just look at the facts. Sporting over 568 
million eDirectory licenses worldwide, eDirectory is 
easily the most popular directory out there. 

Being the fastest with LDAP, NDAP or whatever 
‘DAP you use, eDirectory is a screamer! In addition to 
scalability of over one-billion objects (tested), eDirec-
tory has redundancy that is second to none and is easy 
to use. If eDirectory isn’t your directory, it should be.
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Tests designed to simulate
real-world directory usage
must be based on numer-
ous, concurrent users, as
well as complex and basic
types of Internet searches.
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Executing DOS Batch Files in 
System Mode from ZENworks

Randy Bender
rbender@appnetsolutions.com

This article describes how we used ZENWorks and 
DOS batch programming to automatically modify local 
group membership for hundreds of users across an 
organization.

We started with several hundred Windows 2000 work-
stations that were setup and deployed with the local 
user as a member of the local USERS group only. 
After these workstations were deployed, a decision 
was made to modify the original design and add the 
local users to the local Administrators group.

The factors and events that brought forth these require-
ments were fairly unique and they probably won’t be 
experienced by many others. However, the lessons 
learned while solving this problem can be transferred 
to other projects. The following assumptions can be 
made about the environment: 

• The existing local username is the same as their 
eDirectory account.

• There was no Active Directory or NT Domain 
setup.

• Workstations were already registered in 
eDirectory and ZENworks.

• Net LocalGroup “Administrators” /Add <user> is 
a command that will add <user> to the 
Administrators group.

Given this scenario and these assumptions, we came up 
with four possible solutions:

1. Configure the DLU policy to “Manage Existing 
NT Account” and simply add the user to the local 
Administrators group.

2. Go to each workstation, login as the local 
administrator, and change the user’s account to be 
a member of the local Administrators group.

3. Use the Windows 2000’s RUNAS command to 
execute the NET LOCALGROUP command as a 
local user with the necessary rights to add the user 
to the Administrators group.

4. Use the Novell Application Launcher (NAL) to 
run the NET LOCALGROUP command as a 
secure system user.

While Solution #1 is the best choice, we could not use 
it in this environment. The DLU policy was configured 
to create a Volatile User to accommodate the creation 
(and removal) of local accounts on lab workstations. If 
the DLU policy is configured to “Manage Existing NT 
Accounts” and to create a “Volatile User,” the existing 
user account will be deleted when the user logs off. 

Also, the user should not be a member of the local 
Administrators group on lab workstations. Part of the 
criteria for this configuration was to maintain the local 
accounts on the employee’s assigned workstations and 
to not define accounts on the lab workstations.

Solution #2 was not chosen because of time 
constraints. It would also be difficult to get to all work-
stations, since many were notebooks which were 
usually taken home. 

We couldn’t use solution #3 because the local admin 
password was not the same across all workstations. 
Also, the admin password would have to be shown in 
plain text as a parameter of the RUNAS command.

We chose solution #4 because it seemed like the best 
solution. We planned to just execute the command 

Net LocalGroup “Administrators” /Add %CN% 

from a NAL application running in system mode. We 
ultimately used this solution, but there were a few 
obstacles that we had to overcome. The remainder of 
this Tip discusses the problems that we encountered, 
the lessons learned and what we had to do to make this 
solution work.

Directly Executing the Net LocalGroup 
Command from a NAL Object
The first thing we tried was to run the following 
command on all Windows 2000 workstations from a 
NAL object that executed in system mode:

Net LocalGroup “Administrators” /Add %CN% 

%CN% returns the user’s common name as it is stored 
in eDirectory. Since the local accounts matched the 
eDirectory accounts, we thought %CN% should have 
simply substituted the user’s name.

We realized that when an application runs in system 
mode, the workstation object is actually what executes 
the application, not the user object. We learned that 
%CN% returned the common name for the workstation 
object rather than the user object.

In addition to scalability
of over one-billion objects
(tested), eDirectory has
redundancy that is sec-
ond to none and is easy to
use.
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Passing the Username with the NAL /P 
Parameter
Since we couldn’t use the %CN% on the command line 
of an application running in system mode, we tried 
passing the username to the NAL application with the 
/P parameter. From the login script, we executed 

NAL /P=%CN /A=Add2admin.apps.Acme

Upon testing this solution, we discovered that the /P 
command doesn’t work when the application is 
executing in system mode.

The Batch File Method
Finally, we decided that the only way to include the 
correct username in the Net LocalGroup command was 
to execute the command from a batch file. The login 
script calls this batch file with %CN% as the only 
parameter. Below is an outline of the tasks that this 
batch file (called add2admin.bat) performs:

1. The batch file checks to see if the user is already a 
member of the local Administrators group. If they 
already are, then this process ends.

2. Next, the batch file checks to see if the user was 
created by the DLU policy. If this is true, then it 
was not appropriate to add this user to the 
Administrators group. The same user could login 
from many different workstations, such as 
workstations in the labs, but we only wanted to 

add this user to the Administrators group on their 
assigned workstations in their office. The method 
used to check whether or not the DLU policy 
created this account was to perform the following 
steps:

 • Configure the DLU policy to add the user to a 
custom group called “DLU.”

 • Search the results of the Net User command for 
the string “DLU.” If it exists then we knew that 
the DLU policy created this account.

3. Create another batch file in a location accessible 
by the user, such as the local C: drive or in the 
user’s home directory. This batch file contains the 
appropriate command to add the user to the local 
Administrators group.

Echo net localgroup “Administrators” /add %1 > 
c:\addadmin.bat

4. Launch a NAL application called 
Add2AdminGroup.Apps.Ewg.Tsc, which was 
configured to execute the batch file created above 
(c:\addadmin.bat) in system mode.

z:\nal : /u /h /A=.Add2AdminGroup.Apps.Ewg.Tsc

Contents of the Add2Admin.bat File
This batch file is called from the login script with 
%CN as the only parameter.

@echo off

Echo Please wait...

Rem
Rem Variables: 
Rem %1 is the User's NDS name (%CN).

Rem The DOS environment variable, macaddr, has been set to the mac address of the 
pc that the user logged into.
Rem

Rem
Rem Check to see if the user account exists locally
Rem
net user %1 | find /i "%1" > nul
if errorlevel 1 goto notfound
rem echo Local User Exists

Rem
Rem Now check if the user is already a member of the local Admin group
Rem
net user %1 | find /i "Administrators" > nul
if not errorlevel 1 goto currentadmin
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Rem
Rem If this user account was created by the DLU policy then do not add to the
Rem Administrators group.
Rem
net user %1 | find /i "DLU" > nul
if not errorlevel 1 goto CreatedByDLU

Rem
Rem Run NAL object as System User, Echo the net localgroup command to a 
Rem local batch file since nal /p doesn't pass the username to an application 
Rem and %cn% doesn't work when when an NAL application is started in 'system' 
Rem mode.
Rem
rem echo Adding %1 to the Administrators group...
Rem Write the event to a log file.
echo %1, %macaddr%, Adding %1 to the Administrators group, %date%, %time% > 
c:\addadmin.log
type c:\addadmin.log >> i:\Add2Admingroup\log\add2admn.log
del c:\addadmin.log
Rem Create a batch file to be executes as a system user by NAL.  Fot this to work,
Rem the workstation must be imported into the NDS tree.
echo net localgroup "Administrators" /add %1 > c:\addadmin.bat
z:\nal : /u /h /A=.Add2AdminGroup.Apps.Ewg.Tsc
goto end

:currentadmin
rem echo %1 is currently in the admin group - no changes needed.
Rem Write the event to a log file.
echo %1,%macaddr%, %1 is currently in the admin group - no changes needed, %date%, 
%time% > c:\addadmin.log
type c:\addadmin.log >> i:\Add2Admingroup\log\add2admn.log
del c:\addadmin.log
goto end

:CreatedByDLU
rem Echo This account was created by the DLU policy so it will not be added to the 
Admin group
Rem Write the event to a log file.
echo %1,%macaddr%, %1 was created by the DLU policy so it will not be added to the 
Admin group, %date%, %time% > c:\addadmin.log
type c:\addadmin.log >> i:\Add2Admingroup\log\add2admn.log
del c:\addadmin.log
goto end

:notfound
rem echo user not found
Rem Write the event to a log file.
echo %1, %macaddr%, %1 is not a local user, %date%, %time% > c:\addadmin.log
type c:\addadmin.log >> i:\Add2Admingroup\log\add2admn.log
del c:\addadmin.log

:end
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Conclusion
In summary, this article described a method to auto-
matically modify the local group membership for 
hundreds of Windows 2000 workstations across an 
organization. While this exact scenario may not occur 
in your organization, the syntax of the DOS batch file 
and the lessons outlined may be helpful in other 
endeavors. Listed below are a few of the tips that you 
can take away from this article.

1. Configuring a DLU policy to “Manage Existing 
Accounts” and “Volatile User,” the existing 
account will become volatile (deleted at log off). 
Any data stored in the user’s profile (and the MY 
Documents directory) will also be deleted.

2. When running a NAL application in system mode, 
the workstation object is given the appropriate 
rights and executes the command. In this situation, 
the %CN variable returns the workstation name.

3. NAL /P doesn’t function properly when the 
application is executed in system mode (at least 
this was true in ZENworks for Desktops v3.2 
running Support Pack 1).

4. Use the DLU policy to determine if a user account 
already existed or needed to be created. Define the 
DLU policy to add the user to a custom group 
called “DLU.” Then search the results of the 
‘NET USER’ command for this string. If it exists 
then the user was created by the DLU policy. If it 
doesn’t exist, then the user already was defined to 
the workstation.

A clever use of DOS batch programming can 
search the results of the NET USER command (or 
any command that outputs information to the 
screen): 

net user <username> | find /i “DLU”

Essentially you are piping the results of the NET 
USER command into the FIND command (similar 
to how GREP works in Linux). The ‘errorlevel’ 
variable will signify whether this string existed in 
the output of the command.

5. I found that using the DOS TYPE command with 
the >> redirector was the simplest and the most 
reliable method of appending information to a text 
file.
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The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several catego-
ries, giving you a brief summary of the issue the TID 
addresses, along with its TID number and corre-
sponding URL for your quick perusal.

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, Novell Small Business 
Suite 6, NetWare 5, NetWare 6, Novell iChain, 
ZENworks for Servers, ZENworks for Desktops, 
Novell Client for Windows 2000/XP, GroupWise 6, 
and Novell BorderManager 3.x.

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory
You are running Novell eDirectory 8.6.2 and you have 
an Orphaned INHIBIT_MOVE Obituary. Other symp-
toms include:

• INHIBIT_MOVE obituary shows up in the 
destination partition on the NDS object that was 
moved with a flag state of 0000 

• There is no MOVED obituary in the source 
partition where the object was moved from. 

• There are no Directory Services synchronization 
issues 

• DSREPAIR -OT has no effect on 
INHIBIT_MOVE obituaries 

According to TID #10073618, this problem is “due to 
some type of breakdown in the obituary processing 
system, either due to a server crashing or other 
communication problems. The MOVED obituary has 
either already processed or does not exist leaving the 
INHIBIT_MOVE obituary unprocessed. By design, 
the INHIBIT_MOVE obituary will process along with 
the MOVED obituary. Once the MOVED obituary has 
processed to a flag state of 0002, the INHIBIT_MOVE 
obituary will begin to process.”

The solution is equally elegant as well. To go directly 
to TID #10073618 for the “Orphaned 
INHIBIT_MOVE Obituary” document, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10073618.htm

Novell Small Business Suite 6
For many of you small business folks, getting 
acquainted with the intricacies of the IP protocol can 
be a daunting task. In this instance, you have IP bound 
to the network interface board and you are ending up 
with some of the following error messages:

• DHCPSRVR loads, but says NO LAN BASED IP 
ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT POSSIBLE 

• Error: no LAN based IP address assignment is 
possible. 

• Subnets not assigning IP Addresses 

Before throwing up your hands to the whole problem, 
take a look at TID #10060433. This TID lists a couple 
of reasons as to why you are getting such errors, 
including:

• The DHCP server may not have a replica on it. 
The DHCP server requires at least a read/write 
replica of the container that holds the DNS Zones 
and DHCP Subnets that it is servicing, and 
SHOULD have a RW replica of the container that 
holds the DNS or DHCP Server Object.

• Corrupt DHCP Server Object

• Bug with CLIB

To go directly to TID #10060433 and see the fixes it 
offers to this problem, see http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10060433.htm

NetWare 5
Some NetWare 5.1 servers with Support Pack 2a 
installed were having problems with their clients 
getting the wrong subnet mask from the DHCP server. 
This particular problem has been attributed to a 
problem with the spanning tree on the switch.

If you are also experiencing such problems on your 
Netware 5.1 servers, take a look at TID #10062291. 
Entitled “Clients Getting the Wrong Subnet Mask from 
DHCP,” the TID launches into how to take care of this 
problem.

So if you are experiencing problems with your clients 
not getting the correct subnet mask, see TID 
#10062291 at http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/
search/searchtid.cgi?/10062291.htm

NetWare 6
You have just loaded Support Pack 1 on your NetWare 
6 servers that are running NSS volumes and you are 
now receiving the following errors:

For many of you small
business folks, getting
acquainted with the intri-
cacies of the IP protocol
can be a daunting task.

http://support.novell.com
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10060433.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10062291.htm
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• Error: “An I/O error has compromised pool 
integrity.” 

• NSS-3.00-5001: Pool BCCB4/SOFTW is being 
deactivated 

• An I/O error at block 7679234(file block 
7679234)(ZID 0) has compromised pool integrity 

TID #10071749 attributes this particular problem to 
data corruption. Entitled “Error: An I/O Error has 
Compromised Pool Integrity,” the TID gives you the 
steps necessary to fix this problem.

To go directly to TID #10071749 and find out how to 
get around this problem, see http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10071749.htm

Novell iChain
You have installed iChain 2.1 and now you want to 
enable SSL (Secured Socket Layer) between iChain 
and the Novell Web Server. Since there are a number 
of steps to make this happen (five to be exact), you 
might want to pull up TID #10068201.

Entitled “Enabling SSL between iChain and a Web 
Server,” This TID takes you through what you need to 
know to ensure everything is in place for secured 
communications between iChain and a web server. To 
quickly access TID #10068201 and get to SSL 
enabled, go to http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/
search/searchtid.cgi?/10068201.htm

ZENworks for Servers
You are running one of the following products:

• Novell ZENworks for Servers 2.0. 

• Novell Management and Monitoring Services. 

• Novell ZENworks for Servers 3.0. 

• Novell Management and Monitoring Services.

and now you would like to ensure that ZENworks for 
Servers Scoping changes are being saved properly. 

If this scenario fits your situation and you are unsure if 
you are set up to do this properly, take a look at TID 
#10067261.

Entitled “Suggested Steps for Scoping 
(NXPCON.NLM) Discovery on a ZFS Site Server,” 
this TID also comes with a patch file called 
ZS2DISC.EXE if you are running Novell ZENworks 
for Servers 2.0 (ZfS3 comes with the patch as part of 
the package). The TID also shoos you to a couple of 
other TIDs (#TID 10059273 and TID 10067261) to 

ensure all of the necessary steps are in place to make 
scoping discovery happen and happen correctly.

To go directly to TID #10067261 and get the 
ZS2DISC.EXE patchfile, see http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10067261.htm

ZENworks for Desktops
By using ZENworks 3.X imaging and Preworks from 
the companion CD, you can add on a driver to the 
Linux Kernel 2.2.14. The steps to do this can be found 
in TID #10070123.

Entitled “Adding a Driver to ZEN 3.x,” this TID gives 
you instructions on how to unpack and include a driver 
name compilation on linux, as well as an example of 
how the process works for the Intel Pro100 VE 
network board.

To go directly to TID #10070123, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10070123.htm

Novell Client for Windows 2000/XP
TID #10066849 poses the following questions: 

• Which ZENworks Application Launcher 
(NALNTSRV.EXE) should be installed with the 
Novell 4.81 client in a ZfD 3.0 environment? 

• Which NAL Service should be installed with 
newer clients than what shipped with the 
ZENworks version? 

These questions become important, as they affect a 
number of products, including:

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 2 

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.0. 

• Novell Application Launcher (NAL) 3.1 

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.0.

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.1.

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.2.

• Novell Client 4.6 for Windows NT. 

• Novell Client 4.7 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.71 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.8 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.81 for Microsoft Windows 
NT/2000

The TID then tells you to “install the 
NALNTSRV.EXE that is in the ZFD 3.0 patch 
ZFD3SP1A.EXE, or the just released file 

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10071749.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10068201.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10067261.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10070123.htm
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ZD3NL7A.EXE. This would apply to any newer 
updates to NALNTSRV.EXE version 3.1 as well.” It 
then lists a number of steps to verify the ZENworks 
version and how to install the ZENworks Application 
Launcher (NALNTSRV.EXE).

So if you are experiencing some problems with the 
ZENworks Application Launcher and the above listed 
Novell workstation clients, check out TID #10066849 
at http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10066849.htm

GroupWise 
Have you ever been interested in the 400 level error 
messages that you get with Novell Groupwise Internet 
Agent (GWIA)? If you have been, here’s your chance 
to catch up on them by taking a look at TID 
#10060050.
Entitled “400 Level GWIA Error Messages, Their 
Causes and Resolutions,” this TID covers the errors 
occur only when the GWIA is processing an outbound 
email. However, you may find these to be very inter-
esting.

To read up on TID #10060050 and learn what you need 
to know about level 400 error messages, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10060050.htm

Novell BorderManager 3.7
Some of you who are running Novell BorderManager 
3.7 and Novell BorderManager Authentication 
Services 3.5 or 3.6 that are using RADIUS with or 
without a RADIUS Proxy Server, are having the 
following problems:

• RADIUS users are timing out when 
authenticating. 

• Users are eventually getting “Access Accepted,” 
however, the connection times out and they are 
unable to login.

• In the RADIUS debug log 
(SYS:ETC\RADIUS\DEBUG\RADDBG.log), 
you are seeing the following messages:

 • “Special Q Handling, Message dropped”
 • “Inserting into RespQ, code(2) id(184)”
 • “Reusing previous message in queue (Q is 

full)”
According to TID #10061640, “RADIUS has a built in 
intelligence mechanism for handling duplicate request 
for the same user, (specifically, Intelligent handling of 
retires) so that it does not attempt to authenticate the 
same user multiple times. If RADIUS receives a dupli-
cate packet, it will drop the duplicate packet and 
increase the “Special Q Handler” counter. This is 
symptomatic of either NDS name resolution problems 
-or- settings specific to the NAS.

The TID then describes the steps necessary to get 
around this particular problem. The TID also contains 
a list of seven questions and answers that are often 
asked about this type of problem. To get your hands on 
TID #10061640, see http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10061640.htm

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days.

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.

 Have you ever been inter-
ested in the 400 level
error messages that you
get with Novell Group-
wise Internet Agent
(GWIA)? 

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10066849.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10060050.htm
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10061640.htm
http://support.novell.com
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eDirectory Challenges
Dear Ab-end: I am the IS Supervisor of a very small 
college in the Midwest. We would like to implement 
eDirectory as our directory of choice, but the cost of 
licensing NetWare is prohibitive to our budget. Do you 
have any suggestions as to how we could implement 
eDirectory without installing NetWare?
—Sally SCSI Simpson

Dear Sally: You’re in luck, as eDirectory supports 
several different platforms out there. If you have a 
Windows NT or 2000 server, you can run eDirectory 
on the server. If you have a Sun box or a Linux box, 
you can run eDirectory there. Check out 
http://www.novell.com/products/eDirectory for 
more information.

DSRepair -rc
Dear Ab-end: Can you point me in the correct direc-
tion for information on dsrepair -rc for eDirectory 
v8.6.2, what files it creates and what they mean?
—Earl Unicode Entwistle

Dear Earl: OK, you asked for it, you got it, eDirec-
tory! OK for serious now, -rc creates a directory infor-
mation base or “DIB set.” The official purpose of this 
is to dump the database to a file that can be sent to 
Novell for something, usually debugging or fixing 
purposes. You can treat it as a non-restorable backup 
(Novell can use it to restore, but you can’t). The files 
are in SYS:SYSTEM\DSR_DIB and are named 
00000000.$DU for the first 100M of the database, 
00000001.$DU for the next 100M, and etc.

iFolder Broken?
Dear Ab-end: I’m trying to configure iFolder 2.0 pro 
on NetWare 6. I’m trying to add more contexts to the 
server for iFolder users. I go to Global Settings, User 
LDAPs, Click the server iFolder_ldap01, and it goes 
and does a LDAP query over the entire tree! All of it! 
It finds every OU in the tree and makes a bunch of 
drop down boxes for contexts; however, it must have 
some buffer filled, as it does not draw an “OK” or a 
“Submit” button. We have a lot of OUs. 

Am I crazy or is this just wrong? It shouldn’t even 
search of OUs, much less the entire tree. It should 
allow me to enter the context by hand or click a browse 
button and let me navigate. Because of this, I can’t 
even set it up.
—Harry Hard-Drive Henderson

Dear Harry: I had to consult one of Novell’s most 
excellent Product Managers to get this response. “I 
take it you would rather have it search if you ask it to 
search. It’s funny because we Product Managers get 
complaints that we don’t do what they want and then 
we get complaints when we do, so the answer is to 
modify this feature to allow manual entry and have a 
search/sub-search option? I am more than happy to 
forward your request to our Development Team, but I 
can’t guarantee that they will implement the request 
due to the possibility of breaking existing function-
ality.” 

Note: Novell is more than happy to entertain any 
requests for product enhancements. However, no 
promises are implied that the suggestions will be 
implemented.

NSS Volumes
Dear Ab-end: We will soon be installing a new Net-
Ware 6 server with a large NSS volume. The system 
will have the following configuration:

• 2-18GB Raid 1 (Sys)

• 8-73GB Raid 5 (Vol1 - NSS)

If I understand correctly, NSS performs best (in gen-
eral) with the largest hardware block size possible 
when configuring the Raid drive(s). NetWare will con-
figure NSS with 4KB blocks regardless and there is no 
way to change it. Is this the configuration path being 
taken in NetWare 6 with NSS volumes?
—Randy “RAID” Renderson

Dear Randy: NSS, not just for NetWare 6, uses a 4KB 
allocation unit (as NSS sees it). The device driver and 
hardware can do whatever they want, and that includes 
your RAID devices. After all, disk drives today are still 
stuck with 512B sectors, yet that fact is hidden by 
drivers. It’s called buffering.

SSL with NetStorage
Dear Ab-end: Is it possible to have SSL-enabled 
access to NetStorage? If so, how does one go about 
pointing the thing to the certificate? The only TID I 
found (on Novell’s Technical Support Web Site) men-
tions the lack of finding a certificate in the particular 

Is it possible to have SSL-
enabled access to Net-
Storage?

http://www.novell.com/products/edirectory
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error I’m getting but doesn’t give any indication of 
how to put one in place, instead indicates turning on 
clear text passwords. Does this mean that it just isn’t 
available at the moment?
—Nancy Nano-Second O’rielly

Dear Nancy: NetStorage can be configured to use a 
specific certificate using the NSADMIN utility 
(http://your.server.edu/oneNet/nsadmin). We have it 
using a certificate signed by Thawte. This works well 
too. Just point your browser to https://locker.uky.edu 
(hint: NetStorage uses Apache, which uses KMOs).

eDirectory Account Creation Via LDAP
Dear Ab-end: Would I be able to get you to create an 
account in eDirectory as follows?
CN=GUESTCST,ou=<wherever>,o=Acadia

This would have a password of whatever you want and 
has an attribute, preferably called dbaccount (but it 
could be anything) and the attribute is only accessible 
after a successful bind. 
Besides the fact that the special attribute would require 
extending the schema (I think), how would I go about 
achieving the second part? I have tried some things 
with ACLs, but the attribute is still accessible using an 
anonymous bind. We want the attribute to be accessi-
ble with an authenticated bind. Is this possible?
—Mike Microprocessor Miller

Dear Mike: First of all, make sure the attribute is not 
set public read when you create it. If it’s not, then do 
you want the attribute visible for any authenticated 
user? This is fun because if you assign rights to 
[public] or [root] you will get it in an anonymous bind 
because your LDAP proxy user inherits those rights.

The only way around this that I can think of is putting 
the proxy user in a different O or OU and only assign 
rights to Os or OUs where your users are. You can’t 
just block the proxy users’ rights because its inherited 
rights from [Root] or [Public] will prevail.

If you only want it visible to the actual user itself, then 
you can assign an Access Control List (ACL) just to 
that user and that should work fine, or if you’re 
running eDirectory v8.6.1 or later, use LDAP to assign 
rights at the root to the [this] trustee as inheritable, 
which means if the object matches the authenticated 
user, it will have the rights.

Adding NDPS Printer
Dear Ab-end: Do you know of some sort of command 
line utility (from Windows 2000) to add an NDPS 
printer to a workstation? I have been experimenting 
with pnsetup from JRB. Or, better yet, do you know of 
a method to add NDPS printers to a workstation that is 
not ZEN’d?
—Paul Parallel Johnson

Dear Paul: Unfortunately I am not aware of a 
command-line type interface to do what you are 
asking. However if you are using NetWare 6, there is a 
three-click method via the mini-portal: get IPP driver, 
select printer, add printer to Windows.

Fancy folks can decorate a local map with printers and 
by clicking on the icon it becomes available. Think of 
it as a treasure hunt, though Novell calls it 
maptool.html. I put together one for finding the nearest 
HP printer in Lhasa Tibet, which may not be the 
closest printer to you, but one never knows.

iFolder Port Information
Dear Ab-end: I have a quick question about iFolder 
for which we can’t seem to find certain information. I 
know that iFolder uses port 80 to send information 
from client to server, and that the data is encrypted at 
the client side before it is sent over the wire, but what 
protocol is being used for normal communication 
between client and server? 
In other words, the client is passing information about 
what data had changed and therefore is being sent over 
the wire encrypted, as well as any other management 
communications between client and server. What pro-
tocol are they using to carry on this management com-
munication? Is it a proprietary protocol, or something 
like WebDav? 
—Sammy Serial Shellenburger

Dear Sammy: Nominally port 52080, not 80. This is 
adjustable by the manager, and the client has to know 
as well, of course. Since a web server is the daemon 
side of things then, the traffic obeys HTTP rules with 
GET, POST, and WebDAV extensions. 

DNS/DHCP Administration
Dear Ab-end: We have a large flat network with forty 
different eDirectory trees. (Every tree has its own man-
agement.) The problem is that there is a Tree that 
brought up a Novell DNS/DHCP server. Since we have 
a large flat network, any DNS/DHCP server needs to 

Do you know of some sort
of command line utility
(from Windows 2000) to
add an NDPS printer to a
workstation?

https://locker.uky.edu
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be setup in Bootp emulation (static IP to MAC 
address), which they have done for their clients. 
However, now this department is starting to service 
their SLP settings via this mechanism. As such, clients 
not associated with that tree are receiving the wrong 
SLP information at their boot-up time. To make mat-
ters worse, these clients have hard-coding for their own 
tree’s SLP settings. But what we have found is if you 
turn off the Novell client setting (through Advanced 
Settings|Use DHCP for SLP), the clients get connected 
to their own tree without a problem. 
Since we cannot control the problem server/tree’s push 
of SLP settings nor the multiple other trees on campus 
and the thousands of users settings, I am wondering if 
there is an adjustment that can be made to the 
DNS/DHCP server to only serve its bootp clients 
through the SLP settings?
—Bill Bus Benton

Dear Bill: I have a couple of thoughts for your predic-
ament. First, such a network really ought to be routed 
in order to cut the broadcast and multicast traffic, and 
in so doing you may also control where Bootp requests 
go. Second, I suspect the SLP data is being placed in 
the global configuration section of DHCP rather than 
tied to the profiles of individual stations. If this is so, 
then a DHCP INFORM query will be answered by any 
of their DHCP servers. Hopefully this helps.

IP Costing (Use?)
Dear Ab-end: There is an IP Costing setting found in 
the Advanced Settings of the NetWare Client v4.8x. 
The range for this setting is 0=off and 2 uses an ICMP 
PING to evaluate the route. The only real white paper I 
have found on the topic is related to NetWare Client 
v4.81 and not to v4.83, so I am not sure what has 
changed between these versions.
Be that as it may, I am wondering what benefit this set-
ting brings to the table if you are on a switched net-
work without a WAN connectivity? The default is 2 
and I switched my client’s settings to 0 (off). I have 
noticed a gain in performance for most Internet related 
connectivity and no impact on my Novell resources. 
Would this be the case for those on a non-flat network 
or for the rare few that are on my network behind a 
router? Inquiring minds want to know.
—Fred Floppy Drive Finch

Dear Fred: Costs are to bias choices amongst routes. 
Your clients may have two choices: IPX or IP. Internet 
connections from a client have only one choice: IP. On 
a local network, ping times as a basis for cost are next 
to worthless. As usual, when it comes to on-the-wire 

behavior, a good packet sniffer program provides 
many answers.

SLP Items Getting Unregistered
Dear Ab-end: A couple of times now we have seen 
what seems to be something getting unregistered in 
SLP. I’m not exactly sure what it is that isn’t working 
right, but to unload and then reload the DS.NLM seems 
to get it all back in order. What we’re losing is the 
server’s entry under the bindery.novell item. This can 
be seen with SLPSnoop.
We are using DS 8.5 (85.25z). SLP*.NLM are all 
1.07c. Servers are NetWare 5.1 with Support Pack 4 
installed on them. I do not believe we ever saw this 
before changing from unscoped to scoped. Have you 
seen something like this before?
—Dave DVD Danielson

Dear Dave: I believe we were seeing the same thing 
here as well. Our two Arcserve boxes weren’t seeing 
the new servers that we added to the tree. We put the IP 
address of the DA in the scope list instead of the scope 
name. The servers started picking the new stuff up, but 
then it would disappear again. 

To solve this, we applied the latest SLP patches and 
things seem to be working properly again. Most of the 
time, running the latest code build is the best!

Apache Quickest on NetWare
Dear Ab-end: Does anyone have any insight as to 
which OS runs Apache better: NetWare 6 or Windows 
2000 Advanced Server? Or in general, which one runs 
Web services better? We have had an issue with our 
caching solution, but without the caching server, our 
NetWare 5.1 server running Netscape Enterprise fails 
twice a day because of the load. We have a very tight 
budget, so I need to find a good, solid solution that is 
inexpensive. 
I was thinking of upgrading to NetWare 6 with Apache 
as a quick solution, but I fear that the server will still 
not be able to handle the load. Another question: what 
caching solutions are other schools using, if any?
—Mary Modem Mothill

Dear Mary: In general, NetWare 6 (which has true 
multi-processor support) is very difficult to overload 
when compared to NetWare 5.1. The problem you are 
facing could be happening if you have the MPS14 
module loaded on NetWare 5.1 and are running the 
Netscape server. The Netscape server and the multi-

Does anyone have any
insight as to which OS
runs Apache better: Net-
Ware 6 or Windows 2000
Advanced Server?
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processor support module are incompatible on 
NetWare 5.1. 

In addition, amazing demonstrations have been done 
with NetWare 5.x and NetWare 6 at BrainShare, where 
loading using both the Netscape and Apache servers 
have been exhibited. Lastly, it might be advisable to 
use some sort of Internet caching solution, such as 
Novell’s Border Manager Caching Appliance.

LDAP File Rights
Dear Ab-end: We have user creations via LDAP 
working just great except for one piece, we cannot set 
permissions on a home directory. We can make the 
account, create the account, grant group memberships, 
create the home directory, but we just can’t assign per-
missions to the directory we create. That is the last 
manual step in our account creation...any ideas?
Here’s some more information for those who are inter-
ested:

1. User goes to https web page and enters 
information.

2. One of my staff approves the account.

3. PHP on Linux issues LDAP calls to create account 
and populate information (such as memberships, 
name, email address, department, phone, etc.)

4. PHP on Linux uses FTP to create the user home 
directory. 

5. My staff now has to go to the just created 
directory and manually set permissions. 

6. A staff person tells the webpage that they have set 
permissions. 

7. The web page generates a “welcome to the 
network” email with username and password and 
sends it to the user.

Step 5 is what I want to automate. Can we somehow 
use ICE or something?
—Dayne DSL Drainey

Dear Dayne: Unfortunately, LDAP talks to a network 
data directory. The server’s file systems are not associ-
ated with network data directories. Thus LDAP can’t 
muck with the file system. 

User permissions and such on files are file system 
operations, so LDAP’s very limited API set was not 
designed to get at them. You will have to use a parallel 
utility of some kind, perhaps just a simple script, to 
deal with the NetWare file system.

NSS Quotas Not Being Enforced
Dear Ab-end: Have you seen problems using direc-
tory quotas on NetWare 6 with Support Pack 1 or 2 
applied? If so, are you seeing any problems with the 
quotas being enforced? We’ve seen some instances 
where quotas on NSS are not being enforced at all. 
Any insight would be great!
—Frank File System Flathers

Dear Frank: My question to you would be to ask 
whether you are using NSS compression. There have 
been reports on the Novell Technical Support news-
groups about funny shenanigans if Directory Quotas 
and NSS compression are both in use. 

NSS also seems to have a problem with user quotas. 
Apparently what happens with compression is that the 
compressed files are reported as taking up 0 bytes 
(that’s pretty good compression!) and when the file is 
deleted, it deducts the real size, so your users can actu-
ally have negative space used. (The NSS Development 
Team knows about this one.)

Contextless Login
Dear Ab-end: People here are asking me about con-
textless login. We missed this because we skipped 
NDS 7 and catalog services. We are now on eDirectory 
v8.662 and TID #10066603 does not recommend cata-
log services on eDirectory; rather, they recommend 
using filtered replicas. They further state that the client 
folk are working on contextless login with filtered rep-
licas. Anyone know the development status of this cli-
ent feature? Any suggestions for an interim solution?
—Connie Client Chatsworth

Dear Connie: I can offer you a couple of possibilities 
here. I have used this little DLL from a guy in Norway 
called noctx1.exe that can be found at 
http://leila.mti.bme.hu/utils/.

Amazingly, the same file has worked from Novell 
Client v3.2, 3.0 to 3.32 and 4.6 to 4.83sp1. You add a 
reg key with a list of contexts to check, and it tries 
them in sequence. It is remarkably fast with our 26 
contexts and for the 32,000 users roughly distributed 
across them. In effect, there is no difference in login 
time, whether you are in the first or last listed 
container. This always amazes me!

Also, you can go to Novell’s CoolSolutions and grab 
the LDAP contextless login client extension thing. See 
http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/.

Have you seen problems
using directory quotas on
NetWare 6 with Support
Pack 1 or 2 applied?

http://leila.mti.bme.hu/utils/
http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/
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Restricted Accounts In An IP Environment
Dear Ab-end: What are your thoughts regarding 
workstation restricted accounts in an IP only environ-
ment? Are there any appropriate situations for its use? 
In the past, we’ve used workstation restricted accounts 
in those situations where an office had student workers 
who didn’t have named accounts in eDirectory, but 
who the department wanted to have access to the 
department shares. 
In an IPX environment, the combination of network 
address and MAC address made this situation secure, 
and in most cases, there were no passwords on these 
accounts. Once the workstation was turned on, it auto-
matically logged into the tree and got the appropriate 
drive mappings.
However, now that we’ve gone to Netware 6 in an 
IP-only environment, we only have the IP address to 
restrict the workstation. Resources which were on an 
IPX island in a sea of IP are now pretty much open to 
the world. With static addresses, it’s possible for a 
rogue user to high-jack the IP address that is assigned 
to the workstation with a restricted account. Therefore, 
it would seem that one of the benefits of the worksta-
tion restricted account and the lack of the need for 
password is, in any case, no longer a viable option. If 
the account has to have a password, what is to be 
gained by having the workstation restricted, as 
opposed to just having a generic named account? 
One of the things driving this discussion is the fact that 
our physical network group doesn’t want to give out 
static addresses. The argument being that they would 
need to set up a VLAN for every workstation restricted 
account, which would require them to go out to every 
office and check the jack to see which port it is con-
nected to on the switch.
—Chancey CD-ROM Cleary

Dear Chancey: Conceptually, they’re about as useful 
as IPX station restricted accounts ever were; that is, not 
very useful. Typically the MAC address can be over-
ridden by the user and be specified to a different 
address, just like they can specify an IP address. It is 
maybe a little bit less well known, but it is still 
possible. 

So, to give you a very Novell oriented solution, every-
body gets an account, with a password. Guest accounts 
and accounts without passwords should not exist. Ever.

Moving NetWare Swap File
Dear Ab-end: Has anyone played around with moving 
the swap file to a different volume? If so what are the 
pros and cons to doing this? Our new manager has sug-
gested that we move the swap file off the SYS volume. 

I don’t agree with the idea, but I wanted the opinion of 
more wiser and experienced people. Thanks.
—Sally Swapfile Swenson

Dear Sally: The swap file is a systems function and if 
the SYS: volume becomes too full, then you should 
attend to that problem explicitly. If your manager is 
just looking for things to tinker with, point the person 
at moving print queues to another volume. Print queues 
can be capacity consumers.

Now I hate to be the Devil’s Advocate to what I said 
above, but you may be in a situation where you are 
running out of space on your SYS: volume. It is 
possible to move the swap file. I have moved it on a 
box doing lots of Java work and I have seen no down-
sides yet. I personally would recommend moving it 
before you start doing stuff, and before the swap file 
gets bigger. 

To do this, at the server console prompt, type:

SWAP ADD VOL1 (or whatever your selected volume 
name is)

then type:

SWAP DEL SYS

This way, the swap file exists at all times, in case it is 
needed. But then again, move it only if you desperately 
need to.

NICI 2.4 and SSL Authentication
Dear Ab-end: I have installed NICI 2.4 on my Border-
Manager server, but now the SSL authentication fails 
to start. What should I do next?
—Bernard on the Border

Dear Bernard: NICI 2.4 was changed to fix this in 
September, but unfortunately the version number was 
not revised. Download NICI 2.4 from http://down-
load.novell.com again and reapply the patch. Border-
Manager’s SSL authentication will start to work again.

ZfD4 and Pentium II Servers
Dear Ab-end: Will ZENworks for Desktops 4 work on 
a Pentium II machine? The documentation says it 
requires a Pentium III machine.
—Raymond “Saddled with II” Sattler

Dear Raymond: Novell pre-sales support says 
ZENworks for Desktops 4 will run on a PII machine, 
but that a server that is handling the application 

Has anyone played around
with moving the swap file
to a different volume?

http://download.novell.com
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launching for users (an “intermediate” server or nearest 
server) may be taxed by these users, so they recom-
mend PIII servers. However, ZFD4 will not refuse or 
fail to install if it is installed on a PII.

eDirectory SP2 and the PseudoServer 
Object
Dear Ab-end: Since applying eDirectory 8.6.2 Sup-
port Pack 2, every time I run the DSRepair utility, it 
tells me it had to repair the PseudoServer object. Do I 
have a problem and what should I do about it?
—Randy “Run It If You Got It” Cramer

Dear Randy: No, you do not have a problem and you 
should do nothing about it. DSRepair is checking the 
PseudoServer object to see if it needs repair, not it is 
actually performing a repair on it, so the message is 
slightly misleading. This is a new check in this version 
of DSrepair.

“In Use” Message from Act Software on an 
NSS Volume
Dear Ab-end: Is there any workaround to the “In use 
by another” error message when running the Act data-
base software on an NSS volume?
—Wally Worker

Dear Wally: Try this workaround. The first user going 
into ACT each morning must Lock, then Unlock the 
Act database. For example:

• File -> Administration -> Lock Database

• File -> Administration -> Unlock Database

It only takes about 5 seconds, and after this, all others 
users are able to get into and use ACT without the 
error.

Note: The Lock Database function is only available to 
users who have the Administrator security level.

Here’s another workaround that has been suggested by 
another consultant:

Run Native File Access Protocol (NFAP) on the NSS 
Volume. This makes it a CIFS volume and will be seen 
in the Network Neighborhood as a MICROSOFT 
SERVER and VOLUME. Share it out. Put on ACT on 
the shared out NFAP volume and run it. It will run 
extremely fast—as fast as when you place the database 
on the local HD of a machine. Now ACT is accessing a 
drive that it thinks is Microsoft.

The third alternative would be to create a Traditional 
Volume in NW 6 and run ACT from there.

Running Apache Software in Protected 
Memory
Dear Ab-end: How do I load Apache in protected 
memory?
—Peggy Pro

Dear Peggy: Perform the following steps:

1. Add a secondary IP address via ADD 
SECONDARY IPADDRESS=x.x.x.x command.

2. Create an NCF file to load apache into a new 
address space. The .NCF file will contain the line:

LOAD ADDRESS SPACE = <whatever> apache.nlm -f 
sys:apache\conf\<whatever>.conf

Note: The <whatever> value reflects your implementa-
tion of the Apache server, since there are multiple 
ways to implement Apache.

SP5/SP2 Releasing/Renewing IP Addresses
Dear Ab-end: Since I have applied Support Pack 5 to 
my NetWare 5.1 server (or Support Pack 2 for Net-
Ware 6 servers), my workstations keep releasing and 
renewing their IP addresses every 4 seconds. How do I 
fix this?
—Reginald “Renew and Release” Roderick

Dear Reg: Take a look at Technical Information 
Document (TID) #10074067 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cg 
i?/10074067.htm 

Entitled “Clients Not Consistently Getting IP 
Addresses from DHCP Server,” this TID outlines the 
steps to stop such a thing from happening.

Perl Scripts and Perl 5.8
Dear Ab-end: I downloaded and installed Perl 5.8 
from the http://developer.novell.com/ndk web site and 
now none of my Perl scripts run. What did I do wrong?
—Pearl “The Perl”

Dear Pearl: Download and install the latest NScript 
from http://developer.novell.com. Edit the 
SYS:\SYSTEM\NWSEC.INI file and change the line 
PERL=ON to PERL=OFF. This will turn off the 

How do I load Apache in
protected memory?

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10074067.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk
http://developer.novell.com
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requirement that Perl scripts login to NDS before 
running.

Applying NW51SP5.EXE/NW60SP2.EXE To 
Servers
Dear Ab-end: What’s a good way to apply 
NW51SP5.EXE (or NW60SP2.EXE) to my servers?
—Artimus “Keep ‘em Up” Andrews

Dear Art: Here’s one way to do the update:

• Map a drive to the root of the SYS: volume 
(SYS:\)

• Copy NW51SP5.EXE (or NW60SP2.EXE) to 
SYS:\

• Open a command prompt (DOS box) on your 
workstation, Click Start | Run and type in CMD 
(on windows 95/98, type in COMMAND) type 
NW51SP5 (or NW60SP2) it will take some time 
for the ARJ security check to run, then for all of 
the files to extract.

• CD \SYSTEM

• FLAG *.* N /S (to remove Read Only from any 
system files)

• CD \PUBLIC

• FLAG *.* N /S (to remove Read Only from any 
system files)

If you are running NetWare Enterprise Web Server:

• CD \NOVONYX

• FLAG *.* N /S (to remove Read Only from any 
web server files)

• At the server console prompt, type SET DIRTY 
DISK CACHE DELAY TIME=0.1 (this will 
speed up copying of files tremendously)

Then at the server console prompt:

• Type NWCONFIG and Select Product Options

• Select Install a product not listed

• Press ESC to leave the Previously Specified Paths 
window

• Press F3 to specify a different path

• Type in SYS:\NW51SP5 (or SYS:\NW60SP2)

• Press ESC to close the license agreement

• Agree to the License Agreement

• Say Yes to backup replaced files

• Accept the default directory to backup files

• Say Yes to update LAN/STORAGE drivers

When asked to login to extend schema, use the admin’s 
full name, such as:

cn=admin.o=yourorg

Shutting Down a Process Before Downing 
the Server
Dear Ab-end: I have a process running on my server 
that needs to be stopped before I DOWN my server, 
but I often forget to stop it. Is there a way to automate 
this process so I won’t have to remember it?
Duane “Leave It Up” Pulley

Dear Duane: If you’re running NetWare 5.x or 
NetWare 6, and there’s a command line option to stop 
your process, then yes you can. 

Create a file called SHUTDOWN.NCF and place it in 
the SYS:\SYSTEM directory (or in any directory 
found in the server’s SEARCH path). Place in the file 
the command to halt the process. This .NCF file will be 
executed automatically when you type DOWN, 
RESTART SERVER, or RESET SERVER at the 
server console prompt.

Backup Server Troubles with NW51SP5 or 
NW6SP2
Dear Ab-end: After updating my Backup Server to 
NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 5 (NW51SP5) or to Net-
Ware 6 Support Pack 2 (NW6SP2), the server abends 
when it backs up one of my servers via the Target 
Server Agent (TSA). The server that causes the abend 
has the same name as the underlying Organization or 
Organizational Unit.
—Tony “Mr. TSA” Truesome

Dear Tony: You may need to down-date the 
SMDR.NLM file to the previous version, which did 
not have this particular problem.

Disclaimer: Unless otherwise mentioned, all the 
material from Dear Ab-end has been taken from the 
Novell Support Forum SysOps, the Novell System Engi-
neering Mailing List, and the Novell Technology 
Transfer Partners List Server.

What’s a good way to
apply NW51SP5.EXE (or
NW60SP2.EXE) to my
servers?
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Expanding Web Development 
Possibilities with MySQL for 
NetWare

Novell and MySQL AB, developer of the world’s most 
popular open source database, have announced that 
Novell will ship a NetWare-optimized commercial 
version of the MySQL database with Novell NetWare 
6 and subsequent releases of NetWare. This will 
provide significant savings to Novell customers and it 
will allow them to develop and distribute MySQL 
applications without open source license requirements.

This is a pivotal moment in the long and illustrious 
story of NetWare, Novell’s award-winning platform 
for delivering business services across all types of 
networks, storage systems and client desktops. MySQL 
adds a well-established database component to 
NetWare’s core features, which include:

• Secure, browser-based management tools for 
convenient administration

• Powerful clustering and multiprocessing 
technologies that ensure swift, non-stop service

• Global, browser-based access to network files and 
printers

• Flexible, easy-to-use storage system that provides 
seamless access across various platforms

• Directory-based security and support for open 
Internet standards

With this move Novell opens the door for NetWare 
customers to be able to run a myriad of applications on 
their NetWare 6 servers that have been inaccessible to 
them before. 

“MySQL for NetWare, along with Apache, PHP and 
Perl, create a strong set of development tools for 
NetWare customers, with a huge benefit being they can 
now run thousands of applications written for other 
platforms on NetWare 6 servers,” said Doug Knight, 
vice president of networking infrastructure products 
for Novell. 

“With more than 4 million users, MySQL is a proven 
solution that can substantially reduce the expenses 
associated with a large number of database installa-
tions. Novell customers and partners will discover 
excellent performance, stability and reliability, and the 
commercial license means they can develop any kind 
of application they require with it.”

The MySQL database is a high-performance relational 
database management system for Web site and busi-
ness application development and deployment. 
MySQL is available under the GPL open source 
license, but Novell is shipping a commercially licensed 
version of MySQL with NetWare, meaning there are 
no user limitations and no open source requirements on 
developers who wish to write and distribute applica-
tions that use MySQL on NetWare.

Under the GPL license, the distributor of an applica-
tion developed with MySQL could have to make the 
application’s source code open and freely available to 
anyone to read, redistribute and modify. MySQL for 
NetWare users can avoid any such requirements 
because of Novell’s commercial license agreement 
with MySQL.

“Novell is giving its customers the gift of freedom to 
create powerful commercial applications with the 
MySQL database for no additional license cost,” said 
Marten Mickos, MySQL CEO. “This partnership takes 
MySQL’s dual-licensing business model to a new level 
and opens up huge opportunities for MySQL, Novell 
and our joint customers. Moreover, we are pleased to 
be able to include the highly-acclaimed NetWare oper-
ating system as one of the many platforms supported 
by the MySQL database.”

Antonio Mastrolorito, Lufthansa Systems Infratec, 
said, “Deutsche Lufthansa AG approached Novell 
some time ago suggesting that providing Apache, 
MySQL and PHP on NetWare would make a lot of 
sense for Novell customers. There is strong demand 
from companies wishing to run these industry-leading 
applications on a platform that can provide strong 
support while offering time-tested reliability and 
performance.”

Availability 
MySQL for NetWare 6 is now available for beta 
testing and will be generally available in December for 
no charge. As with other MySQL-supported platforms, 
a GPL version will also be available for download on 
the MySQL Web site at http://www.mysql.com.

MySQL will also be included in the next release of 
NetWare, scheduled for delivery in the first half of 
2003. To download the public beta of MySQL for 

“Novell is giving its cus-
tomers the gift of freedom
to create powerful com-
mercial applications with
the MySQL database for
no additional license
cost,” 

http://www.mysql.com
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NetWare and to learn about technical support options, 
visit http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm.

Novell Ships eDirectory 8.7 
and Unveils Aggressive Plan to 
Help Customers Migrate from 
Sun ONE/iPlanet Directory 
Server to eDirectory 

On November 5, 2002, Novell released Novell eDirec-
tory 8.7, the latest version of its flagship directory soft-
ware. Novell eDirectory simplifies the management of 
user identities and access rights and is the foundation 
for solutions in secure identity management and 
cross-platform network services. These solutions help 
companies eliminate boundaries to information and 
create one Net. With the shipment of eDirectory 8.7, 
Novell also announced an aggressive plan to help 
customers migrate from Sun ONE/iPlanet Directory 
Server to the more stable and scalable eDirectory. 

Hall Kinion, a global placement firm, sees the advan-
tage of one Net solutions built on eDirectory. Keeping 
tabs on so many potential candidates and accessing 
up-to-date information across different business 
systems proved a challenging task. Upgrading critical 
applications on company workstations was a costly, 
manual process taking up to six months to accomplish. 
Multiple and inconsistent user identities across those 
applications caused a lot of redundant administration 
and posed a security risk. In addition, employees 
juggled up to seven user IDs and passwords to gain 
access to critical systems, which placed a costly burden 
on the Helpdesk.

Together with its technology partner, KIS Computing, 
Hall Kinion selected Novell to eliminate these obsta-
cles. Tapping Novell ZENworks to automate desktop 
management and a Novell Nsure secure identity 
management solution, Hall Kinion is now able to get 
the right resources to the right people, anytime, 
anywhere.

“The Novell solution has enabled us to integrate user 
information across applications that were once data 
silos, including our ERP system, a business intelli-
gence app, and the company extranet,” said Bill 
Griffin, director of Information Systems and Tech-
nology for Hall Kinion. “That integration ensures our 
security policies are enforced, and it also cuts hundreds 
of hours of redundant administration, which, coupled 
with the benefits of remote desktop management, 
equals some major cost savings. Equally important, 

employees have single sign-on to the applications they 
need, contributing to a 70 percent drop in helpdesk 
calls.

“Novell eDirectory is the foundation, the hub really, 
that makes this solution possible,” Griffin said. “Its 
flexibility allows us to work with the applications and 
operating systems we already have, no rip-and-replace 
required; and its scalability gives us plenty of room to 
grow.”

An Alternative for Sun ONE Customers 
Novell is also launching an aggressive promotion to 
help Sun ONE/iPlanet Directory Server customers take 
advantage of Novell Nsure secure identity manage-
ment solutions. Current Sun ONE/iPlanet Directory 
Server customers can receive free of charge 250,000 
user licenses of Novell eDirectory 8.7 plus 25,000 user 
licenses of the Novell DirXML Driver for LDAP. The 
combination of eDirectory with DirXML will allow 
companies to continue to use legacy data stored in the 
Sun ONE/iPlanet Directory Server while introducing 
eDirectory, with its proven scalability and security, as 
a foundation for secure identity management.

“Novell customers and potential customers want a 
directory service that can scale--reaching millions of 
users and identities; and only Novell can deliver that,” 
said Angie Anderson, Novell vice president of Identity 
Services. “The promotion we’re announcing today will 
allow companies to start taking advantage of a supe-
rior, scalable directory service without ripping and 
replacing their legacy applications.”

What’s New in Novell eDirectory 8.7 
Already the market’s best directory service, Novell 
eDirectory 8.7 features a number of enhancements 
over previous versions, including new support for 
IBM’s AIX operating system, in addition to NetWare, 
Windows NT/2000, Linux and Solaris. eDirectory 8.7 
also features new role-based administration capabili-
ties and includes a new utility, Novell iManager, which 
allows customers to manage the directory from a Web 
browser and a variety of handheld devices. 

Availability and Pricing 
Novell eDirectory 8.7 is available now for $2 per user 
through Novell partners or directly from Novell by 
calling 888-321-4272. For more information, go to 
http://www.novell.com/edirectory. Sun ONE/iPlanet 
Directory Server customers who want to take advan-
tage of the benefits of eDirectory should visit 
http://www.novell.com/edirpromo. ISVs, OEMs and 
developers interested redistributing eDirectory with 

Latest version of eDi-
rectory supports IBM’s
AIX operating system
and features
Web-based and wire-
less administration 

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
http://www.novell.com/edirectory
http://www.novell.com/edirpromo
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their applications, can visit http://developer.
novell.com/edirectory.

Installing and Configuring 
NetWare AMP 

NetWare AMP is a set of products, consisting of 
NetWare 6, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl. Together, 
these products create a powerful development environ-
ment on a NetWare server. 

The configuration guide for NetWare AMP (at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/whitepapers/
namp.htm) tells how to configure the popular Apache 
web server, install the PHP and Perl scripting 
languages, and install the MySQL open source data-
base on a NetWare 6 server. The configuration guide 
also tells you where you can download a sample appli-
cation that will verify that the components of your 
NetWare AMP server are properly installed and opera-
tional.

PHP for NetWare was recently updated to be compat-
ible with MySQL, so if you have a previous version 
installed you will want to download the latest version 
from http://developer.novell.com/ndk/php.htm.

Novell WebDAV JavaBeans

The Novell Developer Kit (NDK) Leading Edge #177 
package contains the latest Novell WebDAV Java-
Beans. These are based on RFC 2518 that leverages the 
Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning 
(WebDAV) protocol. WebDAV Beans help applica-
tion developers to develop custom applications or tools 
for content management that provide the following 
features: 

• Read the contents of a Web page

• Publish Web pages for any type of document

• Support any type of content (documents, images, 
and objects) and Internet media types

• Provide a locking mechanism to prevent lost 
updates (when authored by multiple users)

• Create, modify, read, and delete properties on all 
Web resources, regardless of content type

• Provide support for copying and moving Web 
resources

• Provide support for creating and deleting, adding 
and removing members to and from, and listing 
the members of a collection

The Novell WebDAV JavaBeans, with documentation 
and sample code, can be downloaded from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm.

Novell Nterprise Branch 
Office Release

Novell is pleased to announce Novell Nterprise Branch 
Office. Novell Branch Office is a business office 
management solution that reduces the costs and chal-
lenges of managing and using offices in remote loca-
tions. Novell Branch Office is appliance software that 
you can deploy on hardware at remote offices and still 
have the flexibility to manage from one central loca-
tion at your corporate offices. Administrators and users 
access the features they need through the Internet from 
a Web browser.

Nterprise Branch Office is for distributed enterprises 
that are dissatisfied with the cost and complexity of 
deploying network services in branch offices. It allevi-
ates consolidation hurdles by providing distributed 
users an enterprise-class experience, while eliminating 
the need for onsite management.

Note: Nterprise Branch Office software should be 
installed on dedicated hardware. If the hardware was 
not an Nterprise Branch Office appliance previous to 
the install, existing data should be saved to another 
server before starting the initialization process. In 
addition, if the appliance will be used in conjunction 
with a central office network, the central office setup 
should be completed prior to initializing the hardware.

Nterprise Branch Office licenses are free of charge for 
users that are covered by NetWare Upgrade Protection. 
Novell VLA and CLA customers with current Upgrade 
Protection on NetWare may receive Novell Nterprise 
Branch Office by requesting it from the Upgrade 
Fulfillment Website located at 
http://www.novell.com/licensing/upgfulfill

As previously announced, Novell NetDevice NAS has 
been discontinued. Customers who purchased Novell 
NetDevice NAS licenses may upgrade to Nterprise 
Branch Office free of charge on or before January 31, 
2003. Novell NetDevice NAS customers may receive 
Nterprise Branch Office by requesting it from the 
Upgrade Fulfillment Website located at 
http://www.novell.com/licensing/upgfulfill

Nterprise Branch Office is available as a separate 
product for customers who do not have Upgrade 
Protection on NetWare. For additional product infor-
mation on Nterprise Branch Office, go to 
http://www.novell.com/products/branchoffice

http://developer.novell.com/edirectory
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/whitepapers/namp.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/php.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
http://www.novell.com/licensing/upgfulfill
http://www.novell.com/licensing/upgfulfill
http://www.novell.com/products/branchoffice
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Q. ActiveX controls use backslashes as delimiters 
between components (Tree, O, OU, and CN) of a 
directory object name. A backslash can also be an 
escape for a special character. What special 
characters do I need to check for when parsing object 
names?

A. eDirectory reserves a few character symbols for 
denotative purposes. The reserved characters are the 
period (.), the comma (,), the equal sign (=), the plus 
sign (+), and the backslash (\).

If these characters are a part of a name, then they must 
be escaped with a backslash (\). In the following 
example, the comma and period before and after the 
Inc are escaped:

“NDS:\\GlobalCorp\Subsidiary\, 
Inc\.\Marketing\Carol Smith”

For more on delimiters, see http://developer.novell.
com/ndk/doc/ndslib/dsov_enu/data/h0yh1byj.html

Q. Is there a function I can call from my NLM that 
will return a list of variables that are normally 
accessed by LIBC@getenv()?

A. Here are two approaches. You can either do 
something like:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <screen.h>

int main( int argc, char* argv[], char* 
environ[]) {

int i;
for ( i = 0; i < argc; ++i) printf( 
"argv[ %d] = %s\n", i, argv[ i]);
for ( i = 0; environ[ i] != NULL; ++i) 
printf( "environ[ %d] = %s\n", i,

environ[ i]);

pressanykey();

  return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

Or you can access the global environ variable:

extern char **environ;

char  **p;

for (p = environ; *p; ++p)
fprintf(stdout, "\t%s\n", *p);

Q. I am attempting to synchronize my GroupWise 
contacts with another application using the GroupWise 
Object API, and I need to have a unique field to 
identify each user. There is a field called GUID, which 
always appears to be empty when viewing the list of 
address entries in an address book. Can I use this 
field?

A. The GUID field should only appear in a 
GroupWise personal address book if the entry was 
copied from the System Address Book. Also, the 
Object API interfaces with the GroupWise Address 
Book through an intermediate MAPI layer.

The Object API itself defines no GUID on any entry. 
GroupWise relies on the MAPI Address Book provider 
for a list of fields, and the contents of those fields. You 
should create your own custom field definition and 
populate it with some unique ID.

Q. I created an object in eDirectory and added 
some attributes to it. However, after creating the object 
with my snap-in, I realized that I would like to remove 
the Read-Only attribute flag from one of my attributes. 
Is this possible, or will I have reinstall NDS again?

A. If you added this attribute to a base schema class, 
then you are right, only a DS reinstall will help. 
Otherwise, you can remove the attribute definition, and 
then add it again with the desired settings. Proceed 
from the opposite direction as you created it:

1. Delete any objects of a class referencing this 
attribute.

2. Delete any class definitions referencing this 
attribute.

3. Delete the attribute definition itself.

http://developer.novell
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Q. I am interested in being notified of eDirectory 
management traffic. Is there a way to do this? I am 
trying to gather the data to simulate network traffic 
due to directory synchronization.

A. Through LDAP in eDirectory 8.6, you can get 
some events like Add, Delete, Modify, etc. In 
eDirectory 8.7, you are able to get replication events 
through LDAP.

Here is a link to event types in 8.7: 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/ldapover/index.
html?page=/ndk/doc/ldapover/ldap_enu/data/
hiz5y84y.html

LDAP Event System doc: 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/cldap/index.
html?page=/ndk/doc/cldap/ldaplibc/data/ag7cvjp.html

An EVT_SYNC_SVR_OUT_START event occurs 
when outbound synchronization begins from a 
particular server; an EVT_SYNC_SVR_OUT_END 
occurs when outbound synchronization from the server 
is finished. The EVT_SYNC_PART_START and 
EVT_SYNC_PART_END events mark the beginning 
and end of synchronization for a partition.

Q. How can I get the Full name via LDAP? We are 
using ADSI using Windows scripting host against an 
LDAP-enabled eDirectory tree. Some attributes 
(fullName, for example) return the following error if 
we try to read the values from the LDAP using ADSI.:

The Active Directory datatype cannot be converted 
to/from a native DS datatype.

This above error occurs on the following line.

lns_fullname = lns_cont.Get("fullName")

A. Microsoft’s ADSI libraries have an 
incompatibility with the eDirectory schema (to which 
they have been made aware by Novell). For standard 
schema entries, your “get” method will work okay. But 
for any schema definitions outside the standard set, 
you will have to tell ADSI what type it is, and read it 
with the GetInfoEx Array, etc.

For more information on this, please go to 
http://developer.novell.com/support and search on 
ADSI. For your script, do something like what’s shown 
in the sample below:

set UserObj=GetObject( 
"LDAP://myserver/o=novell/cn=admin" )

UserObj.GetInfoEx Array("fullname"), 3

Set entry = UserObj.GetPropertyItem( 
"fullname", 3 ) 'ci string type

For Each v In entry.Values 'if multi-valued attribute

Set propVal = v

descString = 
propVal.GetObjectProperty(3)
'ci string type

wscript.stdout.writeline descString

Next

The types are enumerated at http://msdn.microsoft.
com/library/en-us/netdir/adsi/adstypeenum.asp?frame
=true

Q. I’m trying to write an install program for a login 
extension. What registry entries are required?

A. For a master extension under Windows 95/98, 
use the following:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Network\Novell\System 
Config\Network

Provider\Graphical Login\NWLGE\MYLOGIN]

"LoginExtName"="mylogin.DLL"

"LoginExtDesc"="This is a login master extension"

"LoginExtType"=dword:00008007

And for NT/2000/XP:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\Graphical 
Login\NWLGE\MYLOGIN]

"LoginExtName"="mylogin.DLL"

"LoginExtDesc"="This is a login master extension"

"LoginExtType"=dword:00008007

The following values are defined to help you specify 
the login extension type:

0x0001 LOGIN_EXT_UI 

0x0002 LOGIN_EXT_AUTHENTICATE 

0x0004 LOGIN_EXT_SCRIPT 

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/ldapover/index
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/cldap/index
http://developer.novell.com/support
LDAP://myserver/o=novell/cn=admin
http://msdn.microsoft
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0x4000 LOGIN_EXT_SECONDARY 

0x8000 LOGIN_EXT_MASTER

See the NDK documentation section for the Login 
Libraries for C and ActiveX Controls for more 
information.

Q. Is there an API I can call to convert a NetWare 
error code to an error description?

A. There isn’t an API, but there is a DLL available 
that provides the functionality you’re looking for. The 
NWERR32.DLL contains the error messages for most 
NetWare error codes. This DLL exports two functions:

NWstrerror() and NWstrerror2()

Both functions allow you to convert an error number 
into an error string and thus do the same thing, but the 
second function has a syntax specifically designed for 
easy usage from Visual Basic.

Syntax:

Visual Basic

Public Declare Function NWstrerror Lib "NWErr32.dll" 
(ByVal errno As Long) As 

String

Public Declare Sub NWstrerror2 Lib "NWErr32.dll" 
(ByVal errno As Long, ByVal 

errStr As String)

C/C++

char *NWstrerror(nuint32 errno);

void NWstrerror2(nuint32 errno, pnstr8 strErr);

Pascal

Function NWstrerror(errno: Longint): PChar;

Procedure NWstrerror2(errno: Longint; strErr: Pointer);

For more information, see http://developer.novell.
com/support/sample/tids/vberrdll/vberrdll.htm

Q. Do you have any LDAP code to create 
eDirectory users? We are setting up our web page to 
create users and don’t want to recreate the wheel. We 
are using PHP, but the LDAP calls should work.

A. Here is a script to create users in eDirectory. 
Basically, we have a PHP web page running on a 
Linux server. My technicians authenticate to this 
webbed with LDAP to our NetWare 6 server. Then, 
they can enter a username and new password and it 
changes their eDirectory password and simple 
password. 

The eDirectory password is set directly in the PHP 
with an LDAP call, however we found out that PHP 
could not directly change the simple password. So we 
created this script that creates an LDIF file which can 
call ICE on the Linux server. This utility is created to 
do Novell LDAP Simple Password Change for 
Humanities Information Systems, College of 
Humanities of The Ohio State University (2002).

Author: James Cheng

Compile with: gcc -o nldspc nldspc.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>

static char usage[] = "Usage: nldspc <login dn> <password>\n"

"Example: nldspc cn=admin,o=cohums\n";

int main( int argc, char **argv )

{
FILE *fp;
char cmd[500];
char dn[200];
char pwd[20];
char filepath[50];
char filename[50];
time_t ltime;

http://developer.novell
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if (argc != 3) 
{
printf("%s", usage);
return (1);

}

strcpy(dn,argv[1]);
strcpy(pwd, argv[2]);

//get current time as filename
time( &ltime );

//Set the file path; ie. current directory as default
sprintf(filepath,"");
sprintf(filename,"%s%ld.ldif",filepath,ltime);

//write ldif to file
if ((fp=fopen(filename,"w")) == NULL)
{
printf("Error on writing file.(%s)\n",filename);
return (1);

}

fprintf(fp,"dn:%s\n",dn);
fprintf(fp,"userpassword: %s\n",pwd);
fclose(fp);

//run Novell ICE program to update simple password
//Please copy ice from ldap tool kits to the current directory
// "pwd" password
// "servername" LDAP server host name

sprintf(cmd,"ice -e %s%ld.result -S LDIF -f %s -v -D LDAP -d
\"cn=admin,ou=org1,ou=org2,o=cohums\" -w pwd -v -l -s servername 

",filepath,ltime,filename);
system(cmd);

//remove the ldif file
sprintf(cmd,"rm %s",filename);
system(cmd);

//You can comment out the lines below if you want to
//check the result of the operation
//remove result file
sprintf(cmd,"rm %s%ld.result",filepath,ltime);
system(cmd);

}
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Are You a Novell Development 
Success Story?

Corporate developers, leading consultants, ISVs, and 
IHVs alike join Novell’s DeveloperNet program to 
access Novell products, development tools, training 
resources, and engineering support. They continue as 
members because they’re successful in addressing 
significant enterprise IT issues with Novell develop-
ment, or they’re profiting from sales of Novell-based 
solutions. And in many cases, after the coding and 
debugging is done and the target solution has been 
successfully deployed, another significant feature of 
DeveloperNet membership comes into play: 
co-marketing with Novell, beginning with the 
all-important customer success story.

Every developer to Novell technologies has success 
stories worth exposing — and unique reasons for doing 
so. With Novell’s new online success story builder, 
you can quickly show how you saved company money 
with internal development, or how you increased your 
company’s solution revenues with Novell-based prod-
ucts. In short, if you’re a DeveloperNet member who 
can capture your development success in a few brief 
paragraphs, you can leverage a Novell Development 
Customer Success Story to your strategic advantage. 
Just visit developer.novell.com/success/submit to get 
started.

Benefits of Novell customer success stories include:

• Build credibility and expose the value of your 
in-house development with Novell

• Build product visibility and credibility with future 
customers

• Leverage Novell’s web site to gain direct 
exposure to Novell’s worldwide customer base

• Stand out in a crowded solution marketplace; 
differentiate your solutions

• Simple to submit your stories to Novell via online 
interface

• Novell works with you to complete the story and 
secure the necessary publishing approvals

You have full rights to republish the published story on 
your web site, collateral, and so on.

Since you’re reading Novell AppNotes, you’re most 
likely a technical type who doesn’t have time or the 
desire to become a marketing writer on top of all you 
already do. That’s why DeveloperNet created an online 
success story tool. Novell is dedicated to helping you 
raise your profile or reach new Novell customers with 
hard-hitting customer success stories about your appli-
cation, product or service. We want to help you expose 
and leverage what you do with Novell development — 
quickly and efficiently.

Enterprise Development: Talk about 
What Works For You
Not surprisingly, Novell’s largest development audi-
ence is comprised of corporate developers. And, with 
over twenty years of Novell development under their 
belts, the range of solutions created by this diverse 
global audience is doubtless much greater than the 
number of current corporate development success 
stories with Novell would indicate. 

If you’re a corporate developer, we know you’re busy 
and not inclined to “blow your own horn,” but if you 
allot an hour or two to show how you’re making the 
most of Novell technologies, it can definitely work to 
our mutual long-term advantage. (To view the list of 
current DeveloperNet Success Stories, visit 
http://developer.novell.com/success.)

Novell development encompasses all the leading 
vendor platforms, so Windows, Linux and UNIX 
developers are just as eligible to submit success stories 
as NetWare platform programmers. Wherever it runs, 
any successful enterprise solution is the result of an 
initial strategic design and an evolutionary cycle of 
enhancements you can build a story around.

For example, you could explain how Novell’s devel-
oper support for Perl scripting saved you from missing 
an important deadline, and accelerated a user identity 
migration process you’re responsible for by an order of 
magnitude. Or, you could provide a story about getting 
DirXML training from Novell that helped you inte-
grate key applications and databases. You build and 
integrate the solutions that drive your business, right? 
The potential number of stories is only limited by your 
accomplishments and willingness to share them.

In addition, many organizations develop Novell tech-
nology solutions for in-house use and then realize they 
have a solid market opportunity—if the solution can be 
commercialized and delivered cost-effectively to a 
wider customer base. Success stories that focus on 
wins with early customers can have a big influence in 
bringing a product to market, attracting customers, and 
building a sustainable revenue stream. 

http://developer.novell.com/success
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When’s the best time to submit your success story? 
How about any time you need a timely boost of credi-
bility to win new Novell project approvals from 
internal customers. Or whenever you’re looking to 
further justify getting a raise for your brilliant work.

Corporate developer responsibilities include adminis-
tering network infrastructure or enhancing a key 
component, such as the company web site. By 
capturing and relating simple but specific examples of 
your development success with Novell products, tools, 
training or development support, you could gain recog-
nition for your programming skills and shine a light on 
the real value that Novell-based development brings to 
your company. 

ISV/IHV/OEM: Success Stories have a Go to 
Market Value, for Startups and Gorillas
Want to reduce sales cycles and increase revenue from 
your Novell-based solutions? Pump up your market 
visibility with Novell customer success stories! 
Leverage them to help you enter a target market, or to 
capture more of the market you’re in. ISV and IHV 
customers run the gamut from large multinational 
corporations to small businesses. Success stories that 
focus on the details of how a Novell-based product, 
service or solution addressed the real-world concerns 
and issues of current customers in each customer 
segment are among the best ways to influence the 
purchase decisions of future customers. 

Don’t wait for our customers to call and ask if you 
support Novell technologies. For example, if you’re 
bundling eDirectory in a commercial software solution 
or shipping other Novell software such as NetWare, 
NMAS, iFolder, GroupWise or NetMail with your 
hardware, a couple of customer-focused stories on 
your notable sales wins will help you drive new Novell 
customer interest. 

Over 60 leading solution providers are offering free, 
250,000 user versions of Novell eDirectory with their 
commercial product offerings, and over half of these 
vendors are already shipping bundled products. To 
view a current list of vendors participating in Novell’s 
eDirectory Redistribution Initiative, visit 
http://developer.novell.com/edirectory/redistribution/
partners.html.

Consultant/Integrator: Talk about What 
Works for Your Customers
From the largest consultants to the smallest system 
integrators, consulting professionals and system inte-
grators are intimately familiar with client network 
environments and work closely with their clients’ 
in-house developers to create the development 

successes that happen every day in today’s networked 
enterprises. Capturing the value of one or more of your 
engagements with a Novell customer success story 
offers good business visibility, with marketing benefits 
for both you and your customer. 

Submit Novell Success Stories When the 
Timing Is Right for You
Want to build credible visibility for your product and 
company in Novell customer environments around the 
world? Novell has made it easy to tell your story 
whether you’re an enterprise developer, an adminis-
trator, IT manager, or an ISV, IHV or 
Consultant/System Integrator. Just visit 
http://developer.novell.com/success/submit.html to 
access an easy-to-use online template that helps you 
capture the details of your customer success with 
Novell. 

Sounds like a good idea, but perhaps you need support 
from Novell’s success story team? If you prefer to 
work directly with Novell to deliver your story, please 
submit all the relevant details into the online tool and 
we will contact you as soon as possible. Like building 
software solutions, it requires patience and preparation 
to write a compelling success story and win the needed 
approval from all stakeholders to publish it. We’re 
ready to help! We encourage you to use our online 
submission tool to get your information and ideas 
about a story on our production schedule as soon as 
possible. 

To view the latest Novell Developer Success Stories, 
visit http://developer.novell.com/success.

Recent Novell Developer Success Stories
AdRem Software’s sfConsole Saves Canton de Genève 
Time, Money, and Aggravation. Read about it at: 
http://developer.novell.com/success/adrem2.html

City of Los Angeles Turns to Novell to Get Employees 
the Information and Tools They Need. You can find 
the complete story at: 
http://www.novell.com/news/press/archive/2002/11/
pr02075.html

Novell Developers in the News
South Carolina Department of Health and Human 
Services and Bravepoint Consulting build portal and 
other Web service applications that leverage Java, 
LDAP, and XML with Novell Extend and eDirectory 
at:http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,3959,667399,00.asp

Read about how Dell Ships Easy-to-Manage Small 
Business Server for NetWare Customers at: 
http://biz.yahoo.com/bw/021104/40003_1.html

http://developer.novell.com/edirectory/redistribution/partners.html
http://developer.novell.com/success/submit.html
http://developer.novell.com/success
http://developer.novell.com/success/adrem2.html
http://www.novell.com/news/press/archive/2002/11/pr02075.html
http://biz.yahoo.com/bw/021104/40003_1.html
http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,3959,667399,00.asp
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What About Those Predictions 
I Made Last Year?

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes

As you may recall, a year ago I wrote about what I 
thought would happen to the high-tech industry during 
the year 2002. As reminded by my staff, it is time to 
review and rate how I did during the year. Here goes!

More Mergers. My first prediction wasn’t anything 
shocking to most of you, and it wasn’t meant to be. 
Take a look at what happened during the year. Of 
course, Novell acquired SilverStream Software (and 
no, I knew nothing about that until it was publicly 
announced). At the time, I was thinking about other 
folks in the industry. The obvious one here is the 
HP/Compaq deal. This was a huge deal and the jury is 
still out on how this one will turn out. IBM is always 
acquiring companies, so this one was a no-brainer. I’m 
sure you can think of several more acquisitions that 
you know about, so I got this one right!

Home-Use Broadband. Due to the proliferation of 
cable broadband service, as well as the local phone 
companies finally realizing that they could make 
money off this one, home-use broadband has taken off. 
How much? Well, just let me say that quite a few 
people whom I didn’t realize had computers suddenly 
started giving me a bad time about having a “slow 
dial-up” connection. Now it’s to the point that, when I 
am traveling on business and have to use a dial-up 
connection, I moan and groan about the slowness I 
have to deal with. Even my wife has noticed the differ-
ence between a dial-up connection and our home DSL 
connection. While there are still bottlenecks and speed 
needs to increase, I can’t think of anyone I know who 
doesn’t have some type of broadband service (even in 
rural America, where most of my relatives live). 
Another one right!

The Year of Wireless. So this might not have been 
“the” year of wireless, but I would argue it is close. 
This might be due to the fact that Novell has over a 
90% wireless access rate at our offices throughout the 
world. I have become spoiled by the fact that I can go 
from meeting to meeting, or office to office, and stay 

connected no matter where I am on our campus. It also 
allows our partners and customers to gain Internet 
access throughout our campuses without causing a 
security risk.

The benefits of eDirectory and other Novell solutions 
make this possible. Outside of Novell, various airports 
and other public locations have wireless access avail-
able. Yes, I know wireless is not as ubiquitious as it 
will be, but this is the year that made the most progress 
toward getting there. There will be more progress in 
the years to come (including quicker links), but this is 
the year where the most progress was made. I think 
people will consider this the breakthrough year when 
wireless became “feasible.”

Web-based Information. Okay, tell me you haven’t 
had more information available to you via the Web. 
Our team has increased the amount of information 
we’ve made available to you (and the formats that it is 
available in). More and more training has been made 
available via the Web as well. As a prime example, I 
get information all the time about “free” online training 
available from HP and other companies. I also get 
more and more information about ways that I can get 
training online, thus saving travel time and expense 
from all kinds of different vendors. Another example 
of this is the Western Governor’s University. Check it 
out at the http://www.wgu.edu site. Looks like I was 
right on this one, too!

Net Security. Anyone want to argue this point? 
Everyone knows what kind of hits net security has 
taken this year. And, yes, through the eNsure solutions 
available from Novell, a lot of these areas can be better 
managed and taken care of. I still contend there is no 
room for error in security if eCommerce is going to 
succeed. Your business will rely on security, and I 
believe you will find the solutions you need to deal 
with these issues from Novell. Check and see for your-
self! Consider this one right as well!

Growth within Novell. Finally, this is something 
that I truly believe that can be seen. There was the 
continued integration with Cambridge Technology 
Partners which is showing major signs of success, as 
well as the acquisition of SilverStream Software. There 
has been much realignment within the company, in 
ways that make sense in moving things forward. Sales 
seem to be back on track, and the morale inside the 
company has improved immensely. More and more 
customers are realizing there are IT choices out there, 
and that Novell can provide those solutions. While this 
growth of Novell is slow, it is happening! Chock up 
another one in the plus column.

Have a happy holiday season, and let me know your 
thoughts. Until then, I’ll just keep rambling. . . .

I can’t think of anyone I
know who doesn’t have
some type of broadband
service.

http://www.wgu.edu
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Grab Bag of Amusing Items
Well, another year is drawing to a close, and it’s time 
to clean out the humor bin of all those miscellaneous 
smaller items that didn’t seem to belong in any of our 
previous monthly Lightweight Access columns.

The Stock Report
Helium was up. Feathers were down. Paper was 
stationary. Knives were up sharply. Pencils lost a few 
points. Hiking equipment was trailing. Elevators rose, 
while escalators continued a slow decline. Light 
switches were off. Mining equipment hit rock bottom. 
Diapers remained unchanged. Shipping lines stayed at 
an even keel. Balloon prices were inflated. Batteries 
exploded in an attempt to recharge the market.

The Very Efficient Secretary
Soon after our high-tech company moved into a new 
building, we had trouble with the elevators. A manager 
got stuck between floors and, after some door banging, 
finally attracted attention. His name was taken and 
rescue promised. It took two hours before the elevator 
mechanic arrived and got the manager out. When he 
returned to his desk, he found this note from his 
efficient secretary: “The elevator people called and 
will be here in two hours.”

Horoscopes for Your Job Position
Marketing: You are ambitious yet stupid. You chose a 
marketing degree to avoid having to study in college, 
concentrating instead on drinking and socializing 
which is pretty much what your job responsibilities are 
now. Least compatible with Sales.

Sales: Laziest of all signs, often referred to as 
“marketing without a degree.” You are also self- 
centered and paranoid. Unless someone calls you and 
begs you to take their money, you like to avoid contact 
with customers so you can “concentrate on the big 
picture.” You seek admiration for your golf game 
throughout your life.

Technology: Unable to control anything in your 
personal life, you are instead content to completely 
control everything that happens at your workplace. 
Often even you don’t understand what you are saying, 
but who the heck can tell. It is written that the geeks 
shall inherit the Earth.

Engineering: One of only two signs that actually 
studied in school. It is said that 90% of all personal ads 
are placed by engineers. You can be happy with your-
self; your office is full of all the latest “ergo dynamic” 
gadgets. However, we all know what is really causing 
your “carpal tunnel syndrome.”

Accounting: The only other sign that studied in school. 
You are mostly immune from office politics.You have 
extreme organizational traits and are the most feared 
person in the organization. The majority of rumors 
concerning you say that you are completely insane . . . 
oh, and usually the first to be incarcerated.

Human Resources: Ironically, given your access to 
confidential information, you tend to be the biggest 
gossip within the organization. Possibly the only other 
person that does less work than marketing, you are 
unable to return any calls today because you have to 
get a haircut, have lunch, and then mail a letter.

The World’s Thinnest Books
• Things I Cannot Afford by Bill Gates

• My Plan to Find the Real Killers by O.J. Simpson

• Staying Happily Married by Elizabeth Taylor

• My Crusade for Family Values by Eminem

• America’s Most Popular Lawyers

• Everything Men Know About Women

• The Amish Phone Directory

• A Millennium of German Humor

• French Hospitality

• Politically Correct Jokes on the Internet

• Successful Applications of Artificial Intelligence

• The Software Engineer’s Guide to Fashion

• Fun with UNIX

Error Message of the Month

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a 
break from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here 
do not reflect Novell’s official position on anything.

Batteries exploded in an
attempt to recharge the
market.
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and pay only $1495. This industry leading event will be held in Salt Lake City, April 13-18, 2003. But, now 
is the time to get registered.

Registration is simple and easy, just visit www.novell.com/brainshare to reserve your seat today.

© 2002 Novell, Inc. Novell is a registered trademark and BrainShare is a registered service mark of Novell, Inc. in the US and other countries.
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To help us give you the kind of information you need to better design, configure, install, and maintain your network, please 
take a moment to answer a few questions about the Novell AppNotes. Fax the completed form to 801-861-4123. Thanks—we 
value your feedback.

1. How useful is each article in this issue?

2. I would like to see more articles on:

 Network design and optimization  Network management  Other____________________________
 Novell product implementation  NetWare theory and internals
 Third-party product integration  NetWare programming

3. The type of article that is most useful to me is:

 Theory/conceptual  Tutorial  Troubleshooting/support  Technical case study

4. My affiliation with Novell is:

 CNE/ECNE/MCNE  Programmer  Systems Integrator  MIS
 CNI  Reseller  Systems Engineer  Network Supervisor
 CNA  Consultant  Technical Support  Other ____________________________

5. I use the following Novell-related products:

 NetWare 6  ZENworks for Desktops  Novell eDirectory  ManageWise
 NetWare 5  ZENworks for Servers  DirXML  Novell Portal Services
 NetWare 4  GroupWise  NetWare for SAA  iChain
 NetWare 3 or 2  BorderManager  NetWare NFS  Developer Tools
 Other_______________________________________________________________________________________

6. General comments about the Novell AppNotes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Article Title Indispensable Very useful
Somewhat 

useful Not at all useful

What’s New in Novell iFolder Professional Edition 2.0
Implementing a High Availability Web Access Solution with 
GroupWise 6
Enhancing TCP Performance Through the Large Window and 
SACK Options
Convergence of Technology: Integrating CollabraSpace Collabo-
ration Server with Novell exteNd
Installing and Configuring NetWare AMP (NetWare 6, Apache, 
MySQL, and PHP/Perl)
How to Build J2EE Application Using Novell Technologies, Part 7
Net Management (Beyond the Basics, Network Novice, Small Business 
Solutions, Directory Primer, Tips & Tricks)

Net Support (Network Troubleshooter, TIDbits, Dear Ab-end)

Code Break (Developer Scene, Developer Q&A, DeveloperNet News)

Viewpoints (Ramblings, Lightweight Access)



Quick Guide to Novell Information

 

Resource URL

Novell
For the latest news, solutions, and success stories on Novell 
net services software.

http://www.novell.com/

Novell DeveloperNet
Your direct connection to everything you need to deliver 
secure, scalable business-to-business (B2B) and e-commerce 
solutions—or any directory-enabled solution you have in 
mind—quickly and economically. 

http://developer.novell.com

Novell Support
To open an electronic incident, download the latest patches, 
and find additional technical resources.

http://support.novell.com

Novell Cool Solutions
Provides helpful articles, downloads, manuals, programs, 
demos, and answers to your questions.

http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/

Novell Product Documentation 
For documentation about all Novell’s net services software. http://www.novell.com/documentation/

Novell Connection
Published monthly by NetWare Users International (NUI), the 
independent professional society for NetWare user groups 
worldwide.

http://www.novell.com/nwc/

Novell Consulting 
Need help putting it all together? See our Web site for more 
information on bringing in Novell experts to make your 
technology work as one net.

http://www.novell.com/programs/ncs/

Novell Solutions Search
Find Novell and "Yes, Tested and Approved" Partner product 
solutions.

http://developer.novell.com/nss/

Novell Education
Up-to-the-minute training on Novell products in whatever 
format meets your needs: Instructor-led training, computer-
based training, on-line training, Advanced Technical Training, 
and customized training.

http://www.novell.com/education/
http://www.novell.com/education/locator
http://www.novell.com/registernow

Novell PartnerNet
Programs to support Novell’s resellers, OEMs, distributors, 
and partners. Find valuable tools such as Novell 
advertisements, sales presentations, video presentations, 
and other resources.

http://www.novell.com/partners/

Novell Press
Need a little more information or don’t have time for a class? 
See all the hot new Novell Press titles on Shop Novell.

http://www.novell.com/shopnovell

Novell Advantage
This is the place to go for Novell competitive information: 
head-to-head product comparisons, reality checks, and 
positioning of Novell products against those from other 
vendors.

http://www.novell.com/advantage
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